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ABSTRACT

STUDENT-COACHED CHAMBER ENSEMBLE EXPERIENCES IN A HIGH
SCHOOL MUSIC CLASSROOM: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY

Elisabeth Rose Sato

The purpose of this study was to document the development and implementation
of student-coached chamber ensembles within a traditional orchestra setting where
students took on roles as chamber music coaches to facilitate student chamber ensemble
rehearsals in the preparation of performance. With traditional large ensembles that
emphasize whole-group performance dominating secondary music education, there is a
lack of empirically based evidence that clarifies procedures for developing high school
chamber music programs while working within time constraints of a typical high school
music program. This research provides educators with clarity on how to practically
incorporate chamber ensemble opportunities in the music classroom. Additionally, the
issues of how participation in student-coached chamber ensembles may contribute to
musical and social development in areas of creativity, critical thinking, communication,
and collaboration for student coaches and players were explored.

Fifteen students in my high school orchestra ensemble volunteered to partake in
this study. Three student coaches in grades 11-12, and twelve student players in grade 9,
were formed into three ensembles and selected as the focus for this study. Data were
collected from January to June 2019, in a high school located in a small suburban town
about 25 miles outside a major US city, and consisted of multiple sources of evidence:
rehearsal reflection summaries, video recordings of rehearsals and performances,
individual and focus group interviews using a video-stimulated recall method, a teacher
journal, and additional artifacts.
Findings from a qualitative analysis revealed that participation in student-coached
chamber ensembles appears to contribute to musical and social development in areas of
creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration for both student coaches
and players. In addition to these skills, positive social relationships were formed, students
improved in playing more independently, a greater sense of individual responsibility and
levels of self-confidence increased, and skills acquired from this experience translated to
other areas. This experience allowed students an opportunity for more active engagement
in the rehearsal process and choice in repertoire, and as the teacher-researcher, gaps in
my own instruction emerged. Results from this study show that student-coached chamber
ensembles can positively impact students’ learning experiences and teacher instruction.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

Personal Narrative
Since I began teaching in my school district, I have continually reflected on ways
to provide more meaningful musical experiences for my students. My current position is
orchestra teacher for grades 7-12, in a public suburban school district located about 25
miles outside a major US city, and I conduct one middle school and one high school
orchestra in traditional ensemble settings. Our two major performances each school year
include the winter and spring concerts, but we have two additional performances at the
high school. The first is the annual elementary school Halloween Parade, where the
orchestra performs pop tunes while the elementary students parade around the gym in
their Halloween costumes. We also have Ensemble Night, where students in Band,
Chorus, and Orchestra perform in small ensembles.
For my advanced high school orchestra students, I started an extra-curricular
chamber ensemble that rehearses weekly and performs at Ensemble Night along with
other various local events throughout the school year. If an administrator or community
member requests a small ensemble for an event, I generally solicit players from this
select group, knowing they have the experience and ability to quickly prepare for a
performance. Some of these students also take music lessons and participate (or have
previously participated) in ensembles outside of school. In the past few years, I have tried
1. ..

different strategies to prepare more orchestra students for the Ensemble Night
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performance such as assigning every student to a chamber group and coaching all groups
simultaneously. However, I realized that for students new to chamber ensemble playing
with little playing experience outside the large ensemble setting, rehearsals needed more
structure and students would benefit more from the experience if they had additional
guidance and support. From my observations, I generally saw students play pieces from
beginning to end several times or just repeat problematic passages multiple times in a row
without actually identifying or addressing specific issues.
Increasing leadership opportunities, particularly for older students who have been
in the music program since fourth grade, has also been a major consideration. Currently,
students conduct warm-ups with the full ensemble, assist in small-group lessons, and
facilitate sectional rehearsals. Senior and junior students have the opportunity to conduct
pieces for the Halloween Parade performance. By offering students opportunities to take
on multiple leadership roles, I hope to encourage peer learning and mentoring within our
9-12 grade orchestra as well as to promote continuous participation in the orchestra
program.
While reflecting on my teaching, I also consider the skills that can be fostered in
our learning environment. For many of my students, their participation in music in a
formal educational setting may only extend through high school. With this in mind, I
believe it is important to include activities that facilitate development in the following
areas: creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration. I have selected
these four specific skills to focus on because they are identified as twenty-first-century
skills by the Partnership for 21st Century Learning that can help prepare students for
college, careers, and life in general (Gilbert, A., 2016).
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With all of the considerations previously mentioned, the intent of this research
was to develop and implement a program within my current traditional ensemble setting
that includes chamber music, peer mentoring, and opportunities for students to further
develop skills in the areas of creativity, critical thinking, communication, and
collaboration. Additionally, the process was documented and will be further developed so
it can be incorporated into my classroom instruction every school year to provide
students with additional meaningful music-making experiences. To accomplish this,
members of my high school orchestra participated in student-coached chamber ensembles
where more experienced students took on roles as student coaches and prepared lessexperienced student players for at least one public performance.
Background
The Framework for 21st Century Learning
The Framework for 21st Century Learning (2019) was developed by the
Partnership for 21st Century Learning (P21) as a new model for education that provides
a, “holistic and systemic view of how we can reconceptualize and reinvigorate public
education” (Kay, 2010, p. xiv) to, “better prepare students for the demands of citizenship,
college, and careers in this millennium” (p. xiii). The Framework consists of two main
components: student outcomes and support systems. Student outcomes refer to skills
students need to be successful and prepared for today’s constantly changing world and
include the following: (a) learning and innovation skills, (b) core subjects and twentyfirst century themes, (c) life and career skills, and (d) information, media, and technology
skills (Gilbert, A., 2016). The arts, among others, are identified as a core subject area.
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The, “4Cs” (creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration) fall under the
category of learning and innovation skills (Kay, 2010).
According to A. Gilbert (2016), “Support systems are areas controlled by teachers
and administrators that can influence the success of twenty-first century students” (p. 16).
These include (a) standards and assessment, (b) curriculum and instruction, (c)
professional development, and (d) learning environments (p. 16). A. Gilbert (2016) and
Kay (2010) both argue that for the teaching of 21st-century skills to be effective, it is
necessary to include all of the components of the Framework in instruction and
assessment practices.
Chamber Music and 21st-Century Skills
Research supports that playing in a chamber ensemble requires strong
communication and collaboration skills (Berg, 1997; Davidson & Good, 2002; King,
2006; Murnighan & Conlon, 1991, Seddon & Biasutti, 2009). In the Western classical
tradition, chamber ensembles are traditionally conductor-less, and without a conductor to
lead rehearsals, ensemble members are required to work together to evaluate and analyze
their playing. Additionally, they may also need to come up with problem-solving
strategies to resolve specific musical issues (Berg, 1997; Hanzlik, 2010; Latten, 2001).
Development in these areas may help to promote musical independence.
Conceptual Framework
The framework of the present study was based on my personal experiences as a
music educator as expressed in the narrative above, the 4C’s as outlined by the
Framework for 21st Century Learning (2019), the perspectives of Dewey, Bruner, and
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Vygotsky on the construction of knowledge, and principles of constructivism as a theory
of learning.
Construction of Knowledge through Experience
Perspectives of Dewey, Bruner, and Vygotsky on the construction of knowledge
play an important role in the framework of this study. Dewey (1938) stresses a need for
education to move from a tradition where students passively receive knowledge to a more
progressive movement where students actively reconstruct knowledge from previous
experiences to make their own connections to new ones. He asserts that while there is a
connection between education and experience, for experiences to have an effective
contribution to overall growth, the quality of the experience must be considered. Dewey
also expresses that meaningful experiences are created from interactions between both
external and internal, “conditions” (p. 42), or interactions between environmental factors
and, “personal needs, desires, purposes, and capacities to create” (p. 44).
According to Dewey, present experiences are as important as future ones, and it is
the responsibility of the educator to consider the environment in which students are
learning as well as the individual needs of all students when designing classroom
activities. He states,
In a certain sense every experience should do something to prepare a
person for later experiences of a deeper and more expansive quality. That
is the very meaning of growth, continuity, reconstruction of experience.
(p. 47)
Dewey adds that time for reflection should be provided between periods of active,
“intellectual activity” where students can, “organize what has been gained in periods of
activity” (p. 63). To Dewey, intellectual growth requires one to reflect upon and
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reconstruct, “natural impulses and desires” (p. 64) in order to not only become aware of
initial actions, but also use them as a guide for future activities.
Bruner (1960/1977) asserts that learners construct their own knowledge and
understanding through experience and active participation or, “doing” (p. 29). According
to Bruner, learning takes place in two forms: the first in the mastering of a skill or,
“transfer of training” where learned skills can be applied directly to similar situations,
and the second being understanding of fundamental ideas, or “transfer of principles” (p.
17), which serve as a, “model for understanding” (p. 25) that can be applied to areas
outside the immediate experience. Bruner (1960/1977) defines fundamental in this
situation as, “an idea that has wide as well as powerful applicability” (p. 18). He further
states that school curricula should mirror these learning principles appropriately to meet
the needs of the students, and additionally, help students to develop an, “attitude” (p. 20)
towards learning, seeking further inquiry, problem-solving, and discovery.
Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976) describe the concept of, “scaffolding,” or a
process where a teacher and student work together to complete a task or solve a problem,
but the teacher only assists with parts of the task that the student cannot complete
independently or that are outside the student’s capabilities (p. 90). Once a student has
learned to complete a task independently, that student can then complete similar tasks
without assistance and move on to more challenging ones (Küpers, van Dijk, & van
Geert, 2014). This process allows the student to construct new knowledge by building on
previously learned skills, while also allowing the teacher to observe the student’s current
understandings and modify instruction appropriately to better meet the needs of the
student.
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Social constructivism is most associated with Vygotsky, who emphasizes that
learning occurs through social interaction and stresses the importance of the learning
process. Vygotsky’s theory of social constructivism is based on the premise that,
“learning is a social and collaborative activity where people create meaning through their
interactions with one another” (Schreiber & Valle, 2013, p. 396). The scaffolding process
described by Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976) has similarities to Vygotsky’s concept, “the
zone of proximal development.” Vygotsky (1978) defines the zone of proximal
development or ZPD as the following:
It is the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by
independent problem solving and the level of potential development as
determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with
more capable peers. (p. 86)
In other words, the ZPD is the gap between what an individual can accomplish
independently and what an individual can accomplish with assistance from a more
knowledgeable individual (Wiggins, 2015) such as a teacher or peer. In a constructivist
environment, the more knowledgeable individual works within the student’s ZPD by
scaffolding instruction. According to Schreiber and Valle (2013), educators should strive
to keep students in their ZPD by creating, “challenging and meaningful tasks” that
require students to collaborate with others in order for such tasks to be completed (p.
404).
Creating opportunities for students to coach other students in chamber ensembles
encompasses ideas of knowledge construction expressed by Dewey, Bruner, and
Vygotsky. By facilitating and participating in chamber ensemble rehearsals, students will
construct knowledge through social interactions with each other and transfer previously
learned skills (playing in an orchestra and/or chamber ensemble) to a new situation
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(coaching or playing in a chamber ensemble). Students will bridge the connection that
certain skills or fundamental ideas developed while coaching or playing in a student
chamber ensemble that apply to 21st-century skills of creativity, critical thinking,
communication, and collaboration are also applicable to areas outside of the music
classroom.
Constructivism as a Theory of Learning
Constructivism as a theory of learning in an educational setting places an
emphasis on student-centered learning (Brown, 2008; Scott, 2011; Shively, 2015).
Students in a constructivist classroom are more actively involved and engaged in their
learning by asking questions, problem-solving, and analyzing their work to make
decisions (Scott, 2011). According to Brooks and Brooks (1993/1999), students in a
constructivist learning environment are encouraged to accept challenges, take risks, and
identify their own problems that promote further inquiry. Guiding principles of
constructivism described by Brooks and Brooks include the following: a) problems
presented to students should be relevant to them, b) curriculum should be structured
around larger concepts and presented holistically, c) students’ ideas and points of view
are equally valued, d) curriculum should be adapted to address students’ uncertain
beliefs, and e) assessment should be used as an ongoing and meaningful tool that
provides insight into students’ understandings as opposed to being used solely as a form
of measurement.
In a social constructivist environment, students construct their own knowledge
through questioning, problem-solving, and social interaction (Schreiber & Valle, 2013),
and make meaningful connections between past and new experiences (Wiggins, 2015).
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Wiggins (2015) expands on these central principles adding that learners in a, “social
constructivist music learning community” (p. 54) share responsibility for learning,
celebrate successes, and support their peers. She also supports that learners should have
opportunities to learn through social interaction and that learners are aware of their
progress towards achieving their goals. According to Wiggins, outcomes in a social
constructivist learning environment include understanding and independence. Learners
should be able to apply learned concepts to new experiences and develop motivation for
seeking further inquiry.
It is important to note that incorporating constructivist ideas into traditional
teaching practices does not necessarily mean completely abandoning all teacher-directed
instruction, but rather finding a balance between student-centered learning and teacherdirected instruction (McCabe & O’Connor, 2014; Scott, 2011; Scruggs, 2009; Shively,
2015). The teacher possesses a considerable amount of knowledge, and using a
constructivist lens, should consider the knowledge the students already possess in order
to help students, “navigate relationships between the familiar and unfamiliar” (Shively,
2015, p. 132). As supported by Schreiber and Valle (2013), the teacher’s role in a social
constructivist classroom includes monitoring, coaching, and guiding students to provide
them with the opportunity to take ownership of their own learning. From three survey
studies, Elen, Clarebout, Leonard, and Lowyck (2007) found that university students
supported teaching environments where students and teachers worked interactively to
promote learning. The researchers claim that learning environments should be,
“powerful,” which they identify as challenging, safe, and one where teachers support
students in all areas so they can construct their own knowledge (p. 115).
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Schreiber and Valle (2013) support that the most effective way to teach students
how to function in small groups is to create instructional activities that focus on small
group work. Using a social constructivist lens, as long as students are provided with,
“authentic learning experiences that mimic real world problems and environments”
(Schreiber & Valle, 2013, p. 398), students are capable of constructing their own
knowledge, especially when the instructor fosters the learning environment by promoting
discovery through learning and encouraging students to problem-solve. In a studentcoached chamber ensemble, student coaches were responsible for facilitating chamber
rehearsals and preparing a student ensemble for a performance without the immediate
direction or physical presence of a teacher. Ensemble members brought their own prior
experiences to the ensemble and took on more active roles to prepare together as a small
group for a performance.
The current study combined knowledge construction through social interaction
and experience with principles of constructivism, my personal teaching experiences, and
the 4C’s in the music classroom. Participating in a student-coached chamber ensemble
created a real-life, relevant small group learning opportunity that required students to
work together and problem-solve, especially with people they had not known previously
or with whom they had different opinions. Students had the opportunity to accept new
challenges and take risks (Brooks & Brooks, 1993/1999). Chamber ensemble coaching
and playing contributes to learning holistically as students developed musical and social
skills that transferred to experiences outside of the music classroom (Wiggins, 2015). As
the teacher-researcher, when student coaches or players asked for my advice, my role was
to guide or advise by asking leading questions and allowing students to use the
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knowledge they already possessed to come to a list of possible conclusions. For the
conceptual framework of the relationships and outcomes of constructs examined in the
present study, please see Figure 1.

Teacher

Creativity
Critical Thinking
Communication
Collaboration

Coach

Musical Skills

Player

Creativity
Critical Thinking
Communication
Collaboration

Musical Skills

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework Model
In the framework model, teachers and students are placed next to each other to
reduce hierarchy, and with the idea that through the experience of participating in a
student-coached chamber ensemble, teacher, student coach, and player are in a recurrent
system of learning from each other. In Figure 1, constructions of knowledge are
represented by the blue arrows. The teacher scaffolds instruction for the student coach,
but the teacher also learns from providing instruction and can adapt or modify her
instruction appropriately to better meet the needs of that student. The same relationship
exists between student coach/player and teacher/player, which was explored in the
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present study. For example, a student coach may be able to read multiple clefs, but may
lack knowledge of score analysis. Therefore, the teacher would provide assistance to the
student coach by discussing how to analyze the score to identify important musical
elements such as melody and harmony. The student coach would then bring this
knowledge to the player, who may develop the ability to know when to play out and
when to blend. With this heightened sense of awareness, the student coach, in turn, might
then apply this same knowledge to her own playing. Outcomes from the experience and
learning process are represented by the orange arrows and green circles. In the present
study, the issues of how students developed musical and social skills in the areas of
creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration through participation in
student-coached chamber ensembles were explored.
Rationale
Three main considerations justified the need for the present study. First,
researchers and practitioners urge educators to include chamber music in large ensemble
settings (Berg, 2008; Goolsby, 1994; Grant, 2007; Scruggs, 2009). However, there is a
lack of clarity regarding how to practically incorporate chamber experiences into a large
ensemble setting (Tsai, 2001), especially when rehearsal time may already be limited due
to the nature of traditional high school performance ensembles (Grant, 2007; Latten,
2001; Scruggs, 2009; Whitener, 2016). Documenting the development and
implementation of a chamber music program and following students through the
experience provides educators with a clearer understanding of how to start a chamber
music program in a traditional large ensemble setting while working within a limited
rehearsal timeframe.
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Second, exploring perspectives of student coaches and players who participated in
a student-coached chamber ensemble strengthens the design of a chamber music
program. Webb (2012) suggests that there is a gap in research focusing on the
effectiveness of peer tutoring from the perspectives of the students, “on the receiving end
of the instruction” (p. 350), and adds that peer tutoring may take the form of a student
coaching other students in a chamber ensemble setting. Empirical studies have been
conducted focusing on experiences of student coaches in sports settings (Farias, Hastie, &
Mequita, 2018), but I have found no studies where students have taken on the role of a
chamber music coach. Exploring the perspectives of both student coaches and players
fills the gap Webb refers to and provides empirically based evidence that contributes to a
better understanding of how participation in a student-coached chamber ensemble may
impact student learning.
Finally, results from this study may have positive implications for students. By
participating in student-coached chamber ensembles, students have an opportunity to
learn repertoire outside standard orchestral literature (Latten, 2001, Kokotsaki & Hallam,
2007; Whitener, 2016) and make music in a more collaborative and intimate setting
(Hanzlik, 2010; Latten, 2001), which they may not experience in a large ensemble
setting. Students may further develop the 4C’s through active participation and “mindson learning” (Reimer, 1997, p. 35) through questioning, problem-solving, and evaluating
their performance to make musical decisions, especially without the immediate direction
of a teacher. Students may also develop more individual accountability, stronger
interpersonal relationships (Whitener, 2016), and higher levels of self-confidence
(Kokotsaki & Hallam, 2007; Zorn, 1969).
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Problem Statement
Traditional large ensembles that place an emphasis on performance currently
dominate secondary music education (Heuser, 2011; Whitener, 2016; Williams, 2011).
This model, which has remained relatively unchanged since its establishment in schools
in the early 1900s (Heuser, 2011; Williams, 2011), is mostly teacher-directed and
repertoire-driven, and focus is aimed more towards whole-group performance, which
limits opportunities for students to develop individual or independent musicianship
(Heuser, 2011; Whitener, 2016; Williams, 2011).
However, research shows that having students work in small collaborative
chamber ensembles provides opportunities for peer mentoring (Berg, 1997), which can
positively impact student learning (Darrow, Gibbs, & Wedel, 2005; Goodrich, 2007;
Goodrich, Bucura, & Stauffer, 2018; Webb, 2012), and the development of individual
musicianship often missing from large ensemble experiences. Additionally, researchers
and practitioners urge educators to adopt constructivist practices into current teaching
settings (Brooks & Brooks, 1993/1999; Scruggs, 2009; Wiggins, 2015), where students
are more responsible for their own learning and construct their own meaning through
social interaction and experience, which can be accomplished through the
implementation of small ensembles (Grant, 2004; Scruggs, 2009; Whitener, 2016).
While developing high school chamber music programs seems desirable, there is
a lack of empirically based evidence that clarifies procedures for developing high school
chamber music programs (Tsai, 2001), while working within time constraints that are
typical in high school music programs (Grant, 2007; Latten, 2001; Scruggs, 2009;
Whitener, 2016). Therefore, the current study was designed to demonstrate how to
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implement a student-coached chamber ensemble program working within a large
ensemble teaching setting and to examine if and how student learning takes place from
participation in the experience. By examining the experiences of both student coaches
and players, the teacher-researcher will explore if participation in a student-coached
chamber ensemble leads to musical and social development in areas of creativity, critical
thinking, communication, and collaboration.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to document the development and implementation
of a structured student-coached chamber ensemble program within a traditional large
ensemble setting where students took on the role of chamber music coach to facilitate
student chamber ensemble rehearsals in the preparation of performance. This research
was conducted in order to provide educators with insight and clarity on how to practically
incorporate chamber ensemble opportunities in the music classroom. In addition, the
issues of how participation in student-coached chamber ensembles of the Western
tradition may contribute to musical and social development in areas of creativity, critical
thinking, communication, and collaboration from the perspectives of student coaches and
players throughout the experience were explored.
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Research Questions
1. How do student coaches demonstrate musical and social development in areas of
creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration while coaching
other students in a chamber ensemble?
2. How do players demonstrate musical and social development in these same areas
while playing in a student-coached chamber ensemble?
3. What instructional decisions are student coaches making when facilitating student
chamber ensemble rehearsals that promote a collaborative environment?
a. How do coaches and players interact during the experience?
b. How do players interact during the experience?
c. How do players perceive the coach’s role in promoting a collaborative
environment?
4. What are the additional learning benefits and challenges when including studentcoached chamber ensembles in a large ensemble setting?
For the purpose of this study, a, “student coach” or simply, “coach” shall refer to a
student who is responsible for facilitating the chamber ensemble in, “all matters relating
to performance and study” (Hanzlik, 2010, p. 20). A, “student player” or, “player” shall
refer to a student playing an instrument in a student-coached chamber ensemble.
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Chapter II
LITERTURE REVIEW

Overview
This chapter examines literature that relates to the present study. The first section
includes studies that demonstrate how students may develop in the areas of creativity,
critical thinking, communication, and collaboration in the music classroom. Next, I will
define and describe teacher-directed instruction and student-centered learning. The
following section highlights studies focusing on the benefits of peer mentoring in the
classroom and centers around four main themes: a) increase in communication skills, b)
development of positive social relationships, c) reinforcement and application of
previously learned musical skills, and d) perception of individual roles. The collaborative
nature of chamber music and opportunities for ensemble members to assume various
leadership and supporting roles is discussed in the subsequent section. The final section
includes the role of the chamber music coach as defined by researchers and the
responsibilities and pedagogical approaches of a coach in a chamber ensemble.
21st-Century Skills and the Music Education Classroom
Creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration are identified as
21st-century skills by the Framework for 21st Century Learning that can help prepare
students for higher education, the workforce, and life (Gilbert, A., 2016; Shuler 2011).
According to Aspin (2010), arts education is a natural area for students to develop 21st-
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century skills of creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration, which
can benefit both the individual and society. The music education classroom has unlimited
potential to foster students’ development of these skills (Garrett, 2013; Latten, 2001), and
this can be accomplished by creating opportunities where students are more actively
involved in decision-making in the classroom. Through these experiences, students can
develop more ownership and responsibility of their own learning and forge deeper
connections with music (Scott, 2011).
The 4C’s in the Music Classroom: Creativity
Creativity is an important component in music education, and students’ individual
creativity can be highlighted through activities that include improvisation, composition,
or musical interpretation (Shuler, 2011). Allsup (2003) observed students engaging in all
of these activities in his study of high school band students participating in a garage band
model composition project. Two small ensembles tasked with creating original
compositions took different approaches to create their works. One group followed the
popular music tradition and collaboratively created their composition from improvising,
building on each other’s ideas, and providing feedback. According to one group’s
participants, the, “jam band” (p. 30) approach to composition allowed them to learn more
about their peers both personally and musically and improve their own musicianship.
Critical Thinking
Definitions of critical thinking may vary in literature, but many authors and
researchers suggest that critical thinking involves active higher-order and abstract
thinking (Shaw, 2014; Shuler, 2011), and working at higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy
in the areas of analyzing, evaluating, and creating (Garrett, 2013; Shuler, 2011). Bloom’s
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Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (1956) is a framework of educational learning
outcomes and skills arranged by level of complexity. The original taxonomy consisted of
six major categories in the cognitive process and was later revised where categories were
renamed and more subcategories were added to each major category to provide greater
depth. In the revised version of Bloom’s taxonomy, Analyze, Evaluate, and Create are
considered more complex. Analyze is defined as, “Breaking material into its constituent
parts and detecting how the parts relate to one another and to an overall structure of
purpose,” Evaluate is defined as, “Making judgments based on criteria and standards,”
and Create is defined as, “Putting elements together to form a novel, coherent whole or
make an original product” (Krathwohl, 2002, p. 215).
Garrett (2013) posits that student-centered learning is essential in the development
of students’ musical independence, and critical thinking skills can be developed in the
music classroom. Based on results from his study examining the relationship between
critical thinking activities (e.g., analyzing music and reflecting on musical style) and
nonperformance time taking place during high school choral rehearsals, Garrett proposes
that music educators can promote higher-order thinking by structuring ensemble rehearsal
environments to include self-evaluation opportunities and reflective questioning
techniques. Scott (2011) suggests that educators have students listen to, analyze, and
evaluate performances that relate to music currently being studied or evaluate their own
performances as a way to engage students in critical thinking.
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Communication
According to Shuler (2011), communication is the primary purpose for music and
the arts. Music can provide students with an emotional outlet (Kokotsaki & Hallam,
2007), and students can further develop communication skills when working with peers
through the interpretation and performance of music (Berg, 1997; Hanzlik, 2010). Berg
(1997) found that students in two chamber ensembles asked other members to clarify
ideas and provide justification when making musical decisions during student-directed
rehearsals. In a study focusing on high school student string tutors, Webb (2012) found
that high school tutors had to restate explanations of musical material and concepts in
different ways so tutees could better understand the material, which in turn, also
reinforced the tutors’ own musical understandings. Schreiber and Valle (2013) assert that
assigning students to work in small groups can prepare students for real-life experiences
such as not being able to choose whom you get to work with and having to find ways to
communicate with others who may have different opinions.
Collaboration
According to Allsup (2003), “In a collaborative teaching environment teachers
learn from their students, just as students learn from their teacher (students also learn
from each other, and teachers learn from other teachers)” (p. 27). Scruggs (2009) and
Shuler (2011) encourage music educators to have students run sectionals, tutor struggling
students, or create small ensemble performance opportunities for students to listen to and
critique each other to help promote teamwork, collaboration, and engagement. Through
small ensemble work, students must work together to make informed musical decisions
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and are provided with, “opportunities for taking initiative as well as learning how to
negotiate problems as a group member” (Berg, 1997, p. 2).
D. Gilbert (2016) suggests that music educators consider forming all students in a large
ensemble into teams to create, perform, and produce their own performances to increase
collaborative effort and creativity.
By participating in a structured student-coached chamber ensemble in the present
study, students had opportunities to further develop 21st-century skills of creativity,
critical thinking, communication, and collaboration. Students were required to work
collaboratively to make interpretive musical decisions, create, and evaluate music and
performance (Berg, 1997; Hanzlik, 2010). Working in a chamber ensemble presented a
small group situation where students were required to clarify ideas, justify decisions, or
negotiate solutions, especially when working with others who may have different
opinions (Schreiber & Valle, 2013; Whitener, 2016). Through self-evaluation and
reflection, students moved towards becoming more independent musicians (Whitener,
2016). Providing opportunities for students to take on roles as ensemble coaches to
facilitate student chamber ensembles in the preparation of performance moved instruction
away from a traditional teacher-directed setting and towards a student-centered learning
environment.
Teacher-Directed Instruction
Teacher-directed instruction is a more traditional model of teaching where
teachers are viewed as the sole, “transmitters of knowledge” (Scott, 2011, p. 197), while
students are seen as, “passive receptors of knowledge” (p. 192). Many school-based
music programs consist of large performance-based ensembles such as band, chorus, and
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orchestra that follow a teacher-directed model, which has remained relatively unchanged
since its establishment in schools (Heuser, 2011; Whitener, 2016; Williams, 2011), and
has been continually criticized by researchers and practitioners. In traditional large
instrumental ensemble settings, the teacher leads the ensemble from a podium, a position
Scruggs (2009) refers to as the, “monarch of the classroom” (p. 54) and Shively (2015)
the, “omnipotent maestro” (p. 130), and the teacher-conductor is one who is primarily
responsible for facilitating ensemble rehearsals when making interpretive musical
decisions, providing feedback, and addressing technical issues (DeYoung, 1976;
Weidner, 2018).
Allsup and Benedict (2008) address issues concerning the traditional wind band
paradigm, calling attention to the perpetuation of a dominant system of mostly teacherdirected instruction that places an emphasis on the product of performance over the
process of learning. They contend that many of these issues stem from pre-service
education, (teachers teach the way they were taught), and encourage teacher-conductoreducators to challenge the traditional methodology by relinquishing control and fears of
uncertainty to create an environment where students can move towards independent
musicianship by actively engaging in creative decision-making processes of interpreting
and performing music. Whitener (2016) echoes similar sentiments, stressing that
traditional school band music programs promote teacher-directed instruction that
emphasizes, “individual and group competitiveness and group performance excellence”
(p. 222) adopted from military bands over the individual growth of students.
Although Whitener is referring specifically to band, these issues also carry over
into orchestra and choral ensemble settings (Heuser, 2011). Heuser claims that music
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teachers structure classes like rehearsals and focus more on quality performances than,
“lessons through which a variety of approaches to musical understanding might be
explored” (p. 296). He further adds that critics of traditional performance ensemble
programs believe this model continues in schools because of music teachers’ personal
desires to conduct and perform.
Student-Centered Learning
In a student-centered learning environment, the student learner is positioned at the
center of instruction and emphasis is placed on the student’s learning process (Killian &
Dye, 2009). Control and responsibility for learning are shared between both student and
instructor (Brown, 2008; McCabe & O’Connor, 2014), and students actively engage in
learning activities to construct their own meaning and understanding (McCabe &
O’Connor, 2014), thus achieving greater ownership of learning. Student-centered
learning may have implications for personal growth; Tangney (2014) suggests that
student-centered learning can build confidence, encourage risk-taking, and empower
students, and Martell (2015) proposes that more involvement and participation from
students can increase motivation and overall performance.
According to Killian and Dye (2009), student-centered learning focuses on, “what
students are learning, how they are learning, and how they can use learning” (p. 10).
Student-centered learning may include a variety of instructional strategies such as group
work and peer teaching. Killian and Dye followed pre-service music teachers through
three semesters of interactive teaching experiences using a, “reflective practice model”
that included a, “plan/teach/archive/reflect procedure” following each experience (p. 10).
Researchers found that students preferred this model to a traditional lecture-test model.
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Participants in the study believed their teaching improved more in a student-centered
environment and indicated that their confidence and abilities to lesson plan increased
over the course of the experiences. In the music classroom, student-centered learning
strategies may include the incorporation of small ensemble work (Berg, 2008; Whitener,
2016) and peer tutoring in the classroom or community (Heuser, 2011; Sheldon, 2001;
Webb, 2012).
Bond (2016) found that structured active learning experiences in three university
courses contributed to student-centered learning and student growth. Bond examined
teaching and learning approaches of information literacy designed to promote studentcentered learning by having participants take on more active roles through small group
collaborations. Throughout three different collaborative activities, students completed
projects that involved creativity through the design of web pages, videos, and concept
maps in addition to having opportunities for, “scholarly conversation” (p. 5). Student
participants also strengthened communication skills through presentations, evaluated
various resources, and combined individual ideas into group presentations and class
discussions. In the present study, by structuring a more student-centered environment
where students needed to work together to prepare for a performance, I also hoped to
promote peer mentoring within the small chamber ensembles.
Peer Mentoring in the Music Classroom
Studies have shown that peer mentoring in music can support social, academic,
and musical growth (Darrow, Gibbs, & Wedel, 2005; Furby, 2016; Goodrich, 2007;
Goodrich, Bucura, & Stauffer, 2018; VanWeelden, Heath-Reynolds, & Leaman, 2017).
The definition of peer mentoring in literature can vary. In an educational setting, peer
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mentoring may involve an older student with more experience providing knowledge to a
less experienced student (Goodrich, 2007; Webb, 2012) or a student-to-student teaching
and learning setting where students with equal experience share or alternate roles
(Darrow, Gibbs, & Wedel, 2005; Goodrich, Bucura, & Stauffer, 2018). Alexander and
Dorow (1983) refer to tutors as, “change agents” that can affect one person or a small
group (p. 33). Sheldon (2001) characterizes peer tutoring as students assisting other
students in areas of music instruction and motivation and identifies cross-age tutoring as
students of different age and grade levels working together. For the purpose of this
literature review and due to similar characteristics as defined by authors and researchers,
peer mentoring shall include peer and cross-age tutoring.
Peer mentoring in the music classroom can benefit both mentors and mentees at
the elementary, secondary, and collegiate levels, and may occur in structured formal
settings (Furby, 2016; Goodrich, et al., 2018; Sheldon, 2001; VanWeelden, HeathReynolds, & Leaman, 2017; Webb, 2015) or informally (Goodrich, 2007). The literature
reviewed examines overlapping benefits of peer mentoring for mentors and mentees. The
following main themes will be furthered explored: (a) increase in communication skills,
(b) development of positive social relationships, (c) reinforcement and application of
previously learned musical skills, and (d) perception of individual roles.
Increase in Communication Skills
Through peer mentoring, communication skills may be improved or enhanced,
which is one of the, “4C’s” identified as a learning and innovation skill by the Partnership
for 21st Century Learning (Gilbert, A., 2016). When explaining instructions or giving
feedback, student mentors may be required to provide additional clarification so mentees
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can better understand the material. Webb (2015) found that when explaining musical
concepts to younger string students during individual music tutoring sessions, high school
music tutors had to restate the material in different ways to help tutees understand the
concepts and alternated between using specific musical vocabulary and a more
conversational tone. In addition to verbal instruction and feedback, Webb also found that
music tutors employed other communication techniques such as modeling and
demonstrating either by using instruments or singing. According to Hasten (2007),
modeling occurs, “whenever a teacher demonstrates a concept for a student” (p. 26) and
adds that modeling can occur when listening to recordings or through peer mentoring.
Similar results were observed by Goodrich, Bucura, and Stauffer (2018) in an
undergraduate general music methods class for preservice music teachers. In a structured
group teaching setting where university students assumed roles as both teachers and
learners, there were instances when the learners asked the student-as-teacher for
clarification or reacted to the student-as-teacher with, “non-verbal cues” (p. 31) such as a
look of confusion or a smile, which helped all participants become more aware of their
instructional delivery. Participants in this study also became more aware of how they
provided verbal feedback to their peers to ensure that comments were not, “patronizing”
but, “genuine” (p. 31).
Peer mentoring may also open communication pathways by making it easier to
give and receive feedback. This is supported by VanWeelden, Heath-Reynolds, and
Leaman (2017), who discovered that students with and without disabilities participating
in a peer mentorship program in a high school choral ensemble were more comfortable
giving and receiving feedback and assistance to and from their peers by the end of the
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study. The researchers attribute this to additional time spent working together outside of
the regular class period and the students getting to know each other better throughout the
experience. Goodrich (2007) observed that peer mentoring was expected and encouraged
in a high school jazz ensemble, and students often offered assistance without being
prompted and asked for help from other students when needed. Webb (2012) found that
high school tutors believed younger students would feel more comfortable in a teaching
and learning setting with a student who was closer in age, and that a peer-tutoring
environment would allow a student tutor to take more risks and try out different teaching
techniques or strategies without judgment from a teacher or adult.
Development of Positive Social Relationships
Another benefit of peer mentoring is the development of positive social
relationships (Darrow et al., 2005; Furby, 2016; Goodrich, 2007; Goodrich et al., 2018;
Heuser, 2011; Sheldon, 2001; VanWeelden et al., 2017; Webb, 2012; Webb, 2015).
Furby (2016) examined the effects of a peer-mentoring program with undergraduate
music majors in a first-year aural skills course and found that all participants considered
their mentors friends by the end of the study. Peer mentoring may also generate a greater
sense of community and belonging both in and out of the classroom (Goodrich, 2007;
Goodrich et al., 2018; VanWeelden et al., 2017). Goodrich (2007) reported that high
school students in an advanced jazz ensemble were able to integrate and participate in
jazz ensembles outside of the school, while VanWeelden et al. (2017) noted that choral
mentees felt a greater sense of belonging in the choral classroom through peer mentoring.
Through multiple peer learning and teaching experiences, Goodrich et al. (2018) found
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that preservice music teachers built a, “strong sense of community and collegiality”
throughout an undergraduate music methods class (p. 34).
According to Webb (2015), high school music tutors were generally interested in
helping string tutees to improve as many saw younger versions of themselves in their
students. Tutors also commented that having a sense of teaching responsibility positively
affected their relationships with other classmates, and teaching provided opportunities,
“to meet and interact with people” (Webb, 2012, p. 293). One high school tutor was
inspired to become a tutor himself after having developed friendships with his former
three peer tutors when he first began his own music studies. Darrow et al. (2005)
concluded that a number of students who participated in a classwide peer-tutoring
program in a general music classroom enjoyed the experience because they liked
assisting their classmates with learning key signatures. The classwide peer-tutoring
experience also assisted in breaking down social barriers due to its inclusiveness; all
students participated in the experience and took on roles as both tutors and tutees.
Heuser (2011) examined a middle school band program in California whose
music teacher developed an outreach program with a local homeless shelter. Student band
members traveled to the shelter twice a week to give music lessons to the child residents,
and residents of the shelter also traveled to the school to share a meal with the music
students and participate in evening rehearsals. Heuser found that by participating in this
experience, middle school music tutors became more compassionate and, “better people”
(p. 300), and the children on the receiving end of instruction also became more
respectful, responsible, and disciplined. One music student chose to continue tutoring at
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the homeless shelter despite moving on to high school, claiming that experience was, “the
reason I get up every morning happy” (p. 300).
Application and Reinforcement of Previously Learned Musical Skills
Peer mentoring may benefit all participants through the application and
reinforcement of previously learned musical skills. Through observations and interviews,
Webb (2015) found that high school student tutors employed a, “trial and error” approach
when tutoring younger students and applied various teaching techniques and strategies
that they had learned from their own private instructors, orchestra teachers, and former
peer tutors (p. 76). According to Maynard (2005), it is important for teachers to model
good practice techniques to show students how to practice effectively and efficiently. In
Webb’s study, high school tutor George frequently used a, “call-and-response” strategy
while teaching where he would play a passage or series of notes and the student tutee
would echo the same passage (Webb, 2012, p. 193).
Another tutor named Rose incorporated the use of the metronome into her
teaching and gradually increased the tempo when working with a student on her orchestra
music. During the individual lessons, high school tutors tended to focus more on
fundamental components of music such as notes and rhythms, referred to as, “basics”
(Webb, 2012, p. 239) by one student tutor named Jaco (a pseudonym), and selected
familiar repertoire to work on, which reinforced previous knowledge that the tutors
themselves had acquired. Webb (2012) emphasizes that by having to reorganize musical
concepts and communicate these ideas to tutees in different ways, student tutors are
fostering new knowledge through the teaching of others.
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In a study on peer tutoring in beginning band classes involving two experiments
measured by pre- and posttests, Alexander and Dorow (1983) indicated no significant
difference in performance posttest scores between the experimental group tutors and the
control group tutors in both experiments. The control group tutors received weekly lesson
instruction from one of the researchers while the experimental tutors only had the
tutoring time with no weekly instruction. The researchers suggest that this may be due to
an increase in assessment and evaluative skills applied during tutoring sessions, where
tutors were required to listen more to the tutees in order to provide instructional feedback.
Heuser (2011) found that through the process of teaching, middle school band
students became stronger musicians after realizing that they needed to know the,
“foundations of their instruments and the fundamentals of music” (p. 300) when
providing instruction to another individual. Goodrich et al. (2018) discovered that most
undergraduate students enjoyed peer mentoring activities because they were able to apply
previously learned knowledge of guitar and recorder playing to small group teaching and
learning settings. These findings also align with those of Darrow, Gibbs, and Wedel
(2005), who suggest that even at the elementary level, children are capable of teaching
one another and learned skills can be reinforced through the teaching of others.
Perception of Individual Roles
The way in which individuals perceive their roles in peer mentoring can be
influential (Webb, 2012), and roles may overlap over time. Through mentoring
opportunities where peers work with other peers, traditional student-teacher roles may be
redefined. Webb (2015) found that high school string tutors saw their role as different
than that of a traditional teacher. Two participants elected to use more positive
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reinforcement with younger students during tutoring sessions as opposed to being,
“tough” (p. 73) or overly critical. Participants in this study viewed themselves as assisting
younger peers with their music rather than teaching completely new musical concepts,
and felt that being a student tutor created a less pressured learning environment (Webb,
2012). Berg (1997) observed that through the exchanging of leadership roles during
student-directed pair chamber rehearsals, students were able to support each other’s
learning and seek advice from a peer.
Goodrich (2007) observed an established culture of overlapping mentor and
mentee roles in an advanced high school jazz ensemble. According to Brian Huggins (a
pseudonym), the Jazz Band I director who was interviewed in the study, older and more
experienced students in the advanced ensemble were expected to mentor the less
experienced students and, “pass on the information” regarding performance skills,
discipline standards, and ensemble expectations (p. 102). Student mentors and mentees in
this study even met outside of the regular school day to practice together, listen to jazz,
and transcribe music. Students in the advanced Jazz I ensemble also mentored students in
a second-level jazz ensemble within the same school. Goodrich et al. (2018) found
undergraduate students taking on multiple roles in four different learning and teaching
activities: a large group circle warm-up where students assumed roles as leaders and
initiated different phases of the activity, in small guitar and recorder groups where
students were assigned leadership roles based on their own self-assessment, and two
additional activities that involved a rotation of roles to ensure all students had the
opportunity to act as the lead teacher, the peer mentor or, “coach” (this role required
note-taking during the lesson), and the learner (Goodrich et al., 2018, p. 30).
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Chamber Music and the Music Classroom
Research affirms that chamber ensemble performance is a collaborative
experience and requires strong verbal and nonverbal communication (Berg, 1997;
Davidson & Good, 2002; King, 2006; Murnighan & Conlon, 1991, Seddon & Biasutti,
2009). Chamber ensembles in the Western classical tradition are traditionally conductorless, and without one individual making artistic decisions, leadership becomes shared
between the members in the ensemble and supportive roles are sometimes negotiated.
Members in a chamber ensemble rely on each other for musical feedback and must work
together to create a unified sound (Davidson & Good, 2002; Leventhal, 2015; Murnighan
& Conlon, 1991, Seddon & Biasutti, 2009). The following literature examines the
following three themes: a) collaboration and communication in chamber ensemble
playing and performance (with an emphasis on string quartets), b) opportunities for
creativity and critical thinking through chamber ensemble performance, and c) the
negotiation of various roles in a chamber ensemble.
Collaboration and Communication in Chamber Music
As observed by Murnighan and Conlon (1991), collaboration and communication
were major contributing factors for successful string quartets in Great Britain. After
interviewing 20 professional string quartets, the researchers found that when conflicts
occurred, successful quartets employed a variety of strategies to find resolutions, which
included embracing conflict and not compromising. Another strategy involved playing
more than talking during rehearsal to allow musical issues to emerge naturally through
the music. According to one quartet member, “When you play, what is right and what is
wrong emerges” (Murnighan & Conlon, 1991, p. 177). When musical conflict seemed
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unresolvable, successful quartets performed an interpretation one way for one concert and
another way for the next concert or gave the person with the melody the authority to
make the decision. This relates to the findings of Berg (1997), who found that students in
a string quartet applied a similar strategy of playing a passage different ways before
making an interpretation decision, which was originally suggested to them by their
chamber music coach.
In contrast to successful string quartets in Great Britain as observed by Murnighan
and Conlon (1991), unsuccessful quartets generally avoided conflict, talked more than
played, and often compromised when making musical decisions. Although successful
quartets strongly supported a democratic belief system where all members had an equal
voice and, “one-fourth input in musical decisions” (p. 169), most successful quartets
identified the first violin player as the leader of the ensemble, a role that Murnighan and
Conlon consider traditional in a string quartet. The unsuccessful string quartets, on the
other hand, indicated that there was too much shared leadership and that they needed
more authoritative leadership from the first violinist.
Berg (1997) observed student members in a horn trio frequently collaborate
during student-directed rehearsals when evaluating each other’s performances and
making rehearsal strategy suggestions. Members of a trio ensemble frequently used the
phrase, “Do you want to try it again?” (p. 188) which encouraged collaboration and
communication from all members through, “question-answer dialogs” (p. 216) since
verbal responses from other members in the ensemble were required. According to Berg,
posing this question to the ensemble also allowed a member of the ensemble to assume a
leadership role.
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In a study examining the modes of communication and creativity between
members of a professional string quartet based in Venice, Italy, Seddon and Biasutti
(2009) found that the quartet members utilized verbal and nonverbal cooperation and
collaboration, which was evidenced through video recordings of rehearsals and a
performance. The researchers identified verbal cooperation as the discussion of technical
aspects of a performance (e.g., having unified bowings across parts), and nonverbal
cooperation such as performing the music as indicated in the score and exactly as it had
been rehearsed with no spontaneous creative liberties. Verbal and nonverbal
collaboration were associated with creativity; verbal collaboration occurred when the
musicians discussed creative elements such as interpretation and phrasing and followed
with a group play-through and post-evaluation, while nonverbal collaboration occurred
when the musicians responded to each other’s creative liberties and risk-taking during
performances visually evident by affirmative nodding and animated body movements.
The cellist in the ensemble referred to these moments (defined by the researchers as,
“empathetic creativity”), as, “magic” and, “really making music” (p. 131). Based on the
results from the study, Seddon and Biasutti (2009) propose that a successful string quartet
strives to achieve empathetic creativity in order to create, “novel musical performances”
(p. 133).
The ability to effectively communicate nonverbally is a particularly important
skill when there is no conductor to lead the ensemble (Davidson & Good, 2002). In an
exploratory study of a newly formed undergraduate string quartet at a British University,
Davidson and Good (2002) noticed that students employed various types of visual
gestures to indicate musical entrances and exits, dynamic contrasts, and expressive
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elements such as phrasing and timing while observing a student string quartet in
performance. Physical gestures included eye contact, head movements, bow arm
movements, and swaying of the torso. One participant referred to eye contact made
during performance as, “conversations with the eyes” (p. 196) since the quartet members
were able to communicate by glancing at other members.
Incorporating chamber music experiences in the music education classroom
provides ensemble members with opportunities to develop creative problem-solving
strategies (Latten, 2001). Additionally, students may be required to critically analyze
specific musical issues and creatively decide which rehearsal strategy may be most
effective. To accommodate a less technically proficient ensemble member during a
performance, Davidson and Good (2002) observed the three ensemble members of a
student string quartet intentionally slow down the tempo in the music to help the other
member successfully play a difficult passage. Berg (1997) found that students applied
various practice strategies to assist each other during a student-directed rehearsal such as
tapping and clapping rhythms, humming the music, using a metronome, acting as a
metronome through performance, and matching pitches and articulation. This aligns with
findings from Webb (2012), who discovered that high school student tutors referred to
strategies learned from their teachers to assist younger peers with musical issues
encountered such as using harmonics for tuning, subdividing when counting off to set the
tempo, and using a, “call-and-response” practice technique (p. 193) for self-assessment
and more immediate note correction.
While it is important to focus on individual parts in chamber music, the overall
sound of the group must also be a consideration (Davidson & Good, 2002; Whitener,
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2016). Whitener (2016) emphasizes that working in a small ensemble requires a
cooperative effort from all members, and stresses the importance of individual
accountability. Davidson and Good (2002) found that when describing the approach to
playing a piece by Mozart, the second violinist in the string quartet shared the following
observation: “You’re a real team, sharing the harmony, together. You’ve got to be aware
of one another, because of this music” (p. 195). It was important for the players to
analyze elements indicated in the musical score when approaching a new piece of music,
but also required listening to each other and evaluating the group sound to coordinate
pitch and rhythmic changes. Davidson and Good also found that during the performance,
members of the ensemble were forced to respond in the moment and work together to
adjust to different tempos taken by other members in the ensemble. According to Garrett
(2013), critical thinking involves students working at higher levels of Bloom’s
Taxonomy. Analyzing the score and evaluating the ensemble’s sound to create the music
engaged students in critical thinking through music performance.
Leadership and Supporting Roles
Without a conductor to lead the ensemble or provide musical interpretations,
chamber ensemble musicians often take on various leadership and supportive roles. In an
exploratory study, King (2006) examined the roles of student musicians in a wind quartet,
saxophone quartet, and string quartet. Through rehearsal observations and semistructured individual interviews, King identified eight main roles, which included,
“leader,” and, “deputy-leader,” (p. 270), and indicated that students assumed one or more
roles in a rehearsal. King noted that roles overlapped and some players assumed the same
roles in a rehearsal, and also that the majority of players maintained the same role across
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rehearsals. In King’s study, the first violin player in the string quartet was identified as
the primary leader of the ensemble, which aligns with the findings of Murnighan and
Conlon (1991), who found that the first violinist of a string quartet was generally
perceived as the group leader. Davidson and Good (2002) observed that the first violinist
of a student string quartet assumed the role of, “technical advisor” (p. 193), often
supporting the viola player and second violinist, with the cellist acting as the most
independent. Davidson and Good also found that the second violinist was the one who
dominated the ensemble during discussion, but suggest that it may have had to do with
the fact that he was the only male member in the group.
In her study of a horn trio and string quartet, Berg (1997) also observed students
assuming leadership and complementary roles. Members of both ensembles assumed
multiple roles during rehearsals and had opportunities to act as the group leader despite
prior varying musical experiences. In the string quartet, the two violin players frequently
assumed role of facilitator when the ensemble rehearsed together, but roles were more
easily exchanged when students split into pairs to rehearse (violin/violin and viola/cello),
which also provided an opportunity for peer instruction. During the violin/violin
rehearsal, leadership was shared more evenly between the two players. When presented
with conflict over musical interpretation, the second violin player appeared to turn to the
first violin player for the answer, but the first violin player encouraged the second violin
player to share her opinion before they arrived at a mutual decision. In the viola/cello
rehearsal, the cello player assumed more of a leadership role, but instances arose when
the two students could not agree on a musical interpretation and more time was spent
verbally negotiating leadership than playing the music and making a decision.
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In addition to negotiating roles through chamber music, creating opportunities for
students to experience chamber music can help strengthen musical independence and
listening skills (Berg, 1997; Latten, 2001). Sheldon (2001) and Goodrich (2007) suggest
that peer teaching and learning activities implemented in the music classroom may assist
the director with daily activities and contribute to ensemble rehearsal efficiency. While
Latten (2001) and Whitener (2016) suggest that playing chamber music can promote
leadership skills, King (2006) cautions that students who may have limited experience
working in small ensembles may need additional, “role learning” support from an
instructor for students to learn how to fully collaborate effectively (p. 281). Due to the
collaborative nature of chamber music, if players cannot reach agreement on artistic
decisions, particularly with developing student ensembles, Berg (1997) and Hanzlik
(2010) suggest that a chamber music coach might be needed to help facilitate rehearsals
or assist with further direction.
In the present study, high school orchestra students assumed the role of a chamber
music coach and facilitated student chamber ensemble rehearsals in the preparation of at
least one performance. In the following section, I will describe the roles and
responsibilities of a coach as defined by researchers in different settings. The specific
roles and responsibilities of a chamber music coach will be discussed, which was shared
with the student coach participants in the present study as they prepared for the new
experience of coaching a student chamber ensemble.
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Role of the Chamber Music Coach.
Coaching Defined
The term coach is often used in sports and management settings and has appeared
in management literature since the 1950s (Evered & Selman, 1989). To describe coaching
in a management situation, Evered and Selman (1989) use a model of, “acknowledgecreate-empower” (para. 13), and identify the coach’s role as to empower the
player/performer to, “exceed prior levels of play/performance” (para. 24). The
researchers further state that coaching is a partnership where both player and coach are
equally committed to improving performance and requires a strong working relationship,
communication, compassion, and the willingness to go above and beyond what is
expected. In a pre-service and in-service teacher preparation setting, Kretlow and
Bartholomew (2010) claim that coaching, “involves an expert (e.g., university faculty or
supervisor, lead teacher, skilled peer) providing individualized support to teachers after
an initial training occurs” (p. 2).
A coach in chamber music may also possess similar characteristics. Hanzlik
(2010) defines a chamber coach as, “a teacher or facilitator whose role is to assist a
student chamber music ensemble in all matters relating to performance and study” (p.
20). These matters Hanzlik refers to may encompass technical issues, musical
interpretation, rehearsal and practice strategies, or encouraging students to engage in the
rehearsal process (Berg, 1997). Lubans (2005) refers to a chamber coach as a, “leader”
who, “offers sound advice, speaks the truth, challenges, and encourages a colleague or
group to become better at what they do” (p. 206), and one who values students’ views
and opinions. Additionally, a chamber coach may provide feedback (Berg, 1997) and
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bring attention to, “things that seem obvious to the coach” but might not be, “obvious to
the players” (Hanzlik, 2010, p. 168).
Two types of coaching roles are defined by Teodoro-Dier (2013) in a chamber
music setting: authoritarian and facilitator. According to Teodoro-Dier, an authoritarian
coach follows a traditional teacher-directed model of instruction and acts as a, “masterteacher” who, “disseminates information to disciples” (p. 85). Teodoro-Dier argues that
this type of coach who makes all of the musical decisions for the ensemble can hinder the
development of musical independence amongst the ensemble members and ultimately
create a sense of dependency on the coach for leadership. The other type of coaching role
is facilitator, who approaches instruction following a more student-centered model and
encourages students to make musical decisions and take ownership of their learning. This
type of coach places students at the center of instruction, adjusts instruction to meet the
needs of the ensemble members, and assists students in becoming more independent
musicians. Teodoro-Dier suggests that coaches may use a combination of the two
approaches when working with student chamber ensembles, and adds that coaches should
be, “well-equipped with musical and interpersonally strategies to help a group of
strangers work together quickly and easily” (p. 1).
Pedagogical Approaches of the Chamber Music Coach
A study was conducted by Hanzlik (2010) examining two chamber music coaches
at a music conservatory in the greater New York City area working with student chamber
ensembles over one semester and their approach to nurturing, “democratic mindfulness”
within the ensembles (p. 8). Hanzlik found that wind quintet coach Steven (a pseudonym)
stressed a, “think for yourself, but you’re ready to learn” (p. 117) approach and strove for
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a balance between giving direct instruction and taking on more of an advisory role.
Throughout the coaching experience, Steven encouraged the ensemble members to make
their own musical decisions and only offered his ideas and opinion when no consensus
could be reached, yet maintained that the ensemble members had the artistic freedom to
ignore his recommendations. This student-centered approach was appreciated by the
ensemble members; one member considered Steven an, “additional collaborator” since he
provided more suggestions than demands (p. 135). Another ensemble member saw
Steven’s role as coach, “to either help us make that work, or tell us why it doesn’t work,
but not to tell us exactly what to do because if that’s the case, it’s not really chamber
music,” while a third student believed that chamber music coachings centered around,
“consensus” and not, “dictatorship” (p. 132).
Findings from Hanzlik’s study echo earlier findings from Berg (1997), who
observed two student chamber ensembles and their approaches to performing chamber
music in the K-12 classroom setting during teacher-directed coaching sessions and
student-directed rehearsals. Using data collected from observations of recorded studentdirected rehearsals and coaching sessions, Berg (1997) found that chamber coach Mr.
Jans also employed a, “think for yourself” approach when working with a student string
quartet (p. 152). According to Mr. Jans, one of the most efficient ways to approach a
musical problem was to try playing a piece multiple ways, and eventually the, “right
thing comes out of the wrong things” (p. 151). This aligns with findings of Murnighan
and Conlon (1991) who found that successful string quartets played more than talked
when musical issues arose, which allowed the issue to emerge through the music. Berg
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(1997) also observed that student string quartet members frequently approached their
music in the way that was encouraged by their coach during student-directed rehearsals.
In contrast to chamber coach Steven’s student-centered pedagogy, piano sextet
coach Max acted more like, “a behind-the-scenes conductor” (Hanzlik, 2010, p. 186).
Rather than allow the ensemble members to problem-solve when the opportunity was
presented, Max frequently provided the group with an immediate solution. Max viewed
his role as a coach to enhance musical awareness of issues such as ensemble balance and
displaying physical movements of leadership like cueing and conducting so that students
would know how to handle similar situations when faced with them in the future. In an
earlier study, Tsai (2001) found that after observing seven coaches working with high
school student chamber ensembles, coaches spent the majority of sessions offering direct
instruction to students with questioning as one of the least used teaching approaches;
coaches would listen to the ensembles first then provide immediate feedback. Tsai also
found that the most addressed topics included dynamics and performance technique
skills, while less addressed topics included listening and balance and ensemble.
Based on results from his study, Hanzlik (2010) suggests that chamber music
coaches should foster an environment that welcomes, explores, and respects all
perspectives, promotes, “friendly disagreement” (p. 220) through which ensemble
members can freely challenge each other’s (and the coach’s) ideas, allows students to
problem-solve together, and encourages ensemble members to make artistic decisions,
which may include having students set goals and objectives for coaching sessions. Berg
(1997) claims that coaches should model conflict and resolution to promote collaboration
and more meaningful music making as well as provide additional guidance for students in
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analyzing the musical score, applying and discussing different practice and rehearsal
strategies during coaching sessions, and encouraging students to rehearse as a whole
ensemble and also in small groups.
Chamber music playing and performance requires strong communication and
collaboration skills and can provide students with opportunities to employ creative
problem-solving strategies to address specific musical issues. Peer mentoring
opportunities may also emerge within chamber music. For student ensembles, a chamber
music coach plays an important role by providing the ensemble with musical guidance
and support. Overlapping skills that can be further developed between peer mentoring
and chamber ensemble performance include collaboration, communication, creativity,
and critical thinking. These skills can also be fostered through the implementation of
student-coached chamber ensembles, which was explored in the present study.
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I examined related literature that pertains to the present study.
Creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration (the 4C’s), the 21stcentury skills that were a primary focus in the current study, were described in addition to
the application of these skills in a music classroom setting as found in literature. Teacherdirected instruction, student-centered learning, and coaching were defined and research
emphasizing a move toward more student-centered learning in the classroom was shared.
Additionally, key studies highlighting the benefits for incorporating peer-mentoring and
learning opportunities in the classroom were discussed and centered around four main
themes: a) increase in communication skills, b) development of positive social
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relationships, c) reinforcement and application of previously learned musical skills, and
d) perception of individual roles. The collaborative nature of chamber music and the role,
responsibilities, and pedagogical approaches of the chamber music coach in student
chamber ensembles as found by researchers were also included in this chapter.
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Chapter III
METHODOLOGY

Overview
In this chapter, I describe the research approach that framed the present study. A
pilot study conducted at the end of 2017-2018 school year and revisions that were
considered for the current study are also described. Also included in this chapter are
descriptions of the community and school factors where the present study took place, the
recruitment and selection process for all participants, the formation of the ensembles,
selection of musical repertoire, student coach meetings, the setting for the study,
performance opportunities, and methods for data collection and analysis. Issues of
trustworthiness and ethical considerations as the teacher-researcher are also addressed.
Research Questions
Four research questions framed the present study and include the following:
1. How do student coaches demonstrate musical and social development in areas of
creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration while coaching
other students in a chamber ensemble?
2. How do players demonstrate musical and social development in these same areas
while playing in a student-coached chamber ensemble?
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3. What instructional decisions are student coaches making when facilitating student
chamber ensemble rehearsals that promote a collaborative environment?
a. How do coaches and players interact during the experience?
b. How do players interact during the experience?
c. How do players perceive the coach’s role in promoting a collaborative
environment?
4. What are the additional learning benefits and challenges when including studentcoached chamber ensembles in a large ensemble setting?
For the purpose of this study, a, “student coach” or simply, “coach” shall refer to a
student who is responsible for facilitating the chamber ensemble in, “all matters relating
to performance and study” (Hanzlik, 2010, p. 20). A, “student player” or, “player” shall
refer to a student playing an instrument in a student-coached chamber ensemble.
Research Approach
The current study followed a multiple-case study design, or an, “empirical method
that investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the “case”) in depth and within its realworld context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context may not
be clearly evident” (Yin, 2018, p. 15). The context is students participating in studentcoached chamber ensembles implemented within a large ensemble setting. This study
explores whether students are developing musical and social skills in areas of creativity,
critical thinking, communication, and collaboration while participating in these
ensembles. Data was collected primarily in the natural setting of the orchestra room
(Creswell & Creswell, 2018), which included adjoining rehearsal spaces such as practice
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rooms, the music office, and the auditorium. Each student coach and each ensemble
(without the student coach) was analyzed as an individual case, and cases were also
analyzed using a cross-case synthesis (Yin, 2018).
According to Yin (2018), case study research may be preferred when the research
questions require an, “extensive and in-depth description of some social phenomenon” (p.
4). The current study involved the implementation of a structured chamber ensemble
program within my large ensemble teaching setting and the perspectives of both student
coaches and players were examined. During data collection and analysis, my hope was to
find participants demonstrating musical and social development outside the anticipated
areas of the 4C’s. Therefore, because multiple perspectives were examined in depth and
this was the first time implementing this program in my current teaching setting, an
exploratory multiple-case study design was deemed most appropriate.
Pilot Study and Revisions
At the end of the 2018-2019 school year, I conducted a pilot study with students
from my high school orchestra in order to gauge interest in participation of a studentcoached chamber ensemble and to test different data collection methods. I asked students
one month in advance if they would like to participate; student coaches were solicited
from the advanced chamber ensemble, and student players were selected based on having
little to no prior chamber music playing experience. Four students in grade 12 agreed to
participate as coaches and ten students in grades 9-10 agreed to participate as players. I
formed three ensembles based on similar playing abilities and personalities whom I
believed would work well together. Two ensembles were assigned one student coach and
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one ensemble was assigned two student coaches. The ensemble rehearsals were
scheduled to begin immediately following the spring concert.
Prior to the start of chamber rehearsals, student coaches were given a teacherdesigned coaching guideline sheet, which included suggestions on how to prepare for
each rehearsal. All student participants were also asked to submit a rehearsal reflection
summary following each rehearsal. The rehearsal reflection summary forms and coaching
guidelines were adapted from Berg (2008), and her suggestions for approaching the first
rehearsal and setting weekly goals were modified to fit into the student-coached chamber
ensemble context. For repertoire, I selected level-appropriate music for each ensemble
and made sure to include both a classical arrangement and a more contemporary option. I
provided each ensemble with two or three pieces so they had a choice in the repertoire
they wanted to play.
The ensembles met every day during the regular 45-minute instructional period to
rehearse and used the adjoining rehearsal spaces available in the orchestra classroom.
Throughout the pilot study, participants submitted reflection summaries as handwritten
forms, voice memos, and Google forms all following the same prompts since an aim of
the pilot study was to test different data collection methods to see which provided the
richest amount of data. At the end of the two-week study, the participants performed for
the orchestra members and completed a final Google form that summarized their entire
experience. Throughout this pilot study, I also kept a teacher journal with notes and
observations indicating student absences (it was the end of the school year and several
students were absent due to field trips), additional instructions I provided, rehearsal
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locations, and informal comments that students shared with me throughout the
experience.
The pilot study allowed me to gauge interest in a student-coached chamber
ensemble program, try three different data collection strategies for the rehearsal reflection
summaries, and test whether my questions would provide a sufficient amount of data.
After analyzing the collected data, I reached several conclusions and noted some
revisions that would need to be made for the current study:
1. Between the handwritten forms, voice memos, and Google forms, the rehearsal
reflections submitted as voice memos yielded the greatest amount of data. At
times, the voice memos were more conversational and students provided
additional, “side comments” to the prompts on the form. I was also able to hear
inflection in the students’ voices and could detect what appeared to be excitement
and even frustration. The handwritten forms were the least successful; the
majority of responses to the prompts contained only a few words and some had no
responses. The students included more detail on the Google forms compared to
the handwritten forms, but once the forms were submitted, the students were not
able to review their responses, whereas students could keep the voice memos if
they chose to listen to them at a later time.
2. I need to carefully review coaching and practice strategies with student coaches
prior to the first rehearsal, discuss score study in greater detail, and advise on
performance logistics such as seating within the ensemble. Meeting with all
student coaches before rehearsals begin is crucial, and scheduling meetings with
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coaches throughout the entire study may be necessary to provide additional
guidance on facilitating chamber rehearsals.
3. Observing the rehearsals would be beneficial in order to examine skills used by
students that they may not be aware of using. Because rehearsals will take place
during our regularly scheduled instructional period, I plan on video recording
ensembles periodically to observe the students in action without the physical
presence of the teacher. These video recordings could also be used to observe
interactions between the ensemble members and to capture events or moments not
shared by the students in the reflection summaries.
4. The final Google forms that participants completed at the end of the study were
the most informative and interesting. Interviewing the participants at the
conclusion of the study would provide greater insight into their own personal
experiences and growth and could help to strengthen the design of a studentcoached chamber ensemble program.
After analyzing the collected data, my decision to further pursue my research
topic of student-coached chamber ensembles and their implementation into my traditional
large ensemble program was affirmed. By refining data collection methods and
modifying some of the preparation procedures, I would provide student coaches and
players with a more meaningful music-making experience.
Participants
An aim of the current study was to document the development and
implementation of a student-coached chamber ensemble program within a traditional
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large ensemble setting to inform music educators how this can be accomplished in a reallife teaching setting. Therefore, in order to provide educators with an authentic
perspective, I decided that participants in this study would consist of my orchestra
students at East Maple High School (a pseudonym). Documenting the program firsthand
would allow theory to be applied in actual real-life practice. I chose my high school
orchestra students for this study because the orchestra meets every day and also because
selected student coaches have prior chamber music playing experience. Finally,
additional spaces were available where the ensembles could rehearse during our regular
instructional period. The present study also aligned with my school district’s 9-12
orchestra curriculum and the state content standards. Important to note is that all
participants and locations have been assigned pseudonyms. No real names are used in this
study.
Community and School Factors
East Maple is a small affluent suburban town located about 25 miles outside a
major US city. Within the town there are several public spaces such as parks and a public
pool, historical sites, and a downtown area with a variety of restaurants and boutique
shops. East Maple is a very supportive arts and family-oriented community. Around the
downtown area, there are several new colorful murals painted on the sides of buildings by
local artists, and the town frequently sponsors activities and events throughout the year
such as outdoor movie nights and a Halloween festival.
The East Maple Public School District consists of four schools. Kindergarten and
the Board of Education offices are housed in the same building. There is also one
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elementary school that serves students in grades 1-4, one middle school for students in
grades 5-8, and one high school for students in grades 9-12. The demographic of the
students at East Maple High School is as follows: 65% Caucasian, 19% Asian, 9%
Hispanic, 6% African American, and 1% Multiracial. About 11% of students are on free
or reduced lunch. The graduation rate at the high school is 97%. During the 2018-2019
academic year, less than 700 students were enrolled at East Maple High School, and
about 20-25% of students in the high school participated in Band, Chorus, Orchestra, or
multiple performance ensembles.
Participant Recruitment
Researchers contend that time constraints are a possible reason why teachers do
not incorporate chamber music into large ensemble settings (Grant, 2007; Latten, 2001;
Scruggs, 2009; Whitener, 2016). Likewise, time was a major consideration in the
planning of this study. With beginning of the year activities, ninth-grade students
acclimating to a new school and ensemble, Fall holidays and breaks, and two scheduled
performances during the first half of the school year, I had to realistically consider
whether starting this program prior to winter break would benefit students and their
overall experience.
After careful consideration, I decided that because this would be the first year
implementing a structured chamber ensemble program into my current setting, studentcoached chamber rehearsals would begin after winter break. This would also give the
student coaches more preparation time for their role as rehearsal facilitators. In the past, I
have had upperclassmen conduct the orchestra for the Halloween Parade performance,
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run sectional rehearsals, and assist with small group lessons. Providing students with
these same opportunities prior to coaching sessions would be treated as introductory
activities, or a, “first step” (Whitener, 2016, p. 230) to facilitating a chamber rehearsal.
Recruitment of Student Coaches
Participation in this study was voluntary. In the recruitment of student coaches, I
asked for volunteers from the advanced chamber ensemble due to having prior chamber
music playing experience. Wiggins (2015) suggests that, “whole-group” learning
experiences in the classroom can equip students with strategies that can be applied to
similar challenges they encounter while working in small groups (p. 50). Some members
in this select chamber ensemble also take private lessons and/or participate in ensembles
outside of school and may incorporate previously learned strategies in their coaching. For
this reason, student coaches were solicited from the advanced chamber ensemble.
After receiving approval from the administration and Board of Education in my
school district and International Review Board (IRB) approval from Teachers College, I
met with all members of the advanced chamber ensemble at the end of one of our weekly
chamber rehearsals in late November. I explained to all students what they would need to
do if they chose to participate in the study: facilitate chamber ensemble rehearsals once a
week for 14 weeks during our regular instructional period with an assigned chamber
ensemble to prepare for at least one performance, meet together as a group to discuss
coaching strategies before and possibly during the study, submit a rehearsal reflection
summary after each rehearsal, be video-recorded during rehearsals and performances, and
be individually interviewed at the conclusion of the study. During this meeting, I strongly
stressed to students that participation was voluntary and choosing or not choosing to
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participate in this experience would have no effect on their grade or status in my class. I
also added that students would not receive any grade for this experience. As indicated on
the IRB approved informed consent/assent form that was handed out to all potential
student coaches, students had the choice to leave the study at any time even if the study
had not concluded.
I also communicated that because most of these students have been in the music
program for a long time and have also had the experience of playing in a chamber
ensemble, facilitating a student chamber ensemble would be an opportunity for a new
type of learning experience. For the remainder of the meeting, I answered questions about
the purpose of the study and logistical concerns pertaining to repertoire selection and
ensemble formation. I gave all students assent and consent forms and asked that they
return the forms within two weeks if they were interested in participating in this study.
According to Yin (2018), “having more than two cases will produce an even stronger
effect” (p. 62), and for this reason, I aimed to have at least three student coaches.
Recruitment of Players
In the recruitment of players, I asked for volunteers from ninth grade since none
had had prior chamber music experience in school and very few students took private
lessons and/or participated in string ensembles outside of school. Two days after meeting
with the advanced chamber ensemble, I met with all freshmen orchestra students in the
high school auditorium at the beginning of our regular rehearsal period, while another
music faculty member rehearsed with the remaining members of the orchestra. I wanted
the ninth-grade students to hear and see a live chamber ensemble so they would have a
better understanding of what they would be asked to do. Therefore, I had an
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upperclassmen traditional string quartet (two violins, one viola, and one cello) perform
two short pieces as a demonstration.
After the live demonstration, I provided more details about the study and what the
students would need to do if they chose to participate in this experience. I informed them
that I would assign them to a chamber ensemble and they would work with a student
coach during our regular instructional period once a week for 14 weeks. I also explained
that they would need to submit an electronic rehearsal reflection summary after each
rehearsal, and rehearsals and performances would be video-recorded. I mentioned that at
the end of the study, I would conduct a focus group interview with each ensemble where
we would watch video clips collected during the experience and discuss them in greater
detail.
During this meeting, I stressed that participation was voluntary, and students
could choose to participate in a chamber ensemble and not the research study. However,
because I planned to include this program in my instruction every school year, I did
inform all students that regardless of whether they chose to participate in this study or
not, they would still be required to submit a rehearsal reflection summary after each
rehearsal and be informally interviewed at the end of the 14-week period in order to help
strengthen the design of the program. I encouraged students to participate if this
experience would be something they would really like to do, and highly stressed that
choosing or not choosing to participate would have no adverse effect on their grade or
status in my class. As indicated in the approved IRB informed consent/assent form that
was handed out to all potential student players, students had the choice to leave the study
at any time even if the study had not concluded.
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Students were given the remainder of the period to ask questions. While many did
ask clarifying questions, I also encouraged them to reach out to me before or after class if
they had additional questions at any point. All students were given assent and consent
forms, and I asked that they be returned within two weeks if they were interested in
participating in this experience. I also informed students that I would be contacting their
parents and guardians about the study. A traditional string quartet performed for the live
demonstration, but I conveyed to the potential student players that the instrumentation of
each ensemble was contingent upon which students were interested in participating. My
goal was to have at least 12 players as participants for the study and form at least three
ensembles.
Forming the Ensembles
After the two-week period, I received 10 signed assent and consent forms from
potential student coaches in grades 10-12, and 17 signed assent and consent forms from
potential ninth-grade players. I was able to form four ensembles—two traditional string
quartets (two violins, one viola, and one cello), one violin quartet (four violins), and one
string quintet (three violins, one cello, and one double bass). As I was assigning the
players to chamber ensembles, I considered the playing abilities of the students and
personalities I believed would work well together.
I selected five student coaches out of the 10 possible participants and assigned
them to an ensemble also based on playing abilities and personalities I felt would work
best with each group. I chose coaches who were in grades 11-12, because these students
have more experience in the high school orchestra and advanced chamber ensemble.
Also, considering how close the ninth and tenth grade students are in age, I felt that
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having a larger age gap between the student coach and players might make it potentially
less awkward for all of the participants. Each quartet was assigned one coach and the
quintet was assigned two coaches. While I created four ensembles, I purposefully
selected the three quartets as participants in the present study to, “best help the researcher
understand the problem and the research question” (Creswell & Creswell, 2018, p. 185).
Because three ensembles were selected for this study, I shall only refer to these selected
ensembles for the remainder of this document.
During the present study, two ensembles chose to create their own ensemble
name, but for the purpose of the study, I have assigned pseudonyms to all three
ensembles. The two traditional string quartets are named the Skyway Strings and the
Maple Leaf Quartet, and the violin quartet is named the Treble Ensemble. All participants
were allowed to choose their own pseudonyms, however, I did assign a pseudonym to
two participants who did not choose one. No real names are used in the reporting of data.
Please see Table 1 for the student coach and player assignments by ensemble, grade, and
instrument. More details about each student coach and player will be presented in later
chapters.
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Table 1
List of Student Coaches and Players by Ensemble, Instrument, and Grade
Name

Position

Ensemble

Instrument

Grade

Andrew

Student
Coach

Skyway Strings

Violin

12

Peggy

Player

Skyway Strings

Violin

9

Natasha

Player

Skyway Strings

Violin

9

Kristen

Player

Skyway Strings

Viola

9

Aurora

Player

Skyway Strings

Cello

9

Josephine

Student
Coach

Maple Leaf
Quartet

Violin

11

Kristina

Player

Maple Leaf
Quartet

Violin

9

Jenny

Player

Maple Leaf
Quartet

Violin

9

Vriska

Player

Maple Leaf
Quartet

Viola

9

Mark

Player

Maple Leaf
Quartet

Cello

9

Parker

Student
Coach

Treble Ensemble

Violin

11

Gale

Player

Treble Ensemble

Violin

9

Jane

Player

Treble Ensemble

Violin

9

Art

Player

Treble Ensemble

Violin

9

Stella

Player

Treble Ensemble

Violin

9
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Selection of Musical Repertoire
For musical repertoire, each ensemble was given at least five different
arrangements of classical and more contemporary pieces. I wanted to provide each
ensemble with a variety of pieces, but also had to consider the playing and reading
abilities of both players and student coaches. Because this was a new experience for all
students, I purposefully chose repertoire that was less advanced than our regular orchestra
repertoire, but was prepared to find additional repertoire if necessary. I assembled a
folder for each student coach that contained scores and individual parts, a researcherdesigned coaching guideline sheet (see Appendix A), a rehearsal reflection summary
protocol (see Appendix B), and a list of practice strategies that could be used in the
rehearsal setting.
Student Coach Meetings
Prior to winter break and before chamber rehearsals began, I met with all student
coaches after one of our advanced chamber ensemble rehearsals in the music office.
During this meeting, we discussed coaching assignments, a rehearsal schedule, and the
role and responsibilities of a student coach. I also handed out the folders of music with
the additional documents and we went through the items in the folder together. I
recommended that the student coaches decide with the players in their ensembles on the
pieces to play. I also suggested to the coaches to encourage collaboration with the players
in their ensembles and modeled some examples of questioning techniques that might help
to increase participation. I stressed that the coaches should maintain positive and
encouraging attitudes when giving feedback and advised that it might be better to start
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with positive feedback before offering any criticism, which I also modeled for the student
coaches. I shared that some players in the ensembles were very strong while others may
need additional support. Since all student coaches were selected from the advanced
chamber ensemble, I also suggested that we could use time before or after our weekly
chamber evening rehearsals to meet as a group to discuss the experiences and any
questions that may arise.
During the 14-week study, I met with all student coaches two additional times to
discuss the progress of their ensemble and upcoming performance opportunities. Both of
these meetings took place in the music office after our advanced chamber ensemble
rehearsals. We met in early February during the fourth week of the study and in the
middle of March during the tenth week. Details about these additional meetings will be
described later in this chapter.
Rehearsal Setting
The chamber ensembles rehearsed once a week during the regular 45-minute
orchestra instructional period for 14 weeks in the natural setting of the orchestra room
and adjoining rehearsal spaces. These spaces include the orchestra room, two practice
rooms, the music office, and the auditorium. Students are accustomed to rehearsing in all
of these spaces since we frequently have sectionals and lessons in these different
locations throughout the school year. The music suite is located at the end of one of the
wings in the building. It is comprised of the band room, the orchestra room, and the
auditorium, which are all connected. Throughout the study, the ensembles rotated to
different spaces each week. There were times when other music students were using the
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practice rooms and music office or assemblies were taking place in the auditorium, so
adjustments were made accordingly.
The orchestra room is smaller than the band room and auditorium, but it has a
very high ceiling that makes the space feel much larger. The room has an irregular shape
with several angled walls. Located against one wall are the string instrument cubbies
where the violins, violas, and cellos are stored, and on the opposite side are two
soundproof practice rooms built inside the room. There is a door in the orchestra room
that leads to the auditorium and another that leads outside to the parking lot. The room
has wall-to-wall carpeting and some acoustic paneling. There is a baby grand Steinway
piano in the room since it is shared with the high school choir as well as two music folder
cabinets for the choir and orchestra.
There are two equally sized soundproof practice rooms located within the
orchestra rehearsal room. The practice rooms are small, but five students can fit
comfortably with their instruments. If students rehearse in one of these practice rooms
during the regular orchestra rehearsal period, the sounds from both rehearsals cannot be
heard in either room. The practice rooms also contain wall-to-wall carpet and are
generally empty except for chairs and music stands. I initially planned to video-record the
chamber rehearsals in one of these practice rooms due to the soundproof capability, but I
was unable to place the recording device in a position where it could capture all of the
students at one time.
The music office connects the band room and orchestra room and can be divided
into two separate spaces by closing the door between them. Inside the music office there
are four desks, several filing cabinets, a bass rack that holds four double basses, and two
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computers. There are also additional bookshelves for sheet music and several small
storage units for instrument supplies. When the chamber ensembles rehearsed in this
space, they would generally use the part of the office closest to the orchestra room.
The high school auditorium is the largest space in the music suite and can seat up
to 668 people. It is accessible from the band room, orchestra room, and from different
entry points in the hallways of the building. There are two exit doors that lead directly to
the school parking lot. I found that the optimum location for video-recording rehearsals
was in the auditorium since the video recording device could also be placed in a manner
that could capture all of the ensemble members at one time without being obtrusive.
Performance Opportunities
At the start of the study, I initially planned for two performance opportunities for
the student-coached chamber ensembles. The first was Ensemble Night, which was
previously scheduled on the district calendar, while the second was going to be an
informal performance during class at the conclusion of the 14-week study. However, as
the study progressed, I was able to create additional performance opportunities that I had
not originally planned.
For the Ensemble Night performance, small ensembles from Band, Chorus, and
Orchestra perform in the high school auditorium. This performance was previously
scheduled on the district arts calendar for early March. On the day of the Ensemble Night
performance, I had all orchestra students who were planning to perform that evening,
(this also included students who had worked independently on chamber or solo pieces),
play their pieces for the entire orchestra in our classroom as a dress rehearsal for the
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Ensemble Night performance. The Skyway Strings and the Maple Leaf Quartet both
performed for the in-class dress rehearsal and Ensemble Night, while the Treble
Ensemble chose not to perform for Ensemble Night.
I was also able to arrange a trip two days after the Ensemble Night performance;
the chamber ensembles traveled to another school in the district to perform for the
kindergarten students. Two performances were scheduled for the kindergarteners, one in
the morning and one in the afternoon, and the ensembles had the option to perform at one
or both. In addition to being another performance opportunity for the chamber ensembles,
I thought this would also be a great recruiting method for future orchestra members.
During these performances, members of the chamber ensembles spoke to the
kindergarten students about their experiences of playing in a chamber ensemble and
working in a small group. The Maple Leaf Quartet performed in the morning and
afternoon, while the Skyway Strings only performed in the afternoon.
During the second half of the study, I was able to schedule a final chamber
presentation, which I named the “String Thing,” that would take place at the end of the 14
weeks in the high school school cafeteria. The students decided as an ensemble whether
they wanted to perform for Ensemble Night and the kindergarten students, but all
ensembles were expected to perform at the String Thing. Prior to the String Thing
performance, I emailed parents and guardians of the student players to inform them about
the final performance presentation. I chose to schedule the event in the cafeteria because I
wanted it to feel a little less formal than if it had been scheduled in the auditorium. I also
got coffee and donuts as refreshments for the audience members, which was easier to set
up in the cafeteria. The tables and chairs were set up in the cafeteria in their typical day-
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to-day formation, but I cleared a small area at one end where the performances would
take place.
Additional students also performed at this event, which included the advanced
chamber ensemble. I typed up a short program to outline the order of the performances,
but left it up to the ensembles to decide and announce what they would perform at the
actual event since some groups were unsure about what they were going to play until that
day. I asked the students to dress casually but nicely for this event, and some ensembles
chose to coordinate their outfits. This event was well attended by parents, guardians, and
siblings of the participants, and also provided an opportunity for all of the studentcoached chamber ensembles to hear each other perform. Prior to the String Thing
performance, I was able to get pizza for all student performers.
Data Collection
Data were collected for the present study from January to June 2019, and
consisted of multiple sources of evidence in order to produce a higher quality and
stronger case study (Yin, 2018). Collected data included the following: a) weekly student
rehearsal reflection summaries submitted to the teacher-researcher as voice memos, b)
video-recordings of ensemble rehearsals on a rotating basis and video-recordings of
performances, c) a teacher journal, d) individual interviews with all student coaches and
focus group interviews with the ensemble players within their respective ensembles using
a video-stimulated recall method, and e) additional artifacts such as marked parts and
scores.
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Rehearsal Reflection Summaries
Student coaches and players submitted weekly rehearsal reflection summaries as
voice memos to the teacher-researcher following each rehearsal. While I requested that
they be submitted within 24 hours of the rehearsal for maximum retention of the event,
there were several times when I had to remind students to submit their reflections if they
were not submitted within the requested timeframe, and also some weeks where students
did not submit their summaries at all. A rehearsal reflection summary protocol was
provided to help guide the students’ summaries (see Appendix B).
Whitener (2016) strongly emphasizes the importance of individual and group
reflection when working in small student chamber ensembles, and states that, “allowing
time for students to reflect upon their rehearsal and performance” is, “perhaps the most
commonly overlooked activity of school musical ensembles” (p. 229). Whitener further
contends that guided reflection aimed at identifying specific strengths and areas for
improvement will lead individual members and the group as a whole to more success. By
having students reflect on their weekly rehearsals in the current study, the purpose was to
provide them with guidance when preparing for the next rehearsal and to provide the
teacher-researcher with greater insight on the progress of each ensemble as well as the
productivity of each rehearsal.
Video Recordings
Chamber ensemble rehearsals were video-recorded on a rotating basis. I decided
to start video-recording rehearsals during the second week of the study after the
ensembles had met at least one time. The Maple Leaf Quartet was video-recorded during
week 2, the Treble Ensemble during week 3, the Skyway Strings during week 4, the
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Maple Leaf Quartet during week 5, and so on. The Ensemble Night performance took
place during week 9, and due to an unscheduled snow day prior to that performance,
chamber rehearsals were rescheduled and I was unable to video-record rehearsals that
week. At the conclusion of the study, I collected four video-recorded rehearsals for each
ensemble. In addition to rehearsals, the Ensemble Night and String Thing performances
were also video-recorded. I chose not to video record the kindergarten performances, but
did discuss this experience with the ensembles during the interviews. All rehearsals and
performances were recorded using a Zoom Q3HD Handy Video Recorder that was
propped up on a music stand. All interviews were audio recorded by the teacherresearcher also using the same Zoom device, but with the lens covered so only the audio
was recorded.
The purpose for the rehearsal video recordings was to capture, “physical aspects
of string playing and teaching” (Webb, 2012, p. 148) such as skills and/or strategies used
by the participants throughout the study that they may (or may not) be aware of using and
may not have indicated in their rehearsal summaries. The video recordings helped to
address the first three research questions, which focus on musical and social skills
developed by student coaches and players from participating in student-coached chamber
ensembles, instructional decisions made by student coaches when facilitating rehearsals,
interactions between student coach and players, and interactions between players. Dates
of video-recorded rehearsals in chronological order can be observed in Table 2.
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Table 2
Timetable of Video-Recorded Rehearsals
Ensemble

Recording 1

Recording 2

Recording 3

Recording 4

Maple Leaf
Quartet

Jan 14, 2019

Feb 4, 2019

Feb 25, 2019

Mar 25, 2019

Treble Ensemble

Jan 22, 2019

Feb 13, 2019

Mar 12, 2019

Apr 3, 2019

Skyway Strings

Jan 29, 2019

Feb 19, 2019

Mar 19, 2019

Apr 9, 2019

I viewed the video recordings and compared them to the reflection summaries and
my teacher journal notes. While reviewing the video recordings and reflection
summaries, I searched for similar patterns (Yin, 2018) using a researcher-designed
coding protocol. The protocol is based on the definitions of outcomes outlined by the P21
Framework for 21st Century Learning (2019) and adapted by the teacher-researcher to
make it more applicable to a music learning experience. Please see Appendix C for the
rehearsal reflection summary and video recording coding protocol. These preliminary
findings were noted in my teacher journal and assisted as I viewed, interpreted, and
edited the remaining video recordings in the study.
After all video recordings were collected, I used iMovie, a video-editing program,
to edit the video recordings into frames (Küpers, van Dijk, & van Geert, 2014), or clips,
based on moments that I found particularly interesting and moments that reoccurred
during the rehearsals such as interactions between the ensemble members, the use of
specific practice or rehearsal strategies, and possible moments of conflict. Also included
were video clips from the Ensemble Night and final String Thing performances. The
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video clips were used as a video-stimulated recall method (Rowe, 2009) during the semistructured individual interviews and focus group interviews.
With the video-recorded rehearsals and the rehearsal reflection summaries, I was
able to monitor the progress of each ensemble and observe any challenges the players or
student coaches encountered. As previously mentioned, I scheduled two additional
meetings with all student coaches following our first initial meeting. For our early
February meeting during the fourth week of the study, I created a list of items to discuss
based on my observations from the video-recorded rehearsals and reflection summaries
that I typed up and gave to all coaches during the meeting. I noticed that student coaches
were still unfamiliar with reading notes in different clefs, so I created a staff sheet to
assist with note reading in all clefs. Additional items discussed included having the
players practice counting off, leading, and cutting off in rehearsals, tuning at the
beginning of each rehearsal, marking the music, establishing unified bowings, and
encouraging more collaboration by asking the players for their ideas and suggestions in
regard to applying practice strategies and evaluating their own performance.
I met with all student coaches a third time in mid-March during the tenth week of
the study following the Ensemble Night performance to discuss each ensemble’s
progress, outline the remaining weeks of chamber rehearsals, and talk about the final
String Thing performance opportunity. During this meeting, we also discussed the
individual interviews that would be conducted at the conclusion of the study and that all
students would watch video clips from the recorded rehearsals and performances during
the interviews and discuss them in greater detail.
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Teacher Journal
Throughout the study, I kept a detailed teacher journal documenting the steps
taken to implement a student-coached chamber ensemble program in a traditional large
ensemble setting as well as my biases as the teacher-researcher, which assisted with
reflexivity. As the teacher-researcher, I needed to constantly be aware of my own biases,
particularly when interpreting the collected data (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). These
reflective thoughts were included in my findings and interpretations of the data.
In my teacher journal, I also documented aspects of the rehearsals and
performances that students may not have included in their reflection summaries, such as
student absences, informal conversations between myself and students, observed
interactions of students before and/or after chamber rehearsals/performances, and
additional rehearsals that took place outside of the regularly scheduled ones. I noted
moments of conflict and was prepared to reassign players or student coaches to different
ensembles if necessary. I also documented my reflective thoughts as I watched each
ensemble progress during the 14-week period. The teacher journal assisted with
answering the fourth research question, which focuses on additional learning benefits and
challenges when including student-coached chamber ensembles into a larger ensemble
setting.
Individual Interviews and Focus Group Interviews
At the conclusion of the study, I conducted individual interviews with all student
coaches and focus group interviews with all players within their respective ensembles
without the coach. Questions were semi-structured and based on findings from the
collected data. Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim for analysis.
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Please see Appendix D for a sample interview protocol for student coaches and Appendix
E for a sample interview protocol for student players.
During the interviews, I used video-stimulated recall, a method that, “involves
video-recording an activity and then replaying the recording to the participants so that
they can comment on matters of interest” (Rowe, 2009, p. 427). Rowe (2009) used videostimulated recall when interviewing teachers and pupils and found that viewing videorecorded private lessons allowed participants to observe themselves, “in a way that is not
normally possible in a lesson” (p. 426). This method also encouraged more in-depth
discussion since participants were able to identify parts of the recordings that were most
significant to them and guide the discussion. There were also moments when the
researcher brought attention to observations not initiated by participants and was able to
obtain more detailed accounts of experiences. Rowe supports that the use of videostimulated recall can provide, “‘insider’ perspective on the recordings” and, “complement
the researcher’s ‘outside’ observations” (p. 434).
The use of video-stimulated recall during interviews in the present study provided
more in-depth discussion with participants, corroborated my preliminary interpretive
findings, and more fully addressed the first three research questions. Only rehearsal clips
shared with the participants during the interviews were used when reporting data and
findings. The student coaches and players within their respective ensembles viewed the
same video clips during their interviews and were given the opportunity to discuss them
in greater detail.
The interviews were conducted in the teacher-researcher’s office and ranged from
35-69 minutes in length. Interviews were scheduled based on the participants’
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availability. My initial plan was to conduct the interviews at the end of May, but I
realized that with AP testing, sports practices and games, and other after-school activities,
it was better to try and schedule the interviews as early as possible so that I could
complete them all prior to the end of the school year. Scheduling the focus group
interviews proved to be the most challenging because of having to coordinate four
different individual schedules.
With the exception of one interview, all interviews took place after school and
concluded after one meeting. (The interview with student coach Parker was completed
after two meetings due to an unforeseen conflict at our first meeting that ended the
interview prematurely). As I reviewed the audio recordings after each interview, I
modified my delivery for the following interviews. I felt that my pacing in the earlier
interviews was sometimes rushed, and I did not always leave enough wait time between
questions to allow the participants time to think before responding. In the subsequent
interviews, I was more aware of my pacing and delivery, and made sure to include
additional wait time before and after asking questions.
All interviews followed a similar structure. First, I asked the participants to
provide some information about their musical background and any activities or clubs they
currently participate in. I then asked participants general questions about the experience
such as their thoughts on the overall experience, positive and negative aspects, areas of
growth, memorable moments, musical and non-musical skills developed from the
experience, and relationships with the other members in the ensemble. Following the
background and experience questions, we then viewed the selected video-recorded clips
from the rehearsals and performances.
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After viewing each clip, I asked the participants to describe in their own words
what was happening in the video and/or what they were thinking about in that moment.
After viewing all video clips, I asked the participants follow-up questions based on
information shared in their rehearsal reflection summaries. Additionally, I also asked the
participants questions about the general progression of their ensemble and how they
might apply the knowledge and skills acquired from this experience to areas outside of
music or the music classroom. For players, I asked about the role of the student coach in
their ensemble and the learning environment created by the coach. The interviews
concluded with questions about what the participants would change to enhance the
student-coached chamber ensemble experience and whether they would be interested in
participating in this experience again. The dates for the interviews in chronological order
are provided in Table 3.
Table 3
Timetable of Individual and Focus Group Interviews
Participant(s)

Interview Date

Andrew (Student Coach)

May 8, 2019

Skyway Strings (Players)

May 9, 2019

Josephine (Student Coach)

May 14, 2019

Maple Leaf Quartet (Players)

May 16, 2019

Treble Ensemble (Players)

May 30, 2019

Parker (Student Coach)

June 4 and 7, 2019
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The interviews were transcribed using an automated web-based software program
called Temi, which converts audio and video files to text (https://www.temi.com) and
also includes timestamps in the text transcription. Once the transcriptions were
completed, they were reviewed by the teacher-researcher to check for accuracy. The
interview transcriptions totaled 131 pages of text.
Additional Artifacts
At the conclusion of the study, I collected additional artifacts such as the
participants’ marked scores and parts and concert programs. Examining marked scores
and parts may provide a, “broader perspective” concerning areas focused on and/or skills
used throughout the preparation of the music (Yin, 2018, p. 125). However, while some
student coaches and players chose to mark their music, there were several parts and
scores that remained unmarked. After analyzing the collected scores and parts, I
concluded that these items did not generate a rich amount of data and would not be
included in the findings of the current study. I did, however, use the scores to reference
events in the video clips, which will be presented in the following three chapters.
Analysis of Data
Multiple sources of evidence were collected for the present study. These included
weekly rehearsal reflection summaries submitted as voice memos from student coaches
and players following each rehearsal, video recordings of rehearsals and performances, a
teacher journal, individual interviews with each student coach, focus group interviews
with the players in their ensembles, and additional artifacts such as marked scores and
performance programs. Due to the voluminous amount of raw data, I concluded that the
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video recordings, individual and focus group interviews, and teacher journal provided the
richest amount of data and reported findings from these primary sources in subsequent
chapters.
Throughout the data collection process, I analyzed the data for patterns within
individual cases. Once individual cases had been analyzed for similar within-case
patterns, the same patterns were then analyzed using a cross-case synthesis. In other
words, each coach and ensemble was analyzed individually, and then all coaches and
ensembles were analyzed for relationships across case studies (Yin, 2018). Patterns were
coded, and codes were organized into themes (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). When
reporting themes, I used rich, thick description and provided detailed examples of all
themes presented.
Rehearsal Reflection Summaries Analysis
I transcribed the rehearsal reflections verbatim within 48 hours of receiving them.
The summaries ranged from 47 seconds to seven minutes in length with some being very
short while others were significantly more detailed. As I transcribed the summaries, I
noted similar patterns within cases. Once all summaries were collected and transcribed, I
combined the summaries of each participant into one document to gain better insight of
each participant’s process from the first week to the last week of the study. I reviewed the
summaries by participant and by ensemble and again noted similar patterns between
cases. The reflection summaries provided a more comprehensive overview of each
ensemble’s rehearsals from week to week, but after reviewing all of them consecutively, I
chose not include the summaries as primary sources of data, but rather use them to assist
with generating interview questions. While I chose not to include all of the summaries in
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my data findings, I do believe that having all students submit a reflection summary after
each rehearsal did assist with rehearsal productivity since students knew that they would
need to submit them weekly. The transcribed rehearsal reflection summaries totaled over
250 pages of text.
Because my original plan for analysis was to include the reflection summaries in
my data findings, during week 11 of the study, I met with an outside researcher to review
and discuss a sample of reflection summaries that we both had coded independently. One
month earlier, I made a list of all summaries collected during the first five to six weeks of
the study in Microsoft Excel using a unique code for each student. Using the random list
function in Excel to randomly order the summaries, I chose the first 21 summaries as my
sample size, which was 10% of the total number of summaries I anticipated collecting by
the end of the study. I removed all identifiers, labeled each summary as a sample number,
and sent the summaries to the outside researcher to code along with the researcherdesigned rehearsal reflection summary and video recording coding protocol and the
prompt sheet the participants followed when recording their summaries.
Before coding the 21 samples independently, I sent the researcher an additional
summary to code. We used this sample summary as an example for the coding protocol
and discussed the results over the phone. From the sample we compared together, the
outside researcher was able to ask clarifying questions. We also established that the
number of codes per summary may vary and that we should look for lines in the
summaries that were more clearly apparent.
When we met to discuss the 21 sample summaries, we reviewed each summary
one at a time. Overall, the outside researcher was a more liberal coder than I was as the
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primary researcher. There were several summaries that we coded similarly, but the
outside researcher had assigned more communication codes than I had. After we went
through each summary, we went back to the first one to discuss our discrepancies. As we
discussed the coding, it appeared that some of the codes were interpreted differently by
both researchers. For example, CR-7 (Elaborate, refine, analyze, and evaluate own ideas)
was assigned to several of the longer summaries by the outside researcher. She explained
that this was because they were more detailed than some of the others. Another
observation was that students shared what they would like to focus on individually for the
next rehearsal, but there was a discrepancy between the two researchers as to whether
that would count as CT-10 (Planning for rehearsals) when it was more of an individual
plan rather than whole-group plan and/or if this plan had been discussed or shared with
the whole group. A third point brought up was whether students might actually focus on
that area in the next rehearsal, or were just sharing it because that might have been what
they thought the teacher wanted to hear.
Another important item to note was that the outside researcher was not informed
whether the summary came from a student coach or player, and neither was easy to
identify based on the reflection summary itself. As the primary researcher, I chose to
randomly select 21 summaries as opposed to selecting summaries from the same
ensemble or from the same students to eliminate potential bias. As a result, the
summaries were not necessarily in chronological order and were selected from a variety
of participants. These factors may have influenced the coding. If the outside researcher
had been given summaries from one student or a select number of specific students, we
both agreed the results may have been different and specific patterns may have emerged
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if summaries from one of the participants at different stages in the process had been
purposefully selected.
I do believe our communication coding was different because I felt that this might
be more evident in the student coach summaries over the player summaries, and the
majority of sample summaries came from players. While we did not code communication
in the same way, it was informational to hear the outside researcher’s explanation
because there was clearly researcher bias on my part. The idea that some students could
clearly articulate their thoughts and feelings about the rehearsals through the reflection
summaries may demonstrate development in communication. Even though it may or may
not have been occurring in the chamber rehearsals, the fact that some students provided
so much detail each week could be viewed as increased communication skills. At the end
of our meeting, the outside researcher and I both felt confident that if we were to code
additional summaries independently, we would code them the same way.
The outside researcher only viewed and coded the rehearsal reflection summaries,
however, if this study were to be conducted again, I would also have an outside
researcher view and code video recordings from the rehearsals and performances as well
as excerpts from my teacher journal.
Issues of Trustworthiness
Creswell and Creswell (2018) describe multiple strategies to increase validity in
qualitative research, and these were used throughout the current study. I have used rich,
thick description when documenting procedures for implementing student-coached
chamber ensembles in a large ensemble setting and when presenting findings from this
study. I have also used video-stimulated recall (Rowe, 2009) during interviews for
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member checking, where participants were able to comment on their experiences, provide
more in-depth discussion, and corroborate my preliminary findings.
According to Creswell and Creswell (2018), member checking is used, “to
determine the accuracy of the qualitative findings by taking the final report or specific
descriptions or themes back to participants and determining whether these participants
feel that they are accurate” (p. 200). In the present study, member checking occurred
when I showed participants video clips of their rehearsals and performances during their
individual and focus group interviews and gave the participants the opportunity to
comment on the videos and describe their experiences. Themes were generated as I
analyzed the collected raw data, and by having participants comment on my findings, I
was able to support the themes that were generated. Additionally, the same video clips
that were shared with student coaches were also shared with student players, which
provided different perspectives of the same experience.
Throughout the present study, my dissertation sponsor was also frequently
consulted regarding the validity of this study. Triangulation was achieved through data
collection from multiple sources of evidence to increase confidence and strengthen
validity (Yin, 2018).
Ethical Considerations
As the teacher and researcher conducting a study with my own students, I am
aware of ethical issues that surround this study. Yin (2018) cautions researchers to protect
participants from harm. After careful consideration of potential risk, I concluded that
there would be a low level of overall risk of harm to student participants and that all
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student participants could potentially benefit from this experience. The study included
similar experiences that students are currently familiar with; all student participants have
prior rehearsal and performance experience. Since middle school, student participants
have been accustomed to working in small groups for lessons and also submitting audio
recordings online. Most of our formal district performances are video-recorded by the
community’s media department, and we generally view the video recordings as a class
after each concert performance and discuss the experience, so student participants would
also be familiar with being video-recorded during performance and reflecting on and
describing their experiences.
Prior to conducting this study, I received Board of Education and administrative
approval from my school district, Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval from
Teachers College, Columbia University, and signed informed assent and consent forms
from all students and parents/guardians of students who would be participating in this
study. Throughout the study, I followed procedures set by the IRB at Teachers College,
and also took considerable care in protecting the privacy and confidentiality of all
participants.
All participants were given a pseudonym when data was reported. Participation in
this study was voluntary, and students were well informed that their grade and status in
my class would not be adversely affected in any way if they chose not to participate or
chose to leave the study before it had concluded. However, because participation in this
study was voluntary, I assumed that students who chose to participate wanted to share
their experiences and be part of this new program and were interested in seeing a studentcoached chamber ensemble program further develop in our large ensemble setting.
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Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I provided details about the methodology used for the present
study. The purpose of the study was to document the development and implementation of
a student-coached chamber ensemble program within a large ensemble setting and to
explore how participation in this program may contribute to musical and social
development in areas of creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration
from the perspectives of both student coaches and players.
The present study followed an exploratory multiple-case study design. Fifteen
students total (three student coaches, twelve players) were selected as participants and
assigned to one of three chamber ensembles. Multiple sources of evidence were collected
for this study, with rehearsal and performance video recordings, individual and focus
group interviews, and the teacher journal acting as the primary sources of data.
Trustworthiness was ensured through the use of thick, rich description when documenting
procedures for implementing a student-coached chamber ensemble program in a large
ensemble setting and reporting findings, while member checking occurred during the
individual and focus group interviews through the use of video-stimulated recall.
Triangulation was achieved through the collection of multiple data sources, and
reflexivity was addressed through teacher journaling. Data were analyzed for similar
patterns within and across cases and patterns were organized into themes.
In the following three chapters, each ensemble will be explored separately.
Excerpts from all three primary data sources are presented to provide detailed
descriptions of the participants’ actions and reflective thoughts as well as the reflections
of the teacher-researcher.
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Chapter IV
ANDREW AND THE SKYWAY STRINGS

Overview
In this chapter, I introduce student coach Andrew and the players in the Skyway
Strings. Five selected video-recorded rehearsal clips that I shared with the participants
during the interviews are presented as vignettes in chronological order, which is the same
way they were presented to the participants. Also included in this chapter are brief
vignettes of the Ensemble Night and String Thing performances. Following each vignette
is a section containing the participants’ perspectives and stated reflective thoughts
regarding the selected video clips, which provide further insight into their unique thought
processes during the student-coached chamber ensemble experience.
This chapter also contains student coach Andrew’s perspective of the chamber
coaching experience, the players’ perspective of student coach Andrew, the participants’
views on the social aspect of the experience, similar perceived areas of improvement
between Andrew and the players that emerged during the interviews, practice strategies
used by the Skyway Strings during rehearsals, and recommendations from the
participants to enhance the student-coached chamber ensemble program. Additionally,
excerpts from my teacher journal are also included in this chapter that provide my
personal reflective thoughts as I followed the Skyway Strings throughout the studentcoached chamber ensemble experience.
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The Ensemble Members
Andrew (Student Coach)
Andrew is a senior at East Maple High School and the student coach for the
Skyway Strings. He began learning the violin at an early age with his grandmother and
took private lessons outside of school until eighth grade. Andrew has participated in the
school’s orchestra program since fourth grade and is currently a member of the high
school orchestra and the advanced chamber ensemble. In addition to playing music,
Andrew also plays sports for the high school participating in soccer, track, and
swimming. Earlier in the school year, Andrew was selected as a leader for the high
school’s peer leadership program. He plans on majoring in history at a four-year
university in the fall and hopes to continue playing in an orchestra in college.
Peggy (Violin)
Peggy is a freshman at East Maple High School and a violin player in the Skyway
Strings. She started learning to play the violin at age six or seven and took private lessons
until eighth grade. Peggy does not remember why she stopped taking private lessons, but
claims she has a, “passion” for music and has continued participating in the school’s
orchestra program since fourth grade. Peggy also played the oboe for two years in the
middle school band and currently plays the saxophone in the high school marching band.
She is a member of the first violin section in the high school orchestra.
Natasha (Violin)
Natasha is also a freshman at East Maple High School and a violin player in the
Skyway Strings. She started learning the violin in school in fourth grade and has
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continued her participation in the school’s orchestra program. In addition to playing the
violin, Natasha takes guitar lessons outside of school. She is a member of the Student
Council and also participates in the high school theater program by working with the
props. Natasha is currently a member of the first violin section in the high school
orchestra.
Kristen (Viola)
Kristen is a freshman at East Maple High School and a viola player in the Skyway
Strings. She started learning the viola in fourth grade in the school’s music program and
currently plays the viola in the high school orchestra. Kristen plays softball and soccer on
the high school’s sports teams and is also a member of the Student Council.
Aurora (Cello)
Aurora is a freshman at East Maple High School and a cello player in the Skyway
Strings. She began learning the cello in fourth grade in the school’s music program and
has continued her participation in the school’s orchestra program. Earlier in the school
year, Aurora was a member of the color guard in the high school marching band, but
plans on learning an instrument for the upcoming marching band season. Aurora also
participates in the high school theater program and plays in the cello section of the high
school orchestra.
Rehearsals and Performances
The Skyway Strings rehearsed weekly on Tuesdays during the regular 45-minute
instructional period beginning on January 8, 2019, with the exception of their final
rehearsal, which took place during a pullout lesson period. The ensemble was video-
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recorded during weeks 4, 7, 11, and 14. Throughout the 14-week period, the Skyway
Strings worked on several different pieces. One piece was “Little Russian March,” which
is an arrangement from Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 2, and one of the pieces I originally
assigned to this ensemble. They also worked on string quartet arrangements of the second
movement Allegretto from Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7, “Excerpt from the Ecstasy,”
“Mii Channel Rumba,” and “When You Wish Upon a Star.” The players informed me
during their interview that they were the ones who suggested playing “Mii Channel
Rumba” and “When You Wish Upon a Star,” while student coach Andrew introduced the
ensemble to “Allegretto” and “Excerpt from the Ecstasy.”
During the interview with the Skyway players, Peggy mentioned that a, “great
thing about chamber” was being able to choose what music to play. She later added, “I
feel like that helped us […]; just because we had the freedom to do whatever we want, we
are more passionate about learning the song or playing and being in chamber.” The
players stated that they spent most of the 14-week period working on “Little Russian
March.” Natasha referred to this piece as the ensemble’s, “go-to song,” while Kristen
considered it their, “signature song.” I assisted with finding music for “When You Wish
Upon a Star” and Andrew found sheet music for “Allegretto,” “Excerpt from the
Ecstasy,” and “Mii Channel Rumba.”
The players also expressed in their interview that the skills they acquired from
working on different pieces in chamber rehearsals translated to their general playing in
Orchestra.
Aurora: Yeah, it definitely has. I think everything that we’ve picked up has just
contributed to our playing.
Natasha: Yeah.
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Peggy: Because the chamber, like learning the different songs in chamber, it
didn’t just like, make us learn more about the song we were playing only in that
group, but like, helped our overall and general skills.
Aurora: Yeah, it helped with like sight-reading to like our rhythms, everything.
The Skyway Strings performed four times during the present study. For the
Ensemble Night dress rehearsal and at Ensemble Night, the quartet performed “Little
Russian March” and “Mii Channel Rumba.” They also performed “Little Russian March”
at the afternoon performance for the kindergarten students. For the final String Thing
performance, the Skyway Strings performed “When You Wish Upon a Star,” “Excerpt
from The Ecstasy,” and “Little Russian March.”
The Interviews
The individual interview with student coach Andrew took place on May 8, 2019,
after school in the music office for the duration of 35 minutes. The focus group interview
with the Skyway Strings players took place the following day on May 9, 2019, in the
music office after school for the duration of 53 minutes. When the players arrived, they
were quiet at first, but as the interview progressed, they became more excited, frequently
speaking at the same time as each other and sometimes completing each other’s
sentences. While all players contributed answers to my questions, Peggy, Natasha, and
Aurora were far more vocal than Kristen.
Vignettes and Reflections
During the interviews, I showed Andrew and the Skyway players the same video
recorded clips that I selected from four of their rehearsals and their Ensemble Night and
final String Thing performances. I used my personal laptop to show the participants the
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video recordings with an external speaker plugged into it to increase the audio volume. In
the following section, I present vignettes of the selected video clips with the participants’
perspectives and stated reflective thoughts following each vignette. Excerpts from my
teacher journal are also included.
Teacher Journal Excerpt
I transcribed all of Skyway’s rehearsal summaries individually. […] Having five
different summaries really helps to get a better sense of the entire rehearsal. Some
students left out information about rehearsal strategies, while others were more
specific.
After this first week, I believe the students have all of the tools to work more
individually and figure things out. As a teacher who tends to be pretty controlling,
this experience is also a good thing for me since it’s almost forcing me to take a
step back and let the students work. I do believe that if students have questions or
problems, they will speak with me or ask me questions. I want to let them, “fly
solo” for a couple of weeks to really see what they’re capable of. (teacher journal,
January 12, 2019, pp. 6-7)
Vignette 1
This rehearsal takes place on January 29, 2019, in the high school auditorium
during the regular instructional period and is the fourth rehearsal for the Skyway Strings.
The players are seated in a semi-circle facing Andrew, and from left to right the order of
players is Natasha, Peggy, Kristen, and Aurora. The players are playing the ending of
“Little Russian March,” which is supposed to end with all parts together. As Peggy,
Natasha, and Kristen play the last two measures, Aurora is looking at her music and not
playing with them. She looks up briefly then looks back to her music when the players
reach the final measure. Andrew is holding his violin, but visually following along with
his music score. As soon as the players end the piece, they immediately start talking and
at times, speak over each other.
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Andrew: (softly, and as the players play the last two measures) I guess, I’ll try
counting.
Aurora: (looks up at the other players, then back to her music) Oh, what? What?
Kristen: I am not, I did not, I was just playing random, I did not, I was not
supposed to play that…
Aurora: (looks over at Kristen’s music) Oh, okay. Okay, I…
Peggy: I tried counting and then I…
Kristen: Why is that so difficult?
Aurora: Can we start at 64?
Peggy: Yeah, it shouldn’t be that difficult.
Kristen: Yeah, wait, it’s just like six beats, we should count…
Aurora: I’m like, I’m like really struggling. I can’t, I really can’t count. I just
have a bar, it’s like, it’s like four measures of rest, I’m like… (puts hand on her
head)
Natasha: Oh my god, guys, let’s on our next play, we have to count while we
play.
Kristen: I am not going to do that.
Peggy: Oh my god, I can’t count while I play.
Natasha: I can’t do that.
Aurora: Oh, let’s try it, let’s try it, let’s try it!
Peggy: Let’s clap, let’s clap!
Kristen: Yeah, clap and count.
Aurora: At what measure?
Natasha: Let’s start at 64.
Andrew: 64.
Aurora: Okay. (all players and Andrew put their instruments and bows in their
laps)
Natasha: Okay, so it’s like…
Aurora: Okay, ready?
Peggy: So…
All: One, two, three, four…
The players start their first attempt together at clapping the rhythm and counting
the beats out loud and Andrew counts out loud with them, but after a few measures, the
players realize they all have different rhythms in their music. They start again at the same
measure, but stop again a few measures later.
Natasha: Wait, wait.
Aurora: No. Where did you start? (Natasha starts practicing clapping and
counting her part independently)
Kristen: Wait, wait, what do you have there? (looks at Peggy’s music) I have one
(claps) and then rest rest rest, rest rest rest, one (claps) two (claps) rest, one…
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Peggy: So I’m counting straight, so like, I’m using 64 as like a count off to 65.
Look, I have four… (Kristen looks over at Peggy’s music. Peggy then shows her
music to Kristen and Aurora)
Aurora: What do you mean a count off? I don’t know what that means. (Andrew
laughs)
Peggy: Or not count off, I don’t know, I’m making up terms. Like one, so it’s
like one, two, three, four, one, two, three, and then I play… (sings one measure
and claps at the same time)
Aurora: So you’re basic[ally] clapping when you’re at 65. (Natasha stops
practicing)
Peggy: Yeah.
Aurora: Okay, I’m going to clap on 64.
Peggy: Yeah, you clap on 64.
Natasha: Yeah, same. Okay, ready?
Peggy: One, okay, wait. Are we counting, are counting off?
Aurora: I’m going to count to four, and then we’re going to do 64.
Natasha: Okay, count to four, then do 64.
Peggy: You count to 64 because you’re playing.
Aurora: Okay, ready? One, two, three, four…
During this interaction, student coach Andrew is quiet and observes the players as
they discuss their rhythms. When the players try clapping and counting again from the
same measure, Andrew joins them by also counting out loud. As the ensemble claps and
counts during this attempt, the pulse is inconsistent and several players clap their rhythms
incorrectly. The players smile when they make a mistake, but continue to the end of the
piece.
Andrew offers feedback to Natasha about counting an incorrect beat, then
suggests they all repeat the same section, but count by subdividing the beats. Andrew
counts the group off and they start again from the same measure, clapping and counting
together to the end of the piece. During this final clap and count attempt, the tempo is
much slower than their previous tries, but the pulse is steadier and the rhythm is more
accurate. Andrew recommends that the players tap their feet to help keep the beat steady.
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Peggy suggests trying again, and this time, the ensemble repeats the same passage on
their instruments.
Reflections: Vignette 1
When the players first begin clapping and counting in the video clip, Andrew
comments, “Oh yeah, they did this. I didn’t even tell them to do that.” When the players
and Andrew clap and count to the end of the piece the first time, Andrew remarks, “This
did help with this part because they, they couldn’t play the ending, because it was so
awkwardly spaced.” I ask Andrew to describe in his own words what is happening in the
video after it ends. He states that the ending of the piece was, “super, like, rough for them
because there’s a lot of like, rests and like, I guess just like awkward jumping,” so the
players applied different strategies to figure out how to play the rhythm correctly such as
clapping and counting and also writing in the beats in the music. When I ask what he was
thinking about while this was happening, Andrew responds, “I just thought it was funny.
‘Cause like, I mean it was a hard spot, but it like wasn’t hard like playing wise, it was just
like, understanding wise.”
As the players view the first video clip during their focus group interview, they
make comments throughout the entire viewing and periodically laugh in reaction to what
is occurring in the video. When the players see themselves clapping and counting the first
time, Aurora comments, “We always did that when we couldn’t figure it out” and
Natasha adds, “I know, we always clapped.” As the clip continues, Aurora states, “It’s so
funny because we play that so well now” with Natasha agreeing and adding, “I know, we
play that so well now.”
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When the video clip ends, I ask the players to describe what is happening in the
video. Peggy laughs and responds with, “something not good,” and Aurora explains that
the ending contained a lot of rests and the players had trouble figuring out when to come
in, which resulted in them not playing the ending correctly together. I then ask the players
what they were focusing on or thinking about during this moment. Peggy remarks that
she was, “focusing on like how to count,” while Natasha states, “Honestly, I was focusing
on how to clap at the same time as counting. I couldn’t do that.” Aurora and Natasha both
comment on the difficulty of clapping and counting at the same time.
Teacher Journal Excerpt
I have watched the Skyway Strings’ rehearsal video recording twice now. The
environment appears more collaborative than the Maple Leaf Quartet, but is this
intentional? Coach Andrew tends to let the players lead the rehearsal, and at times
will step in to facilitate. However, the players in Skyway tend to bring the group
back if they get off track. (There were a lot of unrelated discussions happening
throughout the video). There might be a moment of silence followed by a player
suggesting where to begin.
Leadership appears shared more evenly between Aurora, Peggy, and Natasha,
but Aurora seems to be the stronger leader amongst the three. Kristen is quiet for
most of the rehearsal, but does ask questions or makes small comments here and
there. Playing ability wise, Kristen is the weakest of the four players. Could this
be why she is quieter than the rest during the rehearsal? She tends to stop playing
more while others practice independently. She also tends to initiate less, and
seems to follow the other players more when they verbally express their ideas and
suggestions.
The players in Skyway also look at each other’s music (especially Aurora and
Peggy). They seem to take more initiative when they run into a tricky spot. There
were, at times, moments where the players needed a bit more guidance, but
Andrew was clearly not comfortable providing it (or maybe just didn’t know
how?). […] I am hoping by meeting with all coaches later, we can discuss these
moments and I can help guide them to solutions.
I can’t help but also note that this group collaborates not only when looking at
each other’s music and contributing more to discussion (even if it’s off topic), but
they frequently finish each other’s thoughts and sentences. […]; it’s really
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interesting when they do it. There were moments where one person would start a
thought, and it would get passed around the ensemble. (teacher journal, January
29, 2019, pp. 9-10)
Teacher Journal Excerpt
After reviewing Skyway’s 4th rehearsal again, my teacher brain is going crazy!
The coach is learning and helping the group to make progress, but my controlling
nature wants to jump in and fix some things. The Skyway Strings definitely
appear to work well together. They ask each other questions, examine each
other’s parts more than I thought any group would, and seem pretty comfortable
with each other. They also don’t seem afraid to admit when they get lost or are
having trouble. They were very determined to clean up the ending of “Little
Russian March,” and I admire their perseverance. However, although I do believe
Andrew is working to the best of his ability, part of me wants (maybe expects?)
him to do more. Perhaps this is where the gaps in my own teaching are more
exposed. […] I do not want to step on any toes, but I do feel like the ensemble
may need some guidance from me, especially since this is the first year we are
trying this program. (teacher journal, February 10, 2019, p. 14)
Teacher Journal Excerpt
Based on the reflections from this week, the ensembles appear to be working
well together and functioning more as one unit. Coach Andrew (Skyway)
commented [in his reflection summary], “The whole group is more excited, I
mean they really like this, you know? They’re really happy to like do this every
Tuesday-Wednesday, so that’s cool.” I wrote earlier how Skyway in particular
appears to collaborate a lot more than the other groups, and this week was no
different. I’m also seeing a lot of techniques used to figure out tricky passages.
Skyway has been writing in their counts above their notes, which appears to be
working multiple weeks in a row. I will have to inquire how they came up with
these strategies. (teacher journal, February 16, 2019, p. 16)
Vignette 2
This rehearsal takes place on February 19, 2019, in the auditorium during the
regular instructional period, and is the seventh rehearsal of the Skyway Strings. The
students are seated in a semi-circle all facing Andrew and from left to right, the order of
players is again Natasha, Peggy, Kristen, and Aurora. The players are playing the last two
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measures of “Little Russian March” where all parts end together, and Andrew is
following along with his music score.
Aurora: We were, that was, that was actually pretty good. (Peggy, Kristen, and
Natasha agree and start talking simultaneously)
Peggy: Yeah, I was like…
Aurora: That was so good!
Peggy: …I’m like, that was like our best one.
Aurora: Our tone was good.
Peggy: I know, right? I was like, piano, and then I was like, crescendo, I was like
ooh! (all players laugh)
Andrew: You guys want to work on like, really over-exaggerating the uh, the
stuff though? Like the tones [dynamics?] and all that?
All: Sure.
Andrew: Uh, so what I do, I kind of just go through and mark everything a lot.
(Andrew reorganizes his music score on his stand) So where’s the first one? Uh,
we start out piano. Everyone? Yeah.
Aurora: Yeah.
Andrew: So underline? I don’t know. Does everyone have pencils?
Peggy: (laughs) Highlight. (the ensemble players reach into their book bags for
pencils)
Reflections: Vignette 2
About halfway through viewing the second video clip in his interview, Andrew
comments, “I kept trying to get ‘em to play dynamics a lot.” I recount that it was Peggy
who brought up playing the dynamics in the video clip and ask Andrew if he was also
thinking about the dynamics while the ensemble was playing or if his suggestion to
exaggerate them more was because Peggy initially brought it up. Andrew responds,
Yeah, I guess, like at that point, I realized they got like all the rhythm down, so
like, we could just start improving more. I guess the one thing I didn’t realize, is
like they were kind of quiet to begin with. So I was telling them to be more quiet
when I should have just told them like, that’s piano what you’re playing now and
just play louder. (Andrew interview transcript, p. 7)
Similar to viewing the first video clip, the players also make comments while
watching the second clip and laugh in reaction to what is happening in the video
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recording. When I mention that the ensemble seems to be focused on dynamics in this
clip, Natasha expresses, “He [Andrew] was onto us” and Aurora adds, “That was the
biggest thing he wanted us to do.” When the video clip ends, I then ask the players to
describe what is going on in the video.
Natasha: I think we got the rhythms at that point, and he just wanted us to like,
make it like, like all the technical stuff was fine, but he just wanted to like make it
nicer, flavorful…
Peggy: Flavorful, yeah.
Aurora: Because the thing, the thing, playing it, we’re so used to playing at a
certain volume with a bunch, because with the whole orchestra, but playing by
ourselves, we could be a lot louder. And we were not good at that (all players
laugh).
Kristen: We’d all play the same…
Natasha: We had to play loud when were playing like piano. So then, when we
were playing loud, we had to play even louder than that.
All: Yeah.
Natasha: And I don’t think we knew how to do that. (Skyway players interview
transcript, p. 14)
Vignette 3
This is a continuation of the same February 19, rehearsal, but at a later time
during the rehearsal period. The ensemble is working on an earlier section of “Little
Russian March.” In this section of the music, Natasha, Kristen, and Aurora have the same
rhythm together.
Peggy: (To Natasha) Wait, can I see what you have at 18 or 19? (Peggy looks at
Natasha’s music)
Natasha: So, it’s like doo… (Natasha sings the rhythm in the part using the
syllable “doo.” Andrew sings along with her)
Peggy: Yes. (Andrew taps the rhythm on his knee while singing the rhythm out
loud on “doo.” Natasha sings the rhythm again quietly to herself)
Andrew: Want to try the clapping thing?
Natasha: Sure. (the players put their instruments down)
Andrew: So, at 18, it’s one, two, three… (Andrew claps the rhythm while singing
it out loud again using “doo.” Natasha and Aurora join in with him while Peggy
looks over at Kristen, who is sitting directly next to her)
Peggy: Kristen, are you okay?
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Kristen: Totally missed that. I just like, went in a daze, I was like… (waves hands
around)
Andrew: Yeah.
Aurora: Should we do it again?
Natasha: Yeah.
Peggy: I’m going to clap with you guys just, just because.
Andrew: Teamwork. Uh, 18. One, two, three, four… (The whole ensemble claps
the rhythm together. Andrew says the rhythm out loud using “doo”) Yeah, good,
now just do it with your instruments.
Peggy: Just do it with your instruments. (Natasha laughs)
Andrew: Uh, 18. And then, I guess, I wasn’t clapping louder, but at 20, you
should be clapping really loud.
Aurora: Oh, right (laughs).
Andrew: It’s a forte clap. (All players laugh) Yeah, one, two, three, four…
The players repeat the same section on their instruments while Andrew conducts.
After a few measures, Andrew stops the ensemble. He suggests, “growing as you go
through” and then, “sync back down.” The players engage in a brief discussion after
Peggy almost drops her violin. Andrew counts off again, and the ensemble repeats the
same passage while Andrew continues to conduct.
Teacher Journal Excerpt
There was a rhythm that the ensemble was not quite playing together (Violin II,
Viola, and Cello all have the same rhythm), and coach Andrew suggested
clapping it. Peggy (Violin I) also joined in with the group during the clapping.
After clapping it, the group immediately followed with a play-through. Andrew
also suggested that while clapping, they should still include dynamics (YES!).
During the play-through, the rhythm was much more together as an ensemble! I
also appreciated how coach Andrew stopped the group to remind them to
incorporate more dynamics! (DOUBLE YES!). However, no one mentioned the
bowing (there are two down bows in a row), which I believe is what’s throwing
the players off. I will have to discuss this briefly with coach Andrew before the
next rehearsal since I’m not quite sure if he’s aware of this. (teacher journal,
February 20, 2019, p. 17)
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Reflections: Vignette 3
When I ask Andrew what is happening in this video clip after viewing it in his
individual interview, he replies, “So I guess, they were having some trouble with that one
part. And then, I just kind of had them clap it out, had them talk about it.” I remark that
after clapping and counting that section in the music, the ensemble follows with a playthrough of the same section and Andrew responds, “Yeah.”
After viewing this video clip in the players’ focus group interview, Aurora recalls,
“We were trying to clap our rhythm and then play what we were clapping.” Kristen
comments on the players’ bowing and states, “The bowing was good, though. I feel like, I
saw all of our bows go in the actual right direction.” Aurora adds, “I think that helped us
a lot, too. Like, because you could see like we all played together. We were clapping
together as well.”
Teacher Journal Excerpt
Coach Andrew (Skyway) seems way more invested in his ensemble since the
start of this experience and almost seems excited? He is also definitely taking his
role more seriously than I felt he did in the first couple of weeks and perhaps is
even more engaged than I initially thought he was. I’m seeing more creative
strategies used by coach Andrew as each week progresses. Overall, I’m quite
impressed with the work done so far, and I’m glad I have not intervened too
much. The purpose of this study was to explore what the students could bring to
the experience, and I must say, they really are bringing a lot of knowledge I
hadn’t expected. I definitely want to develop this program and implement it every
school year. (teacher journal, February 24, 2019, p. 17)
Teacher Journal Excerpt
I had a moment today when I was thinking about Skyway’s last rehearsal.
Throughout the video, there was that one rhythmic passage the players were
having difficulty fully getting. While I was watching, all I could think about was,
“Stop, and figure it out!” each time the ensemble continued to almost get it.
However, I realized, as I continued watching, how quick I am as the teacher to
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diagnose the problems. Yes, the group incorporated some practice strategies, but I
felt they didn’t fully dissect the problem. If I were working with this ensemble, I
would have stopped immediately and not continued until the problem was
“fixed.” However, as I continued watching, coach Andrew introduced those
additional strategies to help the group get it. Why don’t I let students figure out
the problems more often? Is it because I feel I have limited rehearsal time and
need to address problems quickly? I realize I correct the same mistakes repeatedly
over several rehearsals. If I instead allowed students to take time to diagnose their
own mistakes, would I have to correct them as much? (teacher journal, February
26, 2019, p. 18)
Teacher Journal Excerpt
It’s been interesting watching each group’s progress during the same amount of
time. The Skyway Strings and the Maple Leaf Quartet really seem to be flying.
Natasha of Skyway mentioned taking time to talk about the recent performances
in their last rehearsal. (I should have thought of that and mentioned to the coaches
to take time to reflect!). Coach Andrew also brought his group cookies! Overall,
the players in these groups seem to work well together and have (overall) very
productive rehearsals. (teacher journal, March 16, 2019, p. 20)
Vignette 4
This rehearsal takes place on March 19, 2019, in the music office during the
regular instructional period. It is the Skyway’s eleventh rehearsal. The office is adjacent
to the orchestra room and the large orchestra ensemble is rehearsing at the same time, so
sounds from the orchestra rehearsal are very audible in the background. The Skyway
players are sitting very close together facing Andrew, and from left to right, the order is
Peggy, Natasha, Kristen, and Aurora. Andrew is playing a passage on his violin from a
string quartet arrangement of Allegretto from Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7.
As Andrew plays the passage on his violin, Natasha is plucking the notes along
with him. Kristen is watching her music, and Peggy and Aurora are watching Andrew,
but at one point, they look over at each other from across the ensemble and make eye
contact.
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Natasha: Okay.
Aurora: This one is so nice.
Andrew: You just, so like, yeah.
Natasha: Yeah, see this is, this is why she pairs us up with upperclassmen so that
I can hear what they’re playin g. So, oh, like that’s how people play it. Okay, that
makes sense. So like, most of the time, I’m just like, not really learning, I’m like,
oh, okay (puts violin up on shoulder) that makes sense.
Kristen: I just copy the bowing of other people (laughs).
Aurora: That’s what I do in like orchestra. I’m like, oh, I see now. (Kristen and
Natasha laugh)
Peggy: I always mix up the bowing, and I’m like, oh shoot.
Andrew: So now Mrs. Sato knows (points to the video recording device with his
bow). Exposed.
Kristen: Our secrets.
Aurora: Well, I’m just listening to others.
Natasha: Yeah, I’m listening to others…
Kristen: It’s a strategy.
Natasha: And I’m learning through them.
Kristen: So if I don’t know, I’m just like, looking at Megan (the pseudonym of
another student in the viola section).
Natasha: I know…
Aurora: Yeah.
Natasha: I’m always paired with like great people.
Aurora: You guys both got it.
Kristen: Yeah, you both got it.
Reflections: Vignette 4
After viewing this video clip in his interview, Andrew recalls that the piece they
were working on was new and, “we were just looking at it.” He also adds that he was
trying to model the vibrato technique, “but they didn’t really get it.” When I ask what he
was focusing on or thinking about when the players were talking, Andrew responds, “I
was like, they need to like, play louder. Play like independent because no one else is
playing what they’re playing and all that.”
As the players watch the fourth video clip in the focus group interview, they
continue to make comments throughout the viewing and laugh periodically. I ask the
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players to describe what is happening in the video when it ends. They respond very
quickly and during most of this discussion, speak over each other while also laughing.
Kristen: I believe we were saying that if we didn’t know what rhythm to play, we
would look at everyone else.
Aurora: We would listen to other people!
Natasha: We would listen to other people!
Aurora: And we, and we were, and we had no one else to listen to!
Natasha: Exactly, we were realizing, yeah.
Aurora: That’s what we were talking about before…
Peggy: Yeah.
Aurora: …to become more independent.
Kristen: Yeah…
Natasha: Yeah, because a lot of the time, we were just depending on
upperclassmen who already can figure it out.
Aurora: Yeah.
Natasha: Like, oh, that’s how you play it, okay.
Peggy: And kind of just like, pretend that we like, we know what we’re doing,
like whoa. (Skyway players interview transcript, p. 16)
Teacher Journal Excerpt
In the past two weeks, I’m finding that students are quite positive about this
experience. The players in the Skyway Strings asked if they could do this again,
even if they’re sophomores next year. This is definitely promising. […] I’m also
seeing that a lot of students are commenting about feeling more confident in their
playing and are more aware of areas that might require more focus in their
playing.
I think a major realization that I’ve been having lately from this experience is
where the gaps are in my own teaching, which I’ve commented on earlier. I’ve
realized how teacher-centered my classroom is, and I have been trying to think of
creative ways to get students to get in front of the group more. […] I need to
continue brainstorming ways to get the students to lead more. (teacher journal,
March 30, 2019, p. 23)
Vignette 5
This rehearsal takes place on April 9, 2019, in the orchestra room during a pullout
lesson period, but Kristen is not present for this rehearsal. This is the Skyway Strings’
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fourteenth and final rehearsal as an ensemble. Peggy, Natasha, and Aurora are working
on a forte section in “Allegretto” while Andrew is conducting.
Andrew: (while the players are playing) So 75, is when it’s supposed to be like…
(makes motion to indicate strong bowing, and the players stop playing)
Aurora: (to Peggy) Dude, forte forte!
Natasha: I’m trying my best! (Peggy plays one note on her violin)
Aurora: You’ve got to stay the same level.
Peggy: I’m trying to make it… (plays one note on the violin with a lot of bow
pressure)
Natasha plays one measure from her music on the violin. Andrew picks up his
violin and models the first violin passage, playing with a lot of bow pressure and fast
vibrato. While Andrew plays, Natasha watches him, and Aurora looks back and forth
between Andrew and Peggy. Peggy also watches Andrew, but plays single notes on her
violin throughout his short demonstration.
Peggy: (laughs) Aurora is like, she’s like what is going on? (Natasha and Aurora
laugh)
Aurora: How do you vibrato like that?
Natasha: I can’t vibrato. I try, it’s just so bad.
Andrew: Eh, you get a feel for it.
Aurora: I’m like shaking everything.
Natasha: When I shake, I shake the whole violin with me like… (puts her
instrument in playing position and shakes her whole body)
Peggy looks over at Natasha, who is sitting directly next to her, and models the
vibrato technique while also explaining to her how to do it. Andrew watches this
interaction, and then starts playing the first violin part. Aurora starts practicing her part
independently and focuses solely on her music. Peggy gets up out of her seat to walk over
to Natasha and move her wrist. After Peggy sits back down in her seat, Natasha and
Peggy discuss dynamics and how loud they should play. The two start practicing their
own parts independently. Andrew watches Peggy and Natasha play their notes, but then
plays a note very loudly on his violin. Without saying anything, Peggy immediately
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echoes the note back. Andrew responds with, “Harder!” and Peggy plays the note again.
Aurora stops practicing and plays one note very loudly on her cello, and Peggy echoes
the note back to her.
Aurora: Louder!
Andrew: Louder!
Peggy: I can’t! (plays another note)
Aurora: That sounds so hard! (plays another note)
Peggy: (plays another note) Ow, but then if I do it too hard, it makes the creaking
noise.
Natasha: Yeah, because it’s high.
Andrew: But then you got to pull your bow faster.
Aurora: Yeah if you…
Aurora models on her cello by playing a note with fast bow speed and pulling her
bow quickly. Andrew also models on his violin by playing a note with fast bow speed.
Peggy echoes the note back.
Andrew: Here, put your string closer to the bridge part. (Peggy repeats several
notes) Peggy, move your string closer to the bridge. (Peggy plays one more note)
Andrew: Yeah.
Natasha: That was louder.
Aurora: Yeah, that was loud. (Andrew repeats the note)
Peggy: Oh, shoot, okay. (the players begin practicing independently)
Reflections: Vignette 5
While viewing this video clip in the individual interview, Andrew expresses,
“Peggy is teaching better than me” when he sees Peggy modeling and describing vibrato
to Natasha. He also adds that the ensemble chose not to perform “Allegretto” because one
player had lost one of the pages right before the performance. After the clip ends,
Andrew states that he, “was trying to get them to do vibrato and play louder because […]
most of that song was like quiet build up to that moment and it didn’t sound that
impressive, like the volume there, so I was just like, just play it loud.” He continues that
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he was watching Peggy because he noticed that she, “only used like half the bow space”
in other rehearsals and was, “just saying like use more bow, like faster bow, and then like
loud, closer to the bridge.”
As the players view this video clip during their focus group interview, they make
comments about themselves and what they are doing in the video and also periodically
laugh throughout the viewing. When the clip begins, Natasha observes, “Oh, we uh, we
talked about vibrato in this one. I remember Peggy tried to teach me,” and then adds, “I
can’t do it though, still. I can do it, like kind of first finger, and then after that, my fingers
lose power.” Aurora remarks that she seems, “so disconnected” and is, “in my own
world.” She continues, “You guys were like really learning, I’m like…” and then sings
her part. After the clip ends, Peggy recalls, “I was trying to teach Natasha how to vibrato”
and Natasha responds that she is still working on it. Kristen was not present at this
rehearsal, but comments, “Whoa, your bows are so in sync for a second. That was really
cool.”
Ensemble Night Performance
This performance takes place in the high school auditorium on March 6, 2019,
and the Skyway Strings performs after a saxophone quartet. The ensemble performed
earlier that same day during the in-class dress rehearsal for Ensemble Night. The players
are all wearing black and seated in a semi-circle with their stands set up close together.
Before they begin their first piece “Little Russian March,” all of the players look at
Peggy. She quietly counts the ensemble off, and they all start together. After “Little
Russian March” ends, Peggy announces to the audience that the ensemble will perform,
“an extra song we’ve been working on,” and there is a soft murmur in the audience. The
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players look at Peggy again as she counts off quietly. Aurora is bobbing her head to
Peggy’s tempo and tapping her foot. The players start “Mii Channel Rumba.”
String Thing Performance
This performance takes place in the high school cafeteria on April 11, 2019. The
players are all wearing jeans and different color tops, and their music stands are set up
close together. Before they start playing, Peggy announces to the audience that the
quartet will be playing three songs. Natasha then announces that the group will begin,
“like how most Disney movies start off with ‘When You Wish Upon a Star.” Kristen
adds that the group will then play “Excerpt from Ecstasy.” Aurora then tells the audience
that the ensemble will end with “Little Russian March” by Tchaikovsky. The players look
at Peggy who quietly counts them off, and then they start “When You Wish Upon a Star.”
Prior to playing “Little Russian March,” Peggy makes an announcement that there
is a part in the piece where, “it sounds like you’re going to want to clap and it sounds like
it ends” but that is not the actual ending. She also adds that when the players put their
instruments down, that is when the audience should clap. The audience members applaud
and the players and audience laugh. The players look at Peggy who counts the group off,
then they start playing. However, Peggy does not start immediately, and comes in at the
end of the first measure of music. The players do not stop playing and the performance
continues.
Reflections: Ensemble Night and String Thing Performances
After viewing clips from the two performances during the individual interview,
Andrew remarks, “I mean, I thought they nailed it for each performance for sure.” He
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then informs me that following the Ensemble Night performance, the ensemble
“definitely like put, uh, the Wii Theme and Russian Dance on the back burner, and just
started doing new stuff.” I then ask Andrew if he had any thoughts during the last
performance while the quartet was playing. He responds, “I was mad they didn’t play Mii
Rumba again, but I didn’t promise them cookies this time.”
The players are quiet and attentive as they view themselves playing “Little
Russian March” in the Ensemble Night Performance video clip. After Peggy introduces
“Mii Channel Rumba” in the clip, the players laugh and start talking simultaneously. The
clip continues and Kristen remarks, “Low key, it sounds good” and all of the players
agree. Natasha claims, “Like when we’re in there, we hear badness, but out here it’s not
that bad.” Aurora comments on how the ensemble is, “rushing a lot” and Natasha adds
that they were not planning on performing this piece. She later states that they only
performed the piece because Andrew offered to give them cookies if they did.
When the players see themselves talking to the audience in the opening of the
String Thing video clip, Aurora states, “Yeah, that was cute.” The players recall that they
did not perform “Allegretto” because they could not find one of Kristen’s pages. As the
clip continues and they watch themselves perform “When You Wish Upon a Star,” Peggy
comments, “This sounds really nice.” I then skip to their performance of “Little Russian
March.” Peggy shares that she counted the group off to start the piece, but did not realize
they had started playing and had to jump into the piece late. As the clip continues, Aurora
comments, “Oh, the bowing is good” and Peggy agrees and adds, “It’s like very clean.
Cleaner than I thought it was.”
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I pause the clip halfway through their performance and ask the players to talk
about their experiences from each performance. Natasha expresses that she was, “most
nervous” for Ensemble Night because it was their first performance as an ensemble and
Aurora adds that it was also, “the biggest one.” Peggy states that the, “environment” and,
“surroundings” of Ensemble Night made her more nervous because, “everyone was
playing and everyone was like dressed up and excited for Ensemble Night.” Aurora
describes making a mistake in the Ensemble Night performance and was extremely
conscious about that passage in following performances. She also states that the group
played “Little Russian March” during rehearsals if they felt they played other songs,
“badly” and Natasha claims that piece was, “something to fall back on.”
Natasha expresses how it took the ensemble three months to learn “Little Russian
March,” but they spent only a couple weeks on the other pieces. Peggy attributes the
ensemble’s ability to learn the other pieces more quickly to becoming, “used to each
other and like our dynamic with each other.” Natasha responds, “And we were able to
pick things up faster, too, I think. We didn’t have as many problems as we did with like
Russian March.” Peggy later adds that she felt the ensemble, “sounded like so much
better” in the String Thing performance.
Teacher Journal Excerpt
After viewing Skyway’s rehearsals and re-reading their submitted summaries, I
cannot express how happy I am that I incorporated this program into my orchestra
this year. It did require a lot of preparation, but from what I’ve seen and read,
these students appeared to really enjoy this experience and seemed to have
learned a lot from doing it. I am excited about interviewing them. (teacher journal,
May 4, 2019, p. 27)
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Student Coach Andrew, a Guiding Role
Overall, Andrew enjoyed the experience of being a student chamber coach and
described it as, “fun.” During his interview, he shared that his approach to coaching was
as a, “guiding role” and also claimed that the players, “see me more as like a student than
like a teacher” because, “they’re not afraid to like tell me anything.” I comment that there
were several moments in the video recordings when the ensemble players would play a
passage and immediately share feedback with each other while Andrew observed these
discussions.
Elisabeth Sato: Was this something that you were thinking about or aware of?
Andrew: Well yeah, ‘cause I was thinking about it, too. I just, I thought the open
discussion worked better.
ES: Yeah.
Andrew: I mean, some of it they were just complaining, or like oh, I was bad,
which isn’t really like constructive, but like it lead to constructive stuff
eventually.
ES: Yeah.
Andrew: Or I’d just interject if they were going off topic.
ES: Yeah. And did you feel like you were like building off of what they were
saying sometimes or did you kind of just keep them more on…
Andrew: Yeah, if they were like um, if they were talking about like stuff to do
like, oh, like the timing’s weird, I’d be like, oh, let’s talk about it more. (Andrew
interview transcript, pp. 10-11)
I also asked Andrew how he might apply the knowledge and experience from
coaching a chamber ensemble to areas outside of music and the classroom.
Andrew: I guess, for like leadership in general, I liked the approach of like letting
them figure it out and also like steering them in the right direction. I use that a lot
in peer leadership, too.
ES: Interesting, okay, anything else? Any other areas that you can think of?
Andrew: I guess like, yeah, like prompting them to like, do things is a point […] I
mean, just like, in general, on like sports teams, but I find it better to just like, not
really tell people what to do, but just like modify what they’re going to do
anyway, or like, lead them in the right direction instead of just like, do this this
way. Do it now or something.
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ES: Okay. Do you think this was something you were aware of before you started
coaching this group, or is this something that kind of developed as you went
through this process?
Andrew: Yeah, to a lesser extent because of peer leadership, but I feel like it’s
definitely strengthened during this because I, I had a more like guiding role in this
than in peer leadership. (Andrew interview transcript, p. 12)
The Skyway Players’ Perspective of Andrew
During the focus group interview, the Skyway Strings players all agreed that
Andrew was an important part of their chamber ensemble experience. Aurora claimed,
“We would honestly […] not be where we were without him” and added that Andrew,
“kind of motivated us.” Kristen and Natasha described Andrew as, “encouraging,” and
Aurora shared that Andrew, “always knew like, more than we did, so he always helped us
learn about what we needed to do.” Peggy believed Andrew, “helped us stay on track to
[…] our general goals” and that the players, “would have gone like so far away from
what we were doing if he wasn’t there,” to which the other players in the ensemble also
agree.
Peggy and Natasha remarked that Andrew found the sheet music for them to play
and helped them choose what repertoire to work on since, as stated by Aurora, “We were
so indecisive about what we would play.” According to the players, Andrew would send
messages to them in their GroupMe chat about what repertoire to work on, and when they
did not respond, he would make the final decision. Peggy claimed, “He was so on us for
not like replying back in the GroupMe,” and Aurora added, “We always forgot to reply to
him.”
Peggy and Aurora also mentioned knowing Andrew from peer leadership prior to
the start of the chamber rehearsals. Aurora expressed that she felt comfortable going in to
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the learning environment and when making mistakes because she knew everyone.
Natasha added that she felt, “awkward” with Andrew at first, but by the end of the
experience, felt like she made a, “new friend.”
A Positive Social Experience
Andrew and the Skyway players found the development of social relationships to
be a positive aspect of the student-coached chamber ensemble experience. During the
individual interview, Andrew shared that he enjoyed getting to know the freshmen
students and thought that, “watching them get better,” was, “kinda cool to see.” The
Skyway Strings players mentioned, “camaraderie” during their focus group interview and
believed they got closer from the experience. Peggy claimed the players, “really bonded
over this” and could, “just talk about chamber and how we’re excited for it.” Aurora
expressed that she was, “grateful” to be in a, “good group,” and Kristen and Peggy both
agreed that they all became more comfortable with each other as the weeks progressed.
The players also shared that they were nervous at first to make mistakes in front of each
other, but felt better after the first practice. Natasha added that had she not been assigned
to this particular chamber ensemble, “this would be such a completely different
experience” and, “it might not be as positive.” The other members in the ensemble also
agreed.
The players also described how the experience of working together in an
ensemble translated to a recent group project they were all involved in.
Kristen: We just did a group project.
All: Oh yeah. (all start talking at once)
Peggy: But, I feel like then, it was, I feel like I’ve always been okay, like with
group projects. It’s just like…
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Natasha: Well, a lot of it, it’s like, like I guess I can, I think I was, I’m very
controlling in group projects, I’m like, okay, here’s what we’re going to do.
Aurora: Yeah, yeah, me too.
Natasha: But like, in this one, I can’t, in chamber you can’t control what other
people do. So you have to like, trust other people to get their work done. So I
think, I guess, I was more trusting in group projects. I wasn’t as on them to get
stuff done.
Aurora: Yeah, I agree with that. ‘Cause like, in a group project, you can get away
without doing work, but you can’t in ensemble. (the players start talking
simultaneously in agreement)
Natasha: Like, you have to […] you have to put it in. (Skyway players interview
transcript, p. 26)
The Players and Their Most Improved Areas
Independence and Confidence
During the focus group interview, the players all expressed that they improved in
playing more independently from the chamber ensemble experience, which also helped
them to feel more confident.
Aurora: I think we all had to learn how to play, like because we’re so used to
listening to what other people are playing, but learning how to play individually is
a whole different thing, especially in songs that we’ve never heard before. So
we’d try and listen to like the recording, and be like, is that my part? And then
like, you figure it out from there.
Peggy: It was like, pretty interesting, like just hearing only your playing instead
of a whole group. Um, just because like, of the contrast between each part. I
didn’t realize like how different each part was.
Aurora: And you could hear like every mistake you made, too (all players laugh),
like it was a little daunting.
Natasha: But also, it like, it also improved like your confidence as a player
because like, you have to depend on yourself. So then you learn the part and then
you actually play it louder. And I think it helped with counting because before…
(all start talking in agreement). Because like, usually I just listen to the others like
oh, they’re coming in now, so I should do that. So I just wait for them. But now,
like I actually have to count and come in on my own. So it definitely helped with
counting and rhythm.
Kristen: Yeah, I think we all got like, even like in orchestra, I’m more confident
to play now just because I feel like now I’m like, oh, like I can actually play viola,
like this is so exciting.
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Natasha: Yeah, you learn to trust yourself because you can’t not ‘cause then
nothing’s happening. (Skyway players interview transcript, p. 5)
Rhythm and Counting
In addition to learning to play more independently and feeling more confident, the
players unanimously agreed that their rhythm and counting in music also improved from
the student-coached chamber ensemble experience. The players described how learning
to count the rhythm correctly was an important part of learning the music, especially
since the pieces were new and unfamiliar to them.
Natasha: I mean, honestly, it’s because all these songs are like new and most of
them we haven’t really heard of. So like, we needed to learn the rhythms and
needed to learn how to count in order to do it. So, I kinda just, I think it was just
like a given that we had to focus on.
Aurora: Yeah, it was definitely like a necessary thing for us to do.
Kristen: Yeah, if we hadn’t, it would have been a mess.
All: Yeah.
Aurora: And it was the first time I’d ever written in, like the rhythm, like the
counting.
Natasha: I’ve written in notes before, but not like, the rhythm.
Aurora: Not like one and two and three.
Natasha: Yeah. (Skyway players interview transcript, p. 22).
Shared Perceived Areas of Improvement
Increase in Communication
To assist with communication outside of rehearsals, Andrew created a mobile chat
for the ensemble using GroupMe, a group-messaging app. In the chat, he would send
music to the players to get their opinions on pieces they were interested in playing and
also ask if anyone was going to be absent prior to rehearsals. He expressed that he
sometimes struggled with communication outside of rehearsals since the players did not
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always respond to his messages in the group chat, yet felt that during rehearsals the
players sometimes talked too much. He stated,
I guess, like I was saying, sometimes the communication, but, that kind of
worked out. Also, or I guess, they wouldn’t talk to me after in like group texts, but
then they’d be talking too much during my practice sometimes, and then I’d have
to be like, “Well, do you want to play the music now?” And they’d always be
like, “Oh yeah, like let’s go,” and then it’d be fine. It’s just, if I didn’t like tell
them, they wouldn’t. (Andrew interview transcript, p. 6)
During the interview with the Skyway players, I recalled that there were several
moments when the players would immediately start talking after playing a section or
passage in their music and share feedback with each other, not necessarily waiting for
Andrew to offer his feedback first. Peggy and Aurora referred to this as a, “reaction,” and
Kristen explained, “If it was great, we’d be like, this was the best.” Kristen also shared
that the ensemble, “didn’t have an issue saying if it was bad, we’d feel like, this is bad,
let’s fix it,” with Aurora agreeing and adding, “We were really comfortable talking to
each other.” Natasha mentioned that the players, “weren’t like awkward or anything,”
and Peggy expressed how grateful she felt to have been assigned to an ensemble with
people she knows.
Listening
During the individual interview, Andrew identified listening as an area he felt he
improved on most from his experience as a student chamber coach. He shared that at the
beginning of the rehearsals, he mostly listened to the first violin part, but started listening
to the other parts more as the weeks progressed. Andrew stated,
So I guess, at the, at those points, like they sounded pretty good so it was harder
to figure out like what to talk about next. So I’d kind of have to listen more
carefully, and then I’d have to listen through things besides violin one, and like
the timing, and like, maybe like what notes weren’t being played instead of like
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the wrong notes being played and stuff like that. (Andrew interview transcript, p.
12)
He also added that these heightened listening skills translated to his own playing
in the large orchestra and chamber ensemble settings stating,
Yeah, I mean, a lot of the times I feel like I play too loud to hear anyone. But
then, like at other times when I’m on like rests, I can notice more about like the
movement and like the ebb and flow and all that. (Andrew interview transcript, p.
12)
During the focus group interview, the players also agreed that playing in a
chamber ensemble helped enhance their listening skills.
Peggy: And I think it was also like better because we can listen to what our
mistakes were and we could improve on that for the next rehearsal.
Natasha: Also, I could like hear all of your parts, whereas before, I can usually
only hear like my part, like the violins, but I could hear like oh, I could hear
Kristen’s or I could hear Peggy’s, like, oh, I know what to play when they’re
playing this.
Aurora: Yeah, and also like, we figured out when we have the same rhythms and
stuff and be like oh, like this is how you play it, I have it right here, too. (Skyway
players interview transcript, p. 7)
I mentioned to the players that there were several moments in the video
recordings when they would look at each other’s music and asked if this was intentional.
As the players responded, they seemed to become very excited and frequently spoke over
each other.
Peggy: Yeah, just to give us like an awareness of like, oh, this person’s playing
this…
Natasha: And also, it’s like an indicator. So it’s like, if we ever got lost that if we
knew when to come back in or when we play whatever it is when someone else is
playing something else.
Aurora: Yeah, because we’re so used to that in orchestra. Playing all together, so
it’s like, oh, like the violas are doing that, now it’s time for me to do that.
Natasha: Yeah.
Aurora: So by like, by looking at each other’s music, we’re like, okay, like that
measure, like that’s what I’m supposed to do, that’s what they’re doing. And even
when it was sounding messy, it was like, why is it sounding like this? And then
we could just look and see.
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All: Yeah.
Natasha: And we also caught it when we messed up or if like, we went too fast or
too slow.
Kristen: Yeah, and if I ever had like a part with any of you, I’d be like, oh, I
know when I’m with Aurora…
Natasha: Yeah, there was usually like two people that had like corresponding
parts, like they went together, so then like, it was easy to like, follow in. So in a
sense, you kind of did have someone to like, fall back on except, it’s just in a
different [context]. (Skyway players interview transcript, pp. 20-21)
The players also commented on how they listened to professional recordings of
the pieces they were learning. Aurora claimed that listening to a recording of “Little
Russian March” helped the ensemble learn the piece, while Natasha and Peggy shared
that they would listen to recordings of all of their pieces to, “compare” and, “match” their
sound to the recordings.
Practice Strategies
The Skyway Strings used a variety of practice strategies during their rehearsals.
Clapping and counting, or clapping the rhythm while counting the beats out loud,
appeared to be the most frequently used strategy, but additional strategies were also used.
There were several times when Andrew would conduct while the ensemble played to
assist with keeping the pulse steady or count out loud while the players played. Andrew
would also model passages by playing his violin or by singing the part. Other strategies
included slowing down the tempo, using the metronome, and using repetition by
repeating passages on instruments after applying a practice strategy such as clapping and
counting to a particular passage or section in the music. In the rehearsal video recordings,
there were several moments when the ensemble players would practice their parts
independently. The players also spent some rehearsal time marking the dynamics and
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beats in their music and listening to professional recordings of the pieces they were
working on. When I asked Andrew during his interview how he knew when to apply
these strategies, he responded,
Well, like, I guess in the beginning, and like, when they had no idea, and like,
after a dry run, they didn’t know what it sounded like, I’d play them like what it’s
supposed to sound like. And then like, as we’re getting more familiar, I’d use the,
like the clapping or the mark […] and then once they got like the rhythm down,
I’d tell them to mark stuff ‘cause then we could focus on more like tone or
volume and all that. (Andrew interview transcript, pp. 11-12)
Suggestions for the Student-Coached Chamber Program
At the conclusion of the individual and focus group interviews, I asked student
coach Andrew and the Skyway players if they would be interested in participating in a
student-coached chamber ensemble again if given the opportunity. All members stated
that they would like to participate in a student-coached chamber ensemble again, and the
Skyway players expressed an interest in becoming student coaches one day. When I
asked the participants if there were any changes they would like to make to enhance the
program experience, the ensemble members offered the following recommendations:
•

Extend the timeframe to make the experience longer

•

Find a better balance of repertoire
Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I provided background information about student coach Andrew,
the players in the Skyway Strings, and the rehearsal, performance, and interview settings
and structures. I described in detail vignettes that captured moments from rehearsals and
performances and also shared the participants’ perspectives of these moments. Excerpts
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from my teacher journal were also included as I analyzed and reflected on the progression
of the Skyway Strings throughout the study. Student coach Andrew’s perspective of
coaching and the players’ perspective of coach Andrew were presented in addition to the
participants’ perceived areas of improvement, practice strategies used by the ensemble
during rehearsals, and suggestions from the participants for changes to enhance the
student-coached chamber program and experience. In the following chapter, I introduce
student coach Josephine and the players in the Maple Leaf Quartet.
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Chapter V
JOSEPHINE AND THE MAPLE LEAF QUARTET

Overview
Similar to the previous chapter, in this chapter, I introduce student coach
Josephine and the Maple Leaf Quartet players. Six selected video-recorded rehearsal clips
that I shared with the participants during interviews are presented as vignettes in
chronological order as well as vignettes from the Ensemble Night and String Thing
performances. Following each vignette is a section containing the participants’
perspectives and stated reflective thoughts regarding the selected video-recorded clips.
This chapter also contains Josephine’s perspective of the student coaching experience, the
players’ perspective of student coach Josephine, and the participants’ view on the social
aspect of the student-coached chamber ensemble experience. Also included in this
chapter are perceived areas that Josephine and the Maple Leaf Quartet players felt they
improved on most from this experience and practice strategies used by the Maple Leaf
Quartet during rehearsals. Additional reflective excerpts from my teacher journal are also
shared as well as the participants’ suggestions for changes to the student-coached
chamber program that would help to enhance the learning experience.
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The Ensemble Members
Josephine (Student Coach)
Josephine is a junior at East Maple High School and the student coach for the
Maple Leaf Quartet. She began playing the violin in fourth grade in the school’s music
program and has since continued her participation in the school orchestra. Currently,
Josephine plays in the high school orchestra and the advanced chamber ensemble. She
first joined chorus in third grade and continues to sing in the high school choir. In
addition to music, Josephine also participates in the high school’s Cooking Club,
UNICEF, and Student Council. After high school, Josephine plans on majoring in health
sciences and has expressed an interest in possibly teaching some day.
Kristina (Violin)
Kristina is a freshman at East Maple High School and a violin player in the Maple
Leaf Quartet. She began learning the violin in fourth grade in the school’s music program
and has continued participating in the school orchestra. Kristina is also a member in the
high school’s Outdoor Wellness Club, Asian Heritage Club, and Student Council.
Kristina currently plays in the first violin section of the high school orchestra.
Jenny (Violin)
Jenny is a freshman at East Maple High School and a violin player in the Maple
Leaf Quartet. She began playing the piano in kindergarten and started learning the violin
in fourth grade in the school’s music program. Jenny also participates in the high school’s
Choral Club. Currently, she is in the, “long and slow and hard process” of learning how
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to play the trumpet. Jenny is a member of the second violin section in the high school
orchestra.
Vriska (Viola)
Vriska is also a freshman at East Maple High School and a viola player in the
Maple Leaf Quartet. She first started learning how to play the violin at her former
elementary school and played for two years before switching to the viola in fourth grade.
Currently, Vriska takes viola and piano lessons outside of school in addition to tap and
hip hop dance lessons. Earlier in the school year, Vriska was a member of the color guard
in the high school’s marching band and played synthesizer in the indoor wind ensemble.
She participates in the high school’s Asian Heritage Club, Empowerment Club, and stage
crew for the theater program. Vriska is a member of the viola section in the high school
orchestra.
Mark (Cello)
Mark is a freshman at East Maple High School and a cello player in the Maple
Leaf Quartet. He started learning the cello in fourth grade in the school’s music program
and has continued playing in the school’s orchestra program. Earlier this school year,
Mark played the trumpet in the marching band and was a member of the high school’s
tennis team. Mark currently plays in the cello section in the high school orchestra.
Rehearsals and Performances
The Maple Leaf Quartet’s rehearsals were scheduled on Mondays during the
regular 45-minute instructional period beginning on January 7, 2019. However, there
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were multiple occasions when the ensemble rehearsed on Tuesdays due to holidays,
student absences, and unscheduled snow days on their scheduled rehearsal day. The
ensemble was video recorded during weeks 2, 5, 8, and 12. During the 14-week study,
they focused on three main pieces, which included an arranged piece called “Concerto in
D” and arrangements of the first movement of “Spring” by Vivaldi and the traditional
tune “Old Molly Hare.” The Maple Leaf Quartet also tried to play an arrangement of the
“Wii Theme Song,” but according to student coach Josephine, “We tried to play it
together and it just didn’t work out, like the rhythm was weird at one point.” During the
focus group interview, Mark and Vriska claimed that the pieces they worked on were too
easy for them, while Kristina believed that the pieces were, “at a very good level
personally.” Jenny added, “I feel like for the time that we were allotted, the music was
perfect.”
When I asked the ensemble members in their interviews how they decided on
which pieces to work on, Josephine shared that she asked the players, “what they felt
most comfortable performing” and then the players, “decided that the ones that they were
most comfortable with were the ones that they would play.” According to Vriska, the
pieces they chose to play were, “the ones that we finally had like a good amount of
control over.” Kristina added that the ensemble decided not to play “Old Molly Hare”
because she, “realized that we had never played the song without stopping.” Jenny
claimed that “Spring” was, “probably good for like the second performance” because the
players had trouble with one of the solo parts in rehearsals.
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During the study, The Maple Leaf Quartet also met after school to rehearse in
addition to their weekly scheduled rehearsals. These rehearsals lasted 45-60 minutes and
took place in the large ensemble room. According to student coach Josephine:
It was my idea, but, um, we weren’t sure. Like, I remember you said we could at
the, when we first started out, so I was like, maybe we should, it might not work
out, it’s fine. But, um, they all, it took us a while to like first get a day that we
could all meet together. And so, um, we started doing it, I think, the second week
and then we ended like the tenth week maybe because we couldn’t after that. So,
um, they were, I didn’t think they would all be like for it, like be for meeting after
school also, but they were actually like really comfortable with, they liked it
better, too. And they were kind of excited for, I got them donuts sometimes, and
they were like excited about it. (Josephine interview transcript, pp. 6-7)
The players expressed how they enjoyed the after school rehearsals during their
focus group interview. Jenny considered these rehearsals, “more laid back” because the
ensemble was, “just on our own” and they did not feel the pressure of the school day bell
schedule. Mark stated that because the after school rehearsals had no set schedule, “we
didn’t have a certain amount of time in which to do a set thing” and also added, “we
could do whatever we basically wanted with that in however much time it took.” Vriska
appreciated that the players were able to use the orchestra room to rehearse and, “weren’t
confined in such a small space” since they, “had the entire room to ourselves.” Kristina
also appreciated the after school rehearsals because the ensemble worked on, “different
techniques” and, “did different things.”
The Maple Leaf Quartet performed five times during the course of the 14-week
study. These performances included the Ensemble Night dress rehearsal, Ensemble
Night, both the morning and afternoon kindergarten performances, and the final String
Thing performance. For the Ensemble Night dress rehearsal, Ensemble Night, and the
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kindergarten performances, the Maple Leaf Quartet played “Concerto in D.” For the final
String Thing performance, they played “Spring” and “Concerto in D.”
The Interviews
The interview with student coach Josephine took place on May 14, 2019, after
school in the music office for the duration of 50 minutes. The focus group interview with
the Maple Leaf Quartet players took place two days later on May 16, 2019, in the music
office for the duration of 69 minutes. The interviews with Josephine and the Maple Leaf
Quartet players were the third and fourth ones that I conducted, and I was much more
aware of my pacing and delivery, making sure to leave more wait time between questions
to give the participants time to think before responding. Overall, the participants’
responses to my questions were more elaborate than in the previous two interviews with
student coach Andrew and the Skyway Strings players. During the Maple Leaf Quartet
players’ focus group interview, all participants equally contributed, but there were times
when Jenny was less vocal than the other participants.
Vignettes and Reflections
During both of the interviews, I showed student coach Josephine and the Maple
Leaf Quartet players video clips that I had selected from their four video-recorded
rehearsals as well as clips from their Ensemble Night and String Thing performances. In
the following section, I present vignettes of the selected video clips with the participants’
perspectives following each vignette. Also included are excerpts from my teacher journal.
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Teacher Journal Excerpt
The Maple Leaf Quartet rehearsed in the music office during Period 1. […] I
checked into the office to put my computer on my desk, and the students were set
up and ready to go. Coach Josephine looked calm, maybe a little nervous, but she
did seem to have everything under control. I reminded all players to submit a
reflection summary after the rehearsal, preferably within 24 hours. They looked a
little confused at this instruction, and I realized maybe I should have met with
players before we started the coaching sessions to remind them about these things.
We just started these coaching sessions, but think I need to find a better balance
between the amount of instruction I need to give and how much to let the students
figure it out. I chose these coaches because I know they can handle this, they are
pretty responsible, and they would most likely grow from this experience. This is
also a good experience for myself, simply because I tend to be very controlling
and allowing the students to work more independently forces me to relinquish
some control. (teacher journal, January 8, 2019, p. 5)
Vignette 1
This rehearsal takes place on January 14, 2019, in the music office during the
regular instructional period. This is the Maple Leaf Quartet’s second rehearsal. The
players are seated in a semi-circle all facing student coach Josephine, and from left to
right, the order of the players is Kristina, Jenny, Vriska, and Mark. During this rehearsal,
the ensemble is rehearsing in a space between a student practicing next to them on the
other side of the office and the large orchestra ensemble rehearsing on the opposite side,
so sounds from both are very audible in the background. The Maple Leaf Quartet players
are playing the opening of “Spring.”
After a few measures, Josephine stops the players. She reviews the rhythm of the
first few measures in the first violin and viola parts by singing the notes using the
syllable, “da.” As Josephine models the rhythm, she is holding a pencil and taps the beat
in the air, and the players are looking at their music while Josephine sings the rhythm.
Josephine then looks at Jenny and sings her rhythm in the second violin part, and also
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informs her that the first violin player has two eighth notes on the fourth beat while she
does not. Josephine then looks at Mark and counts his rhythm out loud. While Josephine
is reviewing the rhythm with Jenny and Mark, Kristina practices her part by plucking the
notes. Josephine counts off to four to start the ensemble, but stops herself and realizes
that all players have a pick-up note into the first measure of music together. She tells the
group to, “start on four,” then counts off again and all players come in together at the
beginning of the piece.
During this play-through, Kristina gets one beat ahead of other players, but starts
playing in time with them after several measures. The ensemble plays about 13 measures
of music before Josephine stops them.
Josephine: Alright, so, so, (to Kristina) uh, where did you think you needed help
with?
Kristina: Well, I like, I can play the notes, but I, just like in the time…
Josephine: In the time, is it harder?
Kristina: Yeah.
Josephine: Okay, so, let’s try it. (looks at music score) Um, okay, let’s just try it
with you three for now… (holds arms up indicating to Kristina, Jenny, and Vriska
to play). (to Mark) Sorry.
Mark: (smiles) Oh, yeah, fine. (the other ensemble players laugh)
Josephine: So, uh, you guys are all together. So, do you want to start, is there like
a certain measure you want to start at?
Kristina: It doesn’t matter.
Josephine: It doesn’t matter? We can start from (looks at score), let’s start from
measure six, okay? Or seven, let’s do seven. Ready? Seven. One, two, three,
four…
During this play-through, Josephine counts out loud and taps her pencil in the air
to the beat. Mark plucks his notes independently. Josephine stops the ensemble after five
measures. She looks at Kristina and suggests clapping the rhythm, but instead counts the
beats out loud and taps her hand in the air to the rhythm. Josephine tells the ensemble
they are supposed to all be playing together, gives the ensemble an enthusiastic, “We got
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this!” and tells Kristina, Jenny, and Vriska to start at measure seven again. Josephine
counts off, and the three players play about eight measures together before Josephine
stops them. Mark continues to pluck his notes independently.
Josephine: Okay, so Kristina, let’s just have you play by yourself for a little bit,
okay? (Kristina laughs)
Jenny: You got this!
Josephine: You got this! So, um (looks at score), are you getting like confused at
11, not confused, but like, is it difficult?
Kristina: Yeah, 11, yeah.
Josephine: It’s kind of like a weird transition. So try 10 into 11 and we’ll stop at
13, okay? Only Kristina. You got this! Okay? Ten, ready? One, two, three, four…
Kristina starts playing solo, but stops after one measure. Jenny looks at Kristina
and at her music, Mark continues to pluck his notes, and Vriska starts staring out the
office window that is located behind her. Josephine counts Kristina’s rhythm out loud.
Reflections: Vignette 1
While viewing this video clip, Josephine is quiet and attentive and appears to be a
little uncomfortable watching herself in the recording. When the clip ends, I ask
Josephine to describe what is happening in this video. She explains that this was one of
the first times they were rehearsing “Spring” and, “we weren’t really getting it down, and
also, I wasn’t really comfortable with the music that much either.” She adds that while
she did look at the music over winter break, she had not heard all of the parts together
and was focusing on, “trying to help them with the tempo.” Josephine recalls that in that
moment, she was concentrating on the rhythm in the violin and viola parts, and thinking
that she could add Mark’s part later since, “the cello had like his own rhythm.” Josephine
also shares that after this rehearsal, she, “tried to figure out more ways […] to make it
easier for them to understand.”
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The players are relatively quiet as they view the video recording during their
focus group interview, but do periodically laugh quietly and smile as they view it. When I
ask them to describe what is happening in this moment after the clip ends, Kristina laughs
and responds, “I was not counting” and Vriska states, “I must have been in my own world
because I just saw myself just dazing off a lot.” Mark adds, “I don’t know what I was
doing, I was just like looking around.” Kristina and Mark both agree that the playing,
“did not sound good,” and I reminded them that this rehearsal was only their second one.
Kristina recognizes that she, “shouldn’t have been going so fast” and was not as familiar
yet with the other parts and how they were supposed to sound. Mark comments on the
very audible rehearsal sounds in the background of the video clip, and his observation
appears to lighten the atmosphere in the interview as the players laugh in response.
Teacher Journal Excerpt
There were definite moments when Josephine was facilitating a more
collaborative environment. She asked a lot of questions that required verbal
answers from the players. Communication included verbal instruction, but also
modeling by counting rhythms out loud and using syllables to emphasize the
rhythm. However, a large part of the rehearsal focused on the two violin players
and their parts (Josephine is a violin player). While the violist and cellist were still
engaged, viola player Vriska appeared to lose a little interest as the rehearsal
progressed.
She [Josephine] seemed comfortable in the video and even marked her score as
the students played. She maintained a very positive attitude throughout the entire
video, and offered positive reinforcement. In the beginning of the rehearsal, it
appeared the players were responsible for counting, but towards the end,
Josephine started conducting and more visibly showing the beat of the music.
Perhaps Josephine was gaining more confidence as the rehearsal continued? […]
There were also some moments when the players continued playing and
Josephine was staring at the score. Perhaps she was trying to figure out what was
going on and analyzing the music? (teacher journal, January 14, 2019, p. 9)
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Teacher Journal Excerpt
After listening to reflection summaries and watching the chamber rehearsal
recordings from last week, I am becoming more aware as a teacher of how I
deliver instruction. For example, in the video of the Maple Leaf Quartet,
Rehearsal 2, I noticed that there were multiple times when coach Josephine would
tell players when they had parts together, yet no one wrote that in their music and
the information was rather short-term. During a lesson this past Friday with my
orchestra students, I had players in the same lesson who played different parts. At
one point, I actually said, “At this part, both violins are together”, and as soon as I
said it out loud, I caught myself. I couldn’t help but think about all of the times
I’ve said that same thing to students without having them write it in their music or
if this information was even helpful or not. While it may have helped when we
replayed a certain section, I have no idea if this knowledge was retained at the
next rehearsal. If I repeat the same bits of information over and over again, are
students even learning? How do I “assess” whether information is being retained?
(teacher journal, January 21, 2019, pp. 9-10)
Vignette 2
This rehearsal takes place on February 4, 2019, in the auditorium during the
regular instructional period, and it is the ensemble’s fifth rehearsal together. The players
are sitting in a semi-circle all facing Josephine and the seating arrangement has changed
from the previous rehearsal. From left to the right, it is now Mark, Jenny, Kristina, and
Vriska. The concert band rehearsing in another room can be faintly heard in the
background. The ensemble is working on the piece “Concerto in D” and figuring out how
to start the piece off without the assistance of Josephine.
Josephine: Ready? Let’s start from the beginning, from the top. And we’ll just
get as far as we can. And I will write stuff down so then you guys, can, um, I’ll
just let you know what’s wrong (all players laugh). Okay, and also, I’m not going
to count you in, so you guys are just going to have to look at each other and
start…
Mark: Ohh.
Josephine: We’re just going to try that.
Kristina: We should get like our permanent seating arrangement.
Josephine: Yeah, I was going to do that, whenever after, after school rehearsal
we got this [week]. Okay, ready? From uh, you guys can count yourselves in.
Jenny: Who wants to count?
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Mark: Not me.
Kristina: Just listen to her foot stomps (points to Vriska).
Josephine: Just all do it together. Do it together, but like, don’t say it out loud.
Vriska: Let’s see, how about one and two and three and four and… (taps bow on
the stand to the beat)
While Vriska is speaking, Josephine, Mark, Jenny, and Kristina are looking at
each other. Kristina counts off in a loud whisper-like voice and nods her head to the beat.
Mark and Josephine also nod their heads along with her and Jenny is watching Kristina.
Josephine: Yeah, move your heads maybe.
Vriska: Like, maybe like, one and two and three and four and. That should be,
that should be an okay tempo, right?
Josephine: It’s in 2/2, so one two, one two.
Vriska: One and two, one two, one two. So, or is that too fast? (Vriska plays the
first two measures while counting out loud while Kristina also plays the first two
measures)
Mark: Well, if it’s 2/2, than um, whole, half note should be played like a quarter
note really. Because like, it’s one, you know, right? (Josephine starts conducting
the opening and counting the beats out loud)
Josephine: Try it. Just do whatever you want to do. Try it, ready? Go. But
counting, too. Look at each other and…
Vriska: You got to do the lift… (lifts her viola while in playing position then
plays a note) Yeah. (Kristina imitates the lift movement with her violin and plays
a note)
Josephine: You can have like, Vriska breathe. Well, this isn’t going to be, I think
Kristina’s going to be on the outside and Mark’s going to be on the inside and
Vriska’s going to be right there. So, for now, you can have Vriska just like, take a
loud breath, and then everybody just listen to her breath.
Vriska makes a very audible inhale sound and the players start the piece together.
Josephine, Jenny, Kristina, and Vriska start laughing and the players stop playing.
Vriska: I’m very sick.
Josephine: You don’t have to be that loud.
Kristina: Just like, tap your feet. Tap your foot like… (models the foot tapping)
and then you can count like four in.
Vriska: I just, very much, stomp obnoxiously.
Mark: Yeah, that’ll work
Vriska: Okay, let’s try something else…
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Vriska puts her viola on her shoulder and the players all get into playing position.
She taps her foot loudly four times and Vriska, Jenny, and Kristina start playing from the
beginning of the piece. Mark starts playing a half a beat after the other players.
Reflections: Vignette 2
After viewing this selected video clip during the individual interview, I ask
Josephine to describe what is happening in this video clip. She responds,
Okay, so I think up until that point I’d been like, counting them in for like all
the pieces. So then for that, we were getting closer, or like I just figured it would
be better to start getting themselves to count themselves in, or like, so that they
would be able to do it like when we perform and stuff. So I wanted them to try it,
but we were trying to figure out ways to get it like, so they can be together
without it being obvious or awkward, and then, they were like having some fun
with it, and we finally figured it out. But that was like the process of that.
(Josephine interview transcript, p. 5)
During the interview when the players first see Vriska take a large audible breath
in the video clip, they all laugh. After the clips ends, Vriska and Jenny recall that they
were trying to figure out, “a good tempo.” Kristina explains that the players were trying
to start the piece, “without Josephine or like a conductor starting us.” Mark adds that this
might have been the first time Josephine suggested the players start themselves off and
thought that Josephine wanted him to do it. He states he did not want to, so according to
Vriska, “I took initiative.” Mark comments that this was an example of, “teamwork.”
Vignette 3
This is a continuation of the same February rehearsal, but at a later time during
the rehearsal period. Kristina, Jenny, and Vriska are playing the ending of “Concerto in
D” and Mark is also supposed to be playing with them. After the players play the last
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note of the piece together, Mark looks at his music and nods his head. Kristina and Vriska
look over at Mark.
Vriska: You were supposed to come in way before.
Kristina: (laughs) What happened?
Mark: Yes, yes.
Josephine: You guys have to cue him in at 58, okay? So just, just…
Jenny: 58?
Mark: Yeah, 59.
Josephine: He has seven measures of rest.
Mark: I have a seven-measure rest.
Vriska: Oh, did you usually count like one, two, three...try like…
Mark: Yeah, I, I, I try, yes.
Josephine: Also, just to make sure, you guys should also cue him in. So, I guess
like, Kristina, you would cue him in, but not right now because you’re sitting…
Mark: Do another… (inhales very loudly, all players laugh)
Vriska: Just count like, you know that one weird counting thing like, one, two,
three four, two, two… (Vriska points her finger in the air to indicate the beats in
the measure)
Mark: Yes, I usually, I did not do that this time.
Josephine: Yes.
Mark: Yes, okay, yes (points bow at Vriska).
Josephine: That was good, you guys. You guys, you guys (makes arm movement
to indicate Kristina, Jenny, and Vriska) all ended together.
Mark: So did I, but…
Vriska: Definite progress.
Reflections: Vignette 3
When I ask Josephine to describe what is happening in this video clip during her
interview, she explains that the players were more familiar with the music at this point,
but there was one section where Mark had several measures of rests and may not have
been comfortable coming in, “when he was supposed to.” To remedy this, Josephine
came up with the idea to have the other players, “cue him in, like, even if it’s just for
now, cue him in so that he knows when to come in, and then he’ll get used to it, and then
he can come in by himself later.”
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The players make comments quietly and laugh periodically in reaction to what is
occurring in the video recording as they view this clip in their focus group interview.
When the clip ends, Vriska states, “We might have found a bit of a solution […] I think I
noticed a little bit of a setback, but um, other than that, I think we just rolled like we
usually roll.” Kristina clarifies, “What happened was like, um, Mark wasn’t playing
where he was supposed to play because he had like a huge rest before that” and later adds
that Josephine told her to cue him in, but she kept forgetting to do it. Mark shares,
“Eventually I decided that, you know what, maybe I should count” and all of the players
laugh in response to Mark’s comment.
Teacher Journal Excerpt
During Week 4, I had some reservations about the viola players in Skyway and
Maple. I initially assigned them to their respective groups because one was a
stronger player in a group that might need more of a leader, while the other was a
player whom I believed would thrive being surrounded by stronger players. I
contemplated reassigning them to the other ensemble, but Vriska (Maple)
commented in a recent summary on how her group made huge progress being, “in
sync like more than before.” She also mentioned that she felt happy hitting the,
“milestone” of finally playing in unison and also used phrases such as,
“chemistry” and, “friendship bonding” when describing her group. Neither player
suggested the possibility of changing groups (maybe they don’t know that is an
option?), so I think I am going to keep them in their current groups and see what
happens between now and our first performance opportunity. (teacher journal,
February 10, 2019, p. 14)
Teacher Journal Excerpt
I am very proud of the work the coaches and players are doing together up until
this point. However, after watching another week of rehearsal video recordings, I
feel like I do need to step in to assist. Not because anyone is doing anything
wrong, but more because I think all participants might benefit with a little
modeling/coaching from me. There are some areas where I think the coaches
might be not be fully aware of what the ensemble is doing (some pitches are a
little out of tune, tempos are a little inconsistent, players might need to see how to
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cue, etc.). This week, I am planning on checking in with all of the groups during
their rehearsals. (teacher journal, February 11, 2019, pp. 14-15)
Teacher Journal Excerpt
I popped into the Maple Leaf Quartet rehearsal yesterday just to check in. I also
wanted to see if I could offer some helpful tips. I asked the students to move their
seats closer to each other so they could see each other better, and also briefly
discussed breathing together when approaching a large rehearsal number and
making eye contact. They tried a couple times, then I jumped into the first violin
player’s seat to demonstrate with the group. Honestly, I’m not sure if my presence
was helpful or not. I also noticed that the ensemble figured out a better way to
start the piece off and clearly focused on that area during the first part of the
rehearsal. Maybe I need to let these students figure out the problems themselves
and not intervene? Or maybe I should wait until they approach me with problems?
(teacher journal, February 12, 2019, p. 15)
Teacher Journal Excerpt
We have concluded Week 7 of our chamber rehearsals. Based on the reflection
summaries from this week, it seems each group has definitely progressed in terms
of comfort level and more team building. I had some reservations about my
original formation of the groups, but it appears the players are happy in their
ensembles. (teacher journal, February 24, 2019, p. 17)
Vignette 4
This rehearsal takes place in the auditorium on February 25, 2019, during the
regular instructional period. This is the eighth rehearsal of the Maple Leaf Quartet. From
left to right, the order of players is Kristina, Jenny, Vriska, and Mark, and they are sitting
in a semi-circle facing Josephine. The players play the last measure of “Concerto in D.”
Josephine: Good job, guys (applauds). Okay, we can start from the beginning
again.
Kristina: Should we walk in?
Josephine: Yes, that’s a good idea (Kristina laughs). Stand up… (motions to the
players to stand)
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The players all get out of their seats with their instruments. Jenny and Kristina are
trying to figure out whether they should walk behind or in front of their stands while
Vriska and Mark walk to the other side of the auditorium. Josephine suggests that the
players stand in front of their music stands, then Kristina and Jenny walk to meet Mark
and Vriska. Josephine advises that the players stand in line in the order that they sit, and
the players line up: Kristina, Jenny, Vriska, and Mark. Jenny asks how to hold their
instruments as they walk in and also what they should wear for the Ensemble Night
performance. The players discuss wearing all black and start talking at the same time.
Josephine: Okay, so walk out in front of the stands. Shh! (waves her arms
around)
Kristina: Guys! (the players stop talking)
Josephine: Okay, so walk out in front of the stands, take a moment and make sure
you’re all there, okay?
Jenny: And breathe.
Josephine: And breathe, yeah. Take a breath. Okay.
Jenny: Don’t pass out.
Josephine: Okay, so then stand in front. And then you’re going to bow right now,
you don’t have much room, but… (the players start walking toward their seats)
Jenny: This is so awkward holding it like this.
When the players get to their seats, there is some confusion about where they
should stand. Kristina and Mark are in their respective spots, but Jenny and Vriska take
extra time to find their spots. Throughout this movement, Josephine is giving verbal
directions, and Mark and Jenny make comments quietly. Once all of the players are
standing together and facing the imaginary audience, they practice bowing together.
Josephine tells the players to go back to the other side of the auditorium to practice
walking in and bowing again.
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Reflections: Vignette 4
During the interview when this video clip begins, Josephine comments, “Oh, I
remember this.” As the video clip continues to the end, she is quiet, but periodically
laughs in response to what is happening in the video. After the clip ends, Josephine
explains,
So, this is closer to, I think, Ensemble Night, and we were getting ready for that,
and I was trying to teach them how we would stand in [chamber]. So I was trying
to get them to like, stand in front of their stands and then go around to sit back so
that it looks more professional, I guess, when they’re actually on stage. And then,
we got distracted a lot. (Josephine interview transcript, p. 6)
As the players view the video clip during their interview, they laugh periodically
in reaction to what is happening in the recording and quietly make comments. After the
clip ends, Vriska explains that because this rehearsal was close to Ensemble Night, the
players were, “trying to figure out how to walk on and walk off stage […] how to look
more professional.” Mark adds that the ensemble sounded better. Kristina jokes, “We
better sound better” and the players laugh at her comment. I then ask the players if they
were focusing on anything specific while they were practicing walking and bowing. Mark
responds, “getting it” and adds that they, “needed improvement,” while Kristina shares,
“looking professional and stuff.” Jenny remarks that it might not have been evident in
that particular video clip, but states, “When we were walking, I kept screwing it up.”
Teacher Journal Excerpt
After listening to some reflection summaries, I realize I didn’t give the students
time to reflect on the Ensemble Night and [kindergarten] trip performances.
(Actually, I’ve never had students reflect on Ensemble Night […] This might
provide valuable insight as to how the students thought they performed, but also
to see what they learned from the experience.
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Kristina (Maple) mentioned in her recent summary that she felt confident
because of all of the performances last week and believes her ensemble members
also did. I will have to follow-up when I interview the group. I do see a lot of
students mentioning feeling more confident in their reflections each week. This is
definitely something to be noted. (teacher journal, March 12, 2019, p. 20)
Vignette 5
This rehearsal takes place in the auditorium during the regular instructional period
on March 25, 2019, and the players are working on the ending of the piece “Old Molly
Hare.” This is the twelfth rehearsal for the ensemble and the last rehearsal that was videorecorded. Kristina is playing her solo part by herself, Jenny and Vriska are watching
Kristina, and Mark is practicing his part independently by plucking the notes on his cello.
Vriska: Are you sure you’re supposed to be playing C natural?
Kristina: (stops playing) What?
Vriska: Are you sure you’re supposed to be playing C natural?
Josephine: It’s C-sharp.
Jenny: (softly) It’s close enough.
Vriska: Yeah, I think it’s supposed to be C-sharp.
Kristina: (points at music with her bow) Oh, we changed.
Josephine: (looking at her score) C-sharp, F-sharp, G-sharp.
Jenny: Where? Oh, yeah.
Josephine: Okay, try it again. From 80, just Kristina. Go as slow as you need to.
Kristina starts playing the passage solo. As Kristina plays, Mark and Josephine
discuss the different key changes in the piece. Vriska is looking at Kristina while she
plays. After playing a few measures alone, Kristina stops playing and laughs.
Jenny: You sounded beautiful. (Josephine and Mark end their conversation)
Josephine: (to Kristina) Okay, good job!
Mark: Yeah.
Josephine: Alright, from measure…
Vriska: 80?
Josephine: 79.
Vriska: Okay.
Mark: 79, found it.
Josephine: Good job. Okay, from 79, ready? One, two, three, four…
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The players all start together from measure 79, but they do not play together at the
same tempo. Josephine stops them after a few measures and suggests playing it a little
slower. Jenny realizes her part is independent from Kristina’s part and Mark starts
plucking his part.
Josephine: Okay, from 79 again. One… (flips page over in the music score)
we’re almost done with this song.
Mark: I think we should probably, once we finish this part…
Kristina: We only have like, 20 more measures.
Mark: Once we finish the ending, we should go back, at least a little bit to where
we know. Not at the beginning, like 46, go from there.
Josephine: I think we might have to go over this part again (Kristina laughs). So,
at 84, you have, huh? Okay… (looks at the music score)
Kristina and Vriska start practicing independently. Josephine is looking at her
music score then shows the music score to Mark. In Kristina’s music, there is an optional
part written above the printed notes, and she states she will be playing the bottom part.
Josephine tells the group to start at measure 79 again, and after counting off, the players
all start together. After several measures, Kristina stops playing.
Kristina: (to Jenny) What measure are we on? (Jenny stops playing, the others
keep going)
Jenny: I was at 86. (Vriska and Mark stop playing)
Mark: 87.
Jenny: Well, 87-6. (Vriska starts practicing independently)
Mark: I went into 87, when we were done.
Jenny: Yeah, yeah, pretty much.
Mark: Yeah, I finished at 86.
Josephine: Staring at 84.
Kristina: (laughs) I know, I was at 83.
Jenny: I’m sorry.
Mark: Were we going too fast? (Vriska stops playing)
Josephine: Oh, I got an idea. (Kristina and Mark start practicing) Just Jenny and
Kristina. Oh, and Mark, too. So, no Vriska.
Vriska: Oh, I see how it is.
Josephine: Okay, so try, (Kristina continues to play, Mark stops) try 81, ready?
(Kristina stops playing) But, everybody besides Vriska. Okay, ready? One, two,
three, four…
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Kristina, Jenny, and Mark play for eight measures and then stop. While they are
playing, Vriska plucks notes on her viola.
Josephine: Yeah! Good job!
Mark: Before everyone stopped, because I have a whole rest there, where were
we? (Kristina starts practicing her part and Vriska continues plucking her part)
Josephine: 88.
Mark: 88? Okay, yeah, that’s where I was.
Josephine: Okay, let’s try it from 80. Okay, ready, everybody? One, two, three,
four… (all players start playing together)
Reflections: Vignette 5
Again, Josephine is quiet throughout the viewing of this video clip, but does laugh
occasionally in reaction to what is happening in the recording. When I ask her to describe
what is happening in this clip after it ends, Josephine states,
I think that was “Old Molly Hare,” I’m pretty sure. And um, so our Violin 1
player was having, like, she wasn’t confident about the part that she had to play
because there was an optional part, too, so she wanted to play the part that, um, I
guess that was already written. But then the optional part, we wanted to just try it
and um, we were just trying to figure out the rhythm, and she was having some
difficulties, so we were trying to figure out like ways that it might be easier for
her to play or make ways that would make more sense for her to play it.
(Josephine interview transcript, p. 6)
As the players view this video clip during their interview, they make comments
softly about what is happening in the video and occasionally laugh. Once the video ends,
Vriska expresses that the group was, “very discombobulated” and was, “struggling to like
find a good tempo, like where everyone was to be steady.” She also adds that the group
spent time working on smaller sections of the piece in earlier rehearsals and was trying
to, “piece everything together.” Mark explains that they slowed the tempo down, and
Jenny adds that the ensemble worked on Kristina’s part for a while because she had some
difficulty playing the double stops in her part.
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When I ask the players what they were focusing on as they worked through that
particular passage, Vriska responds, “I was just trying to figure out the chords” and adds,
“I play a lot of chords and I was trying to play it like cleanly without sounding like too
off the pitch.” Kristina recalls that she struggled with having to, “go from playing on one
string and then like, to play[ing] both strings” and found it easier to play the passage
when she started on both strings.
Vignette 6
This is a continuation of the same March rehearsal, but at a later time during the
rehearsal period. The ensemble is working on an earlier section in “Old Molly Hare.”
Mark: Could we not 38?
Kristina: 38.
Mark: 38.
Josephine: Oh, I got an idea. How about, okay, you guys all play your solos
together.
Mark: Oh, I don’t know. Are they all the same? Because I honestly don’t…
Kristina: I don’t…
Josephine: They are the same, but different…
Mark: I don’t know if that’s going to work. But, alright, let’s try it.
Jenny: Same, but different.
Kristina: Okay.
Josephine: Well, they’re almost the same, but different.
Mark: But not really.
Kristina: Well, we’ll just see how it works out, you know?
Jenny: So, Vriska and I are playing 46, and she’s playing at 80.
Josephine: You guys get what I’m saying, right? So you’re playing…
Kristina: Do you all have a pick-up note? (Mark starts practicing independently)
Josephine: (to Kristina) No, so don’t do that. (to Mark) So, you’re playing
measure 38, (to Kristina) you’re playing measure 54, and (to Jenny and Vriska)
you guys are playing measure 46, okay? Ready?
Jenny: No pick-ups?
Josephine: No pick-ups.
Vriska: Okay, so…
Josephine: Wait, do you have a pick-up?
Mark: Uh, no, well I do technically, but I don’t need to add that.
Josephine: It’s okay, no pick-ups. Ready? One, two, three, four…
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The players play their eight measure solos simultaneously, which begin at
different measures. Throughout the first four measures, the players are not together, but
they find more of a common tempo in the last four measures of their solo parts and end
together.
Josephine: Good job.
Mark: That worked out well.
Josephine: So, you guys started off at kind of different speeds, right?
Mark: That went much better than I thought it would.
Josephine: Yeah, me too.
Mark: Yeah, that really did. There’s my successful moment. The unsuccessful
moment, Kristina was three measures behind, no, sorry, Kristina. (Josephine,
Jenny, and Kristina laugh)
Josephine: Ooh, real shade. Okay.
Kristina: Wow.
Mark: Sorry, I didn’t mean to.
Kristina: Wow, maybe you were three measures ahead, I don’t know. Maybe I
was the one that’s doing it right, everyone else…
Mark: You know what? So we were three measures ahead or behind (drops his
bow on the floor) Kristina, or I was three measures ahead or behind.
Josephine: It was one of those.
Mark: Give or take, more or less, you know, one of those.
Josephine: Alright, try it again. Do that again. So you guys started off at different
speeds, but then you guys were like, wait (waves hands around), and then you’re
like (puts hands together) together. Okay, so try it again. Ready? One, two, three,
four…
The players start from the same solo parts and play again. During this playthrough they are much more together, however, they end a little bit after one another.
After they end, Kristina exclaims, “That was better this time!” and Mark acknowledges
he made a mistake by playing the same note twice.
Reflections: Vignette 6
Josephine is quiet as she views this video clip, but laughs when she hears Mark
describe his, “successful moment.” The clip ends and Josephine shares,
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Yeah, so, in that piece, everybody had their own, like separate little solo that
they had to play, play separately. And then, um, so I thought of the idea because
they weren’t all really comfortable playing their own solos yet. So, I thought of
the idea of like having them all play their solo, but together, and because it was
the same rhythm or the same like, kinds of notes, too, I think. Um, so then they
played together and they, I guess they were more comfortable that way, too. So
then, when it came to them playing their own solo by themselves, it turned out
much better. And like, we were really excited when it worked out that way. So, I
just remember that, too. (Josephine interview transcript, p. 6)
During the focus group interview, Mark comments, “That’s a good idea” after
hearing Josephine suggest playing the solo parts simultaneously in the video clip. The
players continue viewing the clip, commenting softly and laughing periodically in
reaction to what is occurring in the video recording. When the clip ends, I ask the players
to describe what is happening in this moment.
Vriska: Okay, so like, we obviously tried a new strategy on like, what to do, uh,
and I think it just paid off because like, we were cleaner, we were better for our
solos.
Mark: I think it was a good idea that, to do, all play our solos.
Kristina: I think it was kind of cool to see our improvement because like, in the
first part, you can see how we were like before doing it, like on our first take. And
uh, I feel half of us are going like way faster than the other half, so we kind of
learned to play at the same tempo.
Jenny: And with the solos, like, we were, it’s the same stuff, just like different
notes. And so, it was easier for us all because then we knew that we were playing
the same notes. (Maple Leaf players interview transcript, p. 16)
Ensemble Night Performance
This performance takes place in the high school auditorium on March 6, 2019.
Earlier that day, the Maple Leaf Quartet performed for the orchestra members during an
in-class dress rehearsal. The ensemble performs after a student’s solo performance. All of
the players are wearing black and sitting in a very wide semi-circle. Kristina and Mark
are on opposite ends, but they are fairly far apart from each other. Once seated, Vriska
counts the ensemble off, and they start “Concerto in D.” During the performance, the
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players stay together, but are looking at their own music. Throughout most of the
performance, Vriska is tapping her foot.
Reflections: Ensemble Night Performance
I pause the video recording halfway through the Ensemble Night performance.
When I ask Josephine what she was thinking about while the quartet performed, she
responds,
I was, I was nervous for them, but I also knew that they were nervous, so I was
like, don’t be nervous, guys. And um, I was cheering them on from like the back
of the curtains, and I noticed that they were like, they were all really nervous. I
told them, it’s okay, it’s fine, it’s your first performance. And it was their first
time in front of like an audience, too. They did, I think they performed that
morning in front of orchestra.
She continues:
But then, um, this was like in front of different people. So they were, I told them
like during rehearsals you’re gonna probably speed up during your performance
because that’s what usually happens. And it’s happened to me a lot. So I told
them, maybe take it slow now so then you’re the right tempo later. But they just
sped up even more during their um, performance. But I think they did a really
good job for their first time especially, but afterwards, they’re like, I think we
didn’t do that good. And I was like, what are you talking about? It was so good.
Especially like for a first time. Yeah. It was cool to see them like from the
beginning how they started out, like not knowing the music at all. And then they
got to this point where they could perform in front of people. (Josephine interview
transcript, p. 10)
Prior to viewing the performance clip from Ensemble Night, Jenny recalls this
performance as the most memorable because she felt, “completely terrified.” Kristina
remembers that after they performed their piece, Vriska, “stormed off the stage before the
rest of us, and we were so confused we didn’t know what to do, and then we just like,
followed her.” However, Vriska remarks that she was thinking, “Walk briskly, look like a
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professional” at the end of the performance. Kristina and Jenny also remember having to
take Vriska’s music off stage because she left it behind after she walked off.
I pause the video recording halfway through the Ensemble Night performance,
and ask the players what they are thinking about in this moment. Vriska responds that
her, “thought process” was, “keep going, keep going, keep going,” while Mark and Jenny
both comment on how they realized they started to speed up during the actual
performance. Vriska also adds that she kept thinking, “Keep on going on this train” and
acknowledges that she should tap her foot more subtly because she is used to, “being in
the back” and now she is, “all in the front and center.” Kristina states she, “blacked out”
during this performance and her only thought was, “next note, next note.” I then ask the
players if they realized they sped up during this performance. Mark shares, “I think I
noticed, but it’s not like you can slow down and, or say, you know, you know, we’re
going a little bit too fast.” Kristina adds, “I think we sounded better though.”
Reflections: Kindergarten Performance
While I did not video record the ensemble during the kindergarten performances,
I ask the players during their interview if they remember the experience. Mark recalls
missing a note, but was happy that the kindergarten students, “didn’t know.” Vriska
shares that she forgot her music for both the morning and afternoon performances, but
played without it since, “I already memorized my parts.” Vriska also recalls, “there was a
bit discombobulation where we just sounded like really sloppy and we didn’t really sound
together,” and Kristina adds, “I feel like we sounded a lot better in the afternoon.”
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String Thing Performance
This performance takes place in the high school cafeteria on April 11, 2019. The
players are about a third of the way into “Concerto in D.” All of the performers are
wearing jeans and different colored striped shirts. They are sitting much closer together
than they were for the Ensemble Night performance and the backs of their music stands
are very close together, almost touching. As they play, they are focused mostly on their
own music, and Kristina and Vriska are subtly tapping their feet. When the performance
ends, the players all grab their music and instruments and exit the performance area with
Vriska in the lead. They do not bow after the performance.
Reflections: String Thing Performance
After viewing this clip from the String Thing performance, I ask Josephine what
she was thinking during this final performance. She responds,
I thought they did really good, um, during this especially. They were definitely
way more confident, like their confidence in the piece and then just like playing
together improved throughout the whole thing. And like, by the end, they were
really confident with the piece especially, and they were just like, oh, we can do
“Concerto in D,” it’s no biggie. And I’m like, yeah, you can do it. You got this.
And um, they definitely improved a lot and I was really proud to like see how
they did it and to like be a part of the process of them improving. And I thought it
was like, cool to see that. (Josephine interview transcript, p. 11)
As I start the String Thing performance video clip, the players comment on their
posture in the video. When the video ends, Mark states, “I think it sounded cleaner this
time.” Kristina shares that she used “Concerto in D” as a, “point of where we were and
how much we had learned because we had been playing that like, from the beginning.”
She adds that she was, “so nervous” to play “Concerto in D” for Ensemble Night, but felt,
“good” about it for the String Thing and more nervous about “Spring” and “Old Molly
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Hare.” Vriska remarks that because of the, “much more casual environment” at the String
Thing, she, “didn’t feel as much of a pressure as I did on Ensemble Night.” Jenny
expresses that her, “nerves kind of went down” after each performance. She states that
she was, “terrified” for Ensemble Night, and then, “it got a little bit better for like the
[kindergarten] thing.” In regards to the String Thing performance, Jenny claims, “I feel
like we were kind of like, okay, we’ll just do this, you know, we got this, and then we just
got up there and did it.”
Student Coach Josephine, an Interesting Experience
When I asked Josephine to describe the overall experience of being a student
chamber coach, she responded that she found it, “really interesting” and it was, “not like
anything I’ve ever done before.” When I asked if she would participate in this experience
again if she had the opportunity, she stated,
Yes, definitely. I really like, enjoyed it a lot. Yeah, it was like an interesting
experience. Especially like, because I’ve never taught anything before so it was
interesting to see that, and also the musical aspect of it because I didn’t really like,
know any of the other parts before. But now, I have a slight knowledge of it.
Yeah. (Josephine interview transcript, p. 11)
Josephine also added that this experience taught her, “how I could teach if I wanted to.”
She continued that she, “gained some skills from this” and could, “possibly teach
something else and like, that I’m also more comfortable with.”
I then asked Josephine if she felt like she was the one offering feedback during
rehearsals or if that had changed at all throughout the process. She responded,
I feel like, um, at the beginning, I was offering more feedback from them and I
was like, or to them, and I was helping them get through, like the parts that they
didn’t know how to play. But then towards the end, they like, knew the pieces
[…] and they got more comfortable playing it. And so, um, if they needed help,
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they would ask me. But like, towards the end they didn’t really need my help that
much. (Josephine interview transcript, p. 8)
I proceeded to ask her if the players ever offered each other feedback during their
rehearsals. Josephine shared that if someone made a mistake, that player would
acknowledge it and ask, “How can I do better?” The players would also work together to
figure out what was wrong while Josephine observed. She recalled that at the beginning
of the experience, the players did not talk that much, but as the weeks progressed, “they
were all talking to each other about what they could do better. And I was like, that’s cool
to see.”
Josephine expressed that one of her goals in the rehearsals was to, “get to know”
the players, “just to see like what kind of musicians they are and like what kind of people
they are, too.” She added that in the earlier rehearsals, she wanted to first assess the
playing ability of the players. Once she had a better understanding of the players’ level of
playing, she was able to, “adjust the teaching stand, like teaching techniques to each of
them, see like who needed more help, where, or if like somebody was more comfortable
doing something else like it.”
Maple Leaf Quartet Players’ Perspective of Josephine
All of the players in the Maple Leaf Quartet agreed that their group would have
been less successful without student coach Josephine.
Vriska: Because like, she has the entire music score and then she kind of like
[was the one] conducting us. She made us, she took a lot of notes on us and then
she told us like exactly what needed to be done. So like, I think if we didn’t have
her, we’d be very lost because we, we needed a conductor.
Mark: I think we would’ve known, you know, something’s not right. I don’t
know how good […] we would have been at figuring that out. You know, I think
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especially because she wasn’t playing. It’s more of an ability to listen to
everyone.
Kristina: I feel like uh, a chamber group is a lot about working with a bunch of
people who are from different parts and with Josephine there, she was able to like,
blend us all together. Because like, we could each play our own parts, but playing
together was like, a challenge.
Jenny: And I feel like, I mean, I’m not saying that necessarily we would have,
but like, if she wasn’t there, we might’ve been easier like, oh, I don’t know that
we’re ready for this performance, like I don’t think we could do it, and we would,
might’ve backed out. Whereas, I feel like when she was there, she was like, you
got this, guys, and we were like, alright, alright fine. And then we, you know, we
were able to do it, and I feel like it was good to have, you know, motivational,
someone there. (Maple Leaf players interview transcript, p. 23)
Mark also considered Josephine more of a, “conductor” in the beginning because
she helped the group find good tempos and correct notes, but believe that towards the
end, it was not as necessary for her to do those things. Kristina referred to Josephine as
the, “mastermind behind everything” because while the players were all focusing on their
individual parts, Josephine was listening to all of the parts at the same time and could
identify when someone was rushing. Vriska described Josephine as, “a little mom”
because of her, “very supportive” and, “motivating” attitude. Jenny added that Josephine
was, “high energy, like all the time. She was always like, we got this, guys.”
When I asked the players to describe the learning environment of the chamber
experience, Jenny described it as, “comfortable” and shared that the ensemble was, “just
all there having a good time, but still playing.” Mark expressed that Josephine was, “a
good fit for our group” and that the ensemble had, “fun in the rehearsals” and Josephine
was able to, “deal with us.” Vriska described Josephine as, “very cheerful and happy”
and added that her positive attitude helped the players to feel, “more comfortable and
like, less tense.”
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The players also agreed that Josephine was very, “welcoming,” and while Jenny
initially felt nervous because Josephine was a couple of years older, she felt better once
Josephine started talking to them. Kristina remembers Josephine expressing that she was
nervous on the first day, and the players were the ones who actually encouraged her.
Mark considered this, “sort of a humanizing thing” and claimed that sometimes the
juniors, “are kind of keen to be distant” towards their younger peers. Jenny, “found it
interesting” that Josephine did not know how to read alto clef and thought it was,
“inspiring,” while Kristina added that seeing Josephine write in the notes for the viola
part was, “cool to see her dedication.”
A Positive Social Experience
During her individual interview, Josephine frequently mentioned enjoying the
ability to see the, “progress” of the players throughout the experience and being there for
the, “whole process of them learning the music and then getting better at it and then just
like […] their progress throughout the whole thing.” She also added,
I really liked getting to see them progress and like the way that they, um, they
work together to get through the pieces and like, if they ever got stuck, they
worked with each other to fix the problems. So that was cool to see.” (Josephine
interview transcript, p. 1)
Josephine conveyed that at the beginning of the coaching sessions, “it was kind of
weird” and, “we were all very awkward,” but as the weeks progressed, the players in the
ensemble became more comfortable with her and each other. She believed, “We had a
nicer relationship than like some of the other groups might have had.”
The players also described how they enjoyed getting to know Josephine and the
other members of their ensemble throughout the experience during the focus group
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interview. Vriska expressed how one of the memorable moments of the experience was,
“getting to know everyone a little bit better,” and shared that prior to this experience, the,
“friend groups” of the players, “kind of mingle[d] with each other.” Jenny, Vriska, and
Mark had never talked with Josephine before, but Kristina knew her a little because they
were previously stand partners in orchestra.
Vriska described how the ensemble tried really hard in the beginning of the
rehearsals to find a, “good steady rhythm” because the experience was so new to the
players and the student coach. She later remarked,
We have like that shared bond that like, we can like, manage, like grow together
to like learn more and like, we can just like, I don’t know, like I see it as like a set
of stairs and we get to the top, like, yeah, let’s go to the top together. (Maple Leaf
players interview transcript, p. 21)
Mark expressed that working in a different chamber ensemble with his friends
could have made the experience better or worse due to the, “familiarity.” Jenny believed
that the players in the ensemble knowing each other before the experience but not
necessarily being, “besties” contributed to a positive experience. Kristina added,
Yeah, yeah. I feel like it, since we all didn’t know, like we have like a
somewhat equal relationship, like nobody’s like, oh, like yeah, Vriska’s my
bestie, like you know, I never talked to you two. So then like, you know, it’s more
equal, and like, I feel like also, if I had somebody that I knew already, that I had
already formed like relationship with them rather than a music relationship, which
is like what I feel like we have more. (Maple Leaf players interview transcript, p.
24)
Josephine and Her Most Improved Area
Increase in Communication Skills
During the interview, I brought up to Josephine that she mentioned in her
reflection summaries improving in answering the players’ questions. She explained that
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in the beginning of the rehearsals she felt, “flustered” when the players asked clarifying
questions about notes or rhythms. However, as the weeks progressed and she became
more familiar with the music, she felt, “more comfortable answering their questions and
like, understanding what kind of questions they were asking.” She also added that during
rehearsals, she would mark her music score to help identify potential problematic areas.
Josephine also believed that this experience, “helped me if I need to explain
something to someone, it helped me like, get better at that and just the way I would
explain things to people.” She explained,
So like, yeah, um, when they asked me questions at the beginning, like, I wasn’t
very good. I’m not really good at explaining things to people. Like if they asked
me question, I explain it the way that I would understand it, but um, this
experience, it’s like taught me to explain it the way that the students would better
understand it because everyone has like a different learning technique. So, the
experience has taught me to like, to navigate, or like, to um, teach them the way
that they would learn it rather than just the way that I would understand it easiest.
So it’s taught me like, explain it to them better. (Josephine interview transcript, p.
9)
Josephine explained that a strategy she used during the rehearsals was to have one
of the players play individually and have the other players in the ensemble, “listen to it
and see like, have them tell them what’s wrong instead of just me telling them, and like, I
maybe helped them with like ways to improve it.” She added, “And then for another
student, I’d do it differently. So like, the ways that I was explaining to them, like, I guess,
was different.”
While Josephine saw an improvement in her ability to provide explanations and
answer the players’ questions, she also felt that there were times when the players did not
listen to her. She shared,
I feel like because I’m a student, like a peer, they felt um, less like inclined to
listen to me sometimes. Like they, if I was like, um, let’s, now let’s play from
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measure seven or something, they’d be playing still, like, whatever they were
already doing before. And then I was like, come on, measure seven, let’s go. So,
um, they just didn’t like really listen to me that much at the beginning, but then it
got better. Yeah. (Josephine interview transcript, p. 3)
The Players and Their Most Improved Areas
Independent Playing and Individual Responsibility
During the interview with the players, they agreed that the experience of playing
in a chamber ensemble helped them to become more independent players. Kristina stated,
“I thought like, it kinda like, taught me more how to play like on my own, since I was the
only one, like playing that part.” She later added, “I’m way less dependent on the other
violins in our section in orchestra. So, now I can kind of like, play it on my own rather
than listen to everybody else.” Jenny claimed, “Yeah, I felt it was good like with the
confidence and stuff, working on that because you had to play out more. It was your
part.” Vriska also mentioned not relying on other players stating,
Even though I wasn’t doing like a solo, um, because of the smaller group, I got
like a little more of an incentive to like […] take initiative and just like try and
play my best except in like, like Kristina said, like not depend on the other violas.
(Maple Leaf players interview transcript, p. 20)
The players also described feeling a greater sense of individual responsibility and
practicing more since each player had a different part and they met less to rehearse
compared to the large orchestra rehearsals, which took place every day. Jenny stated,
I feel like it was like, sort of interesting because like, you had less practices than
in an actual orchestra, like actual orchestra, you know, it’s like every day versus
just like less practices. And so, you had to like, do more on your own a little bit.
She continued,
Yeah, we did do other, you know, after school practices and stuff. So I mean,
you know, it was relatively, but still like a little less, and so you still had to like
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practice more and so, it was good because then you practiced more. (Maple Leaf
players interview transcript, p. 20)
Vriska and Kristina also agreed with Jenny about feeling a greater sense of
responsibility while participating in a student-coached chamber ensemble.
Vriska: I think it just gave you like a lot more responsibility like, like um,
because you meet less, you have to like, you have like the pressure to practice on,
practices on your own or like, be able to like learn this so you don’t lag behind the
others, others’ progress.
Kristina: Yeah, like I feel like, the responsibility is definitely on us, like how
good we sound depends on how much work we put into it, and how, like, we plan
to meet or plan at home to practice.
Jenny: And then it’s like four people on four different parts. And like, if you’re
the one, like she said, behind and that’s, you don’t want to be the one behind, you
want to be ahead of anything. So like, then you take the time to practice and that
goes with orchestra [among] other things. (Maple Leaf players interview
transcript, p. 20)
Mark added that the chamber ensemble experience helped with, “just practicing”
instruments in general because it was an additional playing opportunity. When I asked if
the players felt this experience helped them improve as a musician, Kristina responded, “I
practiced more.”
Time Management
During the focus group interview, the players mentioned time management as a
non-musical skill they felt they improved on most from the student-coached chamber
ensemble experience. When trying to schedule the additional after-school rehearsals, the
players recalled having difficulty finding a day and time that worked for everyone. Vriska
explained being involved in, “a lot of clubs” and having to, “find a good healthy balance
between everything.” She also remembered having to leave chamber rehearsals early
some days to attend other activities. Jenny mentioned having to choose between going to
chamber rehearsals or another activity. Vriska found the, “hectic schedules” to be, “a
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little frustrating,” but Mark claimed that while, “those things […] could be frustrating or
annoying” he believed, “it was just kind of uh, you know, part of it.”
Shared Perceived Areas of Improvement
Note Reading and Listening
During her interview, Josephine expressed that she felt she improved most on
reading a music score by, “seeing like all the different parts together and lined up.” She
also shared that she used, “those techniques” of putting the, “smaller” and, “different”
parts together to, “get like the big piece” in, “other parts of school and stuff.” When I
asked Josephine if she felt she had improved as a musician from being a student chamber
coach, she responded,
Yes, I definitely have. Like being able to read the different scores has helped
me, I think, play my instrument better, too, because it’s helped me like see or help
me see what the other parts are going to be like. So like during orchestra, I’ve
been able to listen to their parts more, too. (Josephine interview transcript, p. 2)
Josephine also added, “I think I mainly improved on listening to like the whole
score and just listening to the other parts, too.” She described how she felt comfortable
reading the first and second violin parts because she had played both parts in orchestra,
but she, “never really like understood how like the cello or the viola worked.” Eventually,
she found that the second violin and viola parts were, “mostly similar” while the cello
added, “something really interesting to the whole piece.” She stated, “So like, it helped
me in like orchestra and chamber, be listening to the other parts and like understand what
they’re doing and how it’s helping the whole piece together.”
Kristina and Jenny both agreed that their sight-reading improved from this
experience. Kristina found her sight-reading improved, “after having not like heard the
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song before and being able to play it.” Jenny claimed, “I feel like we got better at like
sight-reading because like how we would learn the pieces is like we would just go, and
then after that we would then touch up on stuff.” Jenny also mentioned how she became a
more confident player from this experience and found that this also translated to the large
orchestra setting. She believed that having more confidence makes you, “seem more like
a leader” and also helps your stand partner in orchestra to, “feel better” and more
confident. Mark added, “I also think that confidence was a big part of it because that
translates into a lot, you know, really everything else in terms of like sight-reading and
playing.”
Vriska mentioned multiple times during the focus group interview that she
improved most on listening from this experience. She described how the experience,
“made my ears better […] because with a smaller group, like you get to hear everything”
and added, “You can actually notice like other people’s like pitches and tunes.” She later
stated that she got, “better” at, “adapting to listening and hearing things.” Vriska also felt
that this type of listening translated to the large ensemble setting. She stated, “I think I
noticed myself, like picking a lot of things, especially when it comes to pitch. So, I think
that has an effect on that.” She also claimed that because of the small ensemble setting,
“we’re more […] keen to like listen to like all the things that uh, there is wrong with us.”
She continued that because of this heightened awareness, “we’re able to like identify and
like try and find a root of all our problems.” Kristina added to this stating, “Yeah, like,
you can actually hear it, so you do more of like the details and everything and dynamics
and stuff because you want it to sound better.”
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Practice Strategies
The Maple Leaf Quartet used different practice strategies during their rehearsals.
Based on the video clips, the ensemble would mostly focus on a particular section or
passage, play-through that section or passage, discuss, and then play-through again.
Josephine would also occasionally conduct the ensemble or model a passage by singing.
There were times when Josephine would have the players slow down the tempo and
isolate parts by having one, two, or three students play together at one time. There were
also multiple occasions when the players would practice independently by bowing or
plucking their notes.
According to Josephine, “making rehearsal fun” for the players meant, “coming
up with new techniques that would, that they’d never really done before” such as
isolating the solo parts together in “Old Molly Hare” and having the players play them all
simultaneously. Having the players listen to each other more was a main focus during the
rehearsals. To encourage more listening, Josephine had the players go to different parts of
the orchestra room during one of their after-school rehearsals and play their music, which
is a strategy that we tried in one of the advanced chamber ensemble rehearsals. She also
mentioned in her interview that, “some of the pieces, it didn’t sound quite right when
they played it, but I guess we didn’t figure that out at the beginning.” But as the ensemble
continued working on those pieces, both Josephine and the players realized, “that might
not be right” and, “together we figured out what was wrong.”
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Suggestions for the Student-Coached Chamber Program
At the conclusion of the interviews, I asked student coach Josephine and the
Maple Leaf Quartet players if they would be interested in participating in a studentcoached chamber ensemble again if given the opportunity. All members stated that they
would be interested in participating in this experience again, and the Maple Leaf players
expressed an interest in becoming student coaches one day. When I asked if they would
make any changes to the program to enhance the learning experience, the ensemble
offered the following recommendations:
•

Extend the timeframe to make the experience longer

•

Find more challenging repertoire and more contemporary and pop pieces

•

Add more students in each group so there are two students on a part, or
add more people to groups with students who might not feel as
comfortable playing alone on a part

•

Vary the instrumentation of the ensemble

•

Change the student coaches each year
Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I provided background information about student coach Josephine,
the players in the Maple Leaf Quartet, and the rehearsal, performance, and interview
settings and structures. Vignettes capturing moments from rehearsals and performances
were described and the participants’ perspectives of these moments were shared. Excerpts
from my teacher journal were also included as I analyzed and reflected on the progression
of the Maple Leaf Quartet throughout the study. Student coach Josephine’s perspective of
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the coaching experience and the players’ perspective of student coach Josephine were
presented in addition to the participants’ perceived areas of improvement, practice
strategies used by the ensemble during rehearsals, and the participants’ suggestions for
changes in the student-coached chamber program that would enhance the learning
experience. In the following chapter, I introduce student coach Parker and the players in
the Treble Ensemble.
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Chapter VI
PARKER AND THE TREBLE ENSEMBLE

Overview
Similar to the preceding two chapters, in this chapter, I introduce student coach
Parker and the players of the Treble Ensemble. Selected video-recorded clips of
rehearsals and the String Thing performance that I shared with the participants during the
interviews are presented as vignettes in chronological order. After each vignette, I include
a section that contains the participants’ perspectives and stated reflective thoughts
regarding the selected video recording clips. Additionally, this chapter also includes
Parker’s perspective of the student coaching experience, the players’ perspective of
Parker, and perceived areas that Parker and the players felt they improved on most from
the student-coached chamber ensemble experience. Practice strategies used by the Treble
Ensemble during rehearsals and the participants’ suggestions for changes to enhance the
student-coached chamber ensemble program are also described. Additional reflective
excerpts from my teacher journal are also included in this chapter.
The Ensemble Members
Parker (Student Coach)
Parker is a junior at East Maple High School and the student coach for the Treble
Ensemble. According to Parker, she has always been interested in music and has a mix
of, “formal music training” and her own, “informal stuff.” She started learning the violin
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in third grade and currently plays in the high school orchestra and advanced chamber
ensemble. Parker also joined the school choir in third grade and continues to participate
in the high school choir. She plays percussion in the high school marching band, learned
saxophone and guitar, and taught herself how to play the ukulele. In addition to her music
interests, Parker is a member of the high school’s Empowerment Club and Gay-Straight
Alliance. She has expressed an interest in pursing a career in music education and would
like to teach orchestra.
Gale (Violin)
Gale is a freshman at East Maple High School and a violin player in the Treble
Ensemble. She started playing the piano when she was five years old and began learning
the violin in fourth grade in the school’s music program. Gale also plays the guitar and
flute and participates in the high school’s soccer and track teams. Gale is currently a
member of the first violin section in the high school orchestra.
Jane (Violin)
Jane is a freshman at East Maple High School and a violin player in the Treble
Ensemble. She began learning the violin in fourth grade and is currently a member of the
first violin section in the high school orchestra. Jane takes private saxophone lessons
outside of school and plays the saxophone in the high school marching band. She also
plays the ukulele and participates in several choirs outside of the school. Additionally,
Jane is a member of the high school’s track and field team.
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Art (Violin)
Art is a freshman at East Maple High School and a violin player in the Treble
Ensemble. He started learning the violin in fourth grade in the school’s music program,
“the second they gave us the opportunity.” Art does not currently participate in any
activities outside of school, but plays the ukulele for fun. Art is currently a member of the
first violin section in the high school orchestra.
Stella (Violin)
Stella is a freshman at East Maple High School and a violin player in the Treble
Ensemble. She started learning the violin in either kindergarten or first grade and
currently plays in the second violin section of the high school orchestra. Stella does not
currently participate in any extracurricular music activities outside of school, but she is a
member of the high school’s tennis and track teams.
Rehearsals and Performance
The Treble Ensemble rehearsed weekly on Tuesdays during the regular 45-minute
instructional period beginning on January 8, 2019. The ensemble was video-recorded
during weeks 3, 6, 10, and 13. Due to scheduling conflicts, one rehearsal was moved to a
Wednesday, the ensemble did not rehearse during week 9, and the ensemble’s final
rehearsal took place right before the String Thing performance. During the 14-week
period, the Treble Ensemble focused on three main pieces that were all arranged violin
duets. These pieces included “A Dramatic Story,” “Over the Rainbow,” and “Duet in the
Style of Mozart.”
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When I asked the players during their focus group interview how they decided on
which pieces to work on, Jane stated that the group decided, “the day of” the rehearsal,
while Art added that the ensemble chose the pieces to play at the beginning of each
rehearsal. Gale claimed that the group was indecisive about what to play, so she ended up
choosing the pieces and they, “sampled like every song” until, “people got sick of them”
and moved on to a different piece. Gale also shared that the ensemble finally decided on
“A Dramatic Story” because it was the piece that all of the ensemble members liked.
The Treble Ensemble performed one time during the present study, which was at
the final String Thing performance. Due to a conflict, violin player Gale was unable to
attend the String Thing, so student coach Parker took her place and played with the
ensemble during the performance. The Treble Ensemble performed “A Dramatic Story”
at the String Thing performance.
The Interviews
I met with student coach Parker two separate times to complete her individual
interview due to an unforeseen conflict during our first meeting that ended the interview
early. We met on June 4, and June 7, 2019, in the music office. The total interview time
for both meetings with Parker was 61 minutes. The focus group interview with the Treble
players took place on May 30, 2019, in the music office for the duration of 69 minutes.
During the focus group interview, all participants contributed to answering my questions,
but Gale and Art were the most vocal of all the players.
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Vignettes and Reflections
During the interviews, I showed student coach Parker and the Treble players the
same video recorded clips that I selected from four of their rehearsals as well as a clip
from their final String Thing performance. I used my personal laptop to show the
participants the video recording clips with an external speaker plugged into it to increase
the audio volume. In the following section, I present vignettes of the selected video clips
with the participants’ perspectives following each vignette. Excerpts from my teacher
journal are also included.
Teacher Journal Excerpt
Violin player Art was absent [last rehearsal], but the rehearsal continued as
scheduled. This ensemble focused more on rhythm throughout the rehearsal.
Based on the summaries submitted by the ensemble members and coach,
strategies for rhythm included counting the rhythms and using the metronome to
help count rhythms.
Important to note is that coach Parker of the Treble Ensemble mentioned that
she felt her communication improved most during this rehearsal. She stated in her
summary that she was able to, “verbalize” the music in her head a lot better than
in the past. This may have also been affirmed by Gale, who stated [in her
reflection summary] that Parker mentioned not really being, “listened to” in other
ensembles, but felt, “really happy” that she was listened to in this group, possibly
because she’s older and the players are younger. This is an interesting
observation—I’m curious to see how this evolves in the future rehearsals. (teacher
journal, January 12, 2019, p. 8)
Vignette 1
This rehearsal takes place in the high school auditorium during the regular
instructional period on January 22, 2019. This is the Treble Ensemble’s third rehearsal.
The players are sitting in a semi-circle facing student coach Parker, and from left to right,
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the order of players is Jane, Gale, Stella, and Art. The ensemble is working on “Over the
Rainbow.” Art and Stella are plucking their parts, and Parker is holding her violin.
Parker: Um, alright, so bottom part, from the beginning to again, measure 13,
let’s just try it. And then, if there’s a problem, we’ll take it like a measure or two
at a time.
Art: (stops plucking) What? (Stella stops plucking)
Gale: (to Jane) Are we going to play the bottom part, too?
Jane: (to Parker) Should we all play the bottom part?
Art: (quietly to himself) And I didn’t play, wait, all my B’s are flat, what am I
doing? (Gale starts practicing)
Parker: (to Jane) Wait, I can’t hear you. (Gale stops playing)
Jane: Should we split into parts now, or should we all play the bottom? (Art
starts practicing)
Parker: Um, I mean, you guys can play the bottom if you want. But like, if these
are the parts that you want to like go with when we play this, then, like, like
definitely they’re playing. You can play if you want.
Jane: Okay. (to Gale) Are you going to play?
Gale: I’ll play the top.
Jane: Okay, I’ll play the top. (Art stops playing)
During this interaction, Stella is quiet and observes the other players and Parker
and plucks some notes on her violin. Art makes comments out loud to himself about the
music.
Gale: (to Jane) They might be like, focusing on the bottom part.
Parker: I’m just going have like, I’m just going to have the bottom part play right
now though. Like, if you guys want to play, but like, I mostly just want to work
on the accidental parts and a little bit the rhythms, but the rhythms here aren’t too
bad.
Art: Yeah, it’s just the quarter note before the half note in “Over the Rainbow”
that’s really annoying.
Parker: Yeah.
Art: Why isn’t it a dotted half note? That’s what I don’t understand.
Art and Parker engage in a discussion about the rhythm in the music. Gale starts
humming and swaying back and forth. She looks over at Stella, who starts swaying with
her. Stella taps Gale with her bow several times and Gale laughs. Jane is quietly plucking
her notes. As the discussion between Parker and Art continues, Gale starts practicing and
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Stella starts plucking her notes. The discussion between Art and Parker continues for
about another minute, and Stella begins practicing with her bow.
Parker: Alright, we’re going to play the top, (Stella stops practicing) we’re going
to play the bottom part. (Gale finishes a phrase, looks up, and smiles at Parker)
Alright, we’re going to play the bottom part. You guys can join in on the bottom
part if you want, but I’m just going to have the bottom part play because our
accidentals are a tiny bit crunchy. (turns on the metronome and counts out loud to
the clicks of the metronome) One (click), two (click), one, two, three, four…
All players and Parker get into playing position. After Parker counts off to the
click of the metronome, her shoulder rest falls off her violin. Gale starts playing, but the
others do not come in. Parker laughs and tells the players they can play without her while
she puts her shoulder rest back on her instrument. The players acknowledge they are
waiting for her. The metronome continues to click. Parker counts off again to the click of
the metronome, and everyone comes in together, including Parker, and they are all
playing the same part in unison.
Reflections: Vignette 1
Parker is quiet as she views this video clip during her interview, but does laugh
occasionally. When the clip ends, I ask Parker to explain what is happening in that
moment. She recalls that she was, “trying to field a bunch of questions at once” and
engaged in a discussion with Art about the music and how they have to, “work with it.”
She also shares that she felt, “a little bit overwhelmed.” She was thinking, “We need to
play something while we’re here” and wanted to focus on the, “crunchy” accidentals.
As the players view the first video clip during their focus group interview, they
make comments quietly throughout the viewing and laugh in reaction to what is
occurring in the video. At one point, Gale comments, “This is me getting impatient” and
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Art remarks how the ensemble’s playing, “improved a great amount from this point.”
When the video ends, Art and Stella express that they do not remember this moment, but
Gale explains that the bottom part, “screwed up” and it took the ensemble, “a lot of time
to actually get to start playing.” Jane adds, “There was a definite, a lot of talking going
on.”
Vignette 2
This is a continuation of the same January rehearsal, but at a later time during the
rehearsal period.
Parker: Alright, um, the C’s and the C-sharps sounded really good. It’s the um,
it’s the E’s, E-flat and B-flat in measure 3, that sound more crunchy than
everything else. (Art starts plucking) Make sure your E’s, E-flats are like really
really low. Um, if it helps, you’re coming from a G, so you can just roll your third
finger to your E string and then just press your pinky right next to it and make
sure the E-flat’s just like… (plays a note on her violin), real real flat. (Stella starts
plucking) And then, make sure your first finger is very low for the um, B-flat…
(Parker plays the passage on her violin)
As Parker explains this to the players, they are watching her, and she models on
her violin what she is explaining and shows it to the players as she does it.
Parker: Make sense? (the players nod) Alright, let’s do it from measure 3. (Jane,
Stella, and Art get into playing position) Yeah, if it helps, put your third finger
down and then your fourth finger right next to it. (turns on the metronome and
counts out loud) One (click), two (click), one, two, three, four…
The whole ensemble plays the passage together in unison as the metronome beats
loudly in the background. They all end together and Parker turns off the metronome.
Parker: That was, a lot, a lot better. Make sure though, with your second finger,
it’s a C natural. I know we’re used to making it like right next to our first finger,
but it’s going to be a bigger space there since it’s B-flat. So, there’s, it’s like, it’s
the same distance as playing B to C-sharp, just like, pushed back, so that your
fingers can be right up against what I remember from the orchestra scavenger
hunt is called the nut. Um, but your, yeah, your first finger is going to be right up
against that.
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As Parker explains this to the players, she again models what she is explaining on
her violin and shows it to the players. The players are quiet and observe her.
Art: How is it spelled?
Parker: N-U-T. Like, an actual nut from a tree.
Art: Oh, I thought it would be [inaudible].
Parker: No, but yeah, right, that’s where um, the scroll and the fingerboard meet.
Your first finger’s going to be right up against that and then it’s going to be like a
whole space between.
Reflections: Vignette 2
After viewing this video clip in her individual interview, I ask Parker to describe
what is happening in this moment. She responds,
I was trying to give them more advice because like, you know, when we’re
younger, we all had trouble with accidentals, trying to put them in the right spots.
Especially when there’s like big spaces and things aren’t like right next to each
other. So I was trying to give them little tricks that I’d been taught, that I picked
up to make things more in tune, and that time it really worked, and I was really
happy with that one. Um, and I was trying to like, use the same thing again for the
next trouble spot with um, intonation stuff. And I don’t remember if that one
worked. (Parker interview transcript, p. 5)
I comment that all of the players were playing the same part in unison in this clip
and ask if having the players play the same trouble part together occurred frequently.
Parker shares that she thinks it can help because, “if you hear someone next to you, like
playing it better or like, you know, more right, then like […] it’s right next to you so it
can sort of help you hear it.” She also adds, “That was the choice I made.”
As the players view this video clip during their focus group interview, they are
quiet and attentive. When the clip ends, I ask the players to describe what is going on in
the video. Art responds that Parker is, “trying to teach us how to, you do fingerings
correctly” and Jane adds there was a, “tricky, like string change” that they were trying to
do. Gale shares that she does not remember if she did what Parker was telling them to do
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in the video because she has a, “habit and it’s bad” of not always following directions.
Art also acknowledges how much he moves when he plays.
Vignette 3
This rehearsal takes place on February 13, 2019, in the auditorium during the
regular instructional period and is the ensemble’s sixth rehearsal. Stella is absent for this
rehearsal. The players are sitting in a semi-circle facing Parker, and from left to right, the
order is Jane, Gale, and Art. The whole ensemble is playing a passage from “A Dramatic
Story” and they end together.
Parker: Okay.
Jane: (laughs) Sorry.
Gale: That wasn’t too bad (laughs).
Parker: That wasn’t bad. Um, I noticed, just out of like the corner of my eye,
(Art starts plucking his violin) um, I assume it’s both of you because I saw like
Jane doing this, you guys were playing with like a really small amount of bow
like… (plays a short passage)
Jane and Gale: Yeah.
Gale: We ran out (laughs).
Parker: No, but like, almost like in the middle of your bow. (Art starts practicing
with the bow)
Gale: Oh.
Parker: Even with eighth notes, you can try and use a, like a bigger bow. It just,
and use a little bit more pressure because it sounded very light, like…
Gale: Okay.
Parker: Like, you two together, were just like, not making as much noise as like
two people would. Um, so like, instead of the… (models a short passage using
little bow), try more like a… (models the same passage with more bow and a
louder sound). Like, just put like a little bit more pressure on your pointer finger
and try and use a little bit more bow. (Gale echoes the passage) Not like, not like
legato, like very like, like gracefully, you can just do like, normal bowing, like,
more. I just want more sound. (Art plays the same passage as Gale) And um, with
the chord toward the end of that part, you can just play one note of that for now.
Parker explains to Jane and Gale how to play the chords, or double stops. She
models how to do it by playing it on her violin and explaining what she is doing while
she is doing it. Gale echoes the double stops a few times and Parker gives her feedback.
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Art continues to practice during this interaction, but stops occasionally and plays the parts
Parker is explaining. Parker then explains to Art how to play double stops and they
discuss the fingering for the notes. Art practices the double stops a few times, then Parker
plays the entire passage while all of the players watch. After Parker plays the passage,
she explains what measures she was playing and then Gale starts practicing.
Reflections: Vignette 3
After viewing this video clip during her interview, Parker explains that there were
several double stops in the bottom part and, “double stops are really intimidating.” She
recalls she was, “trying to show them how to do it,” but, “it takes some practice to like,
be able to do that without like, staring at your bow while you do it.” Parker adds, “I
mean, I did kind of get carried away with that. I wanted to show them like, like you can
still try it, you can do it, but um, I may have wasted a little bit of time on it.”
The players are quiet as they view this video clip in their interview, but
occasionally make comments quietly. When the clip ends, I ask them to describe what is
happening. Art responds that he, “can’t play double stops.” Gale states,
We were playing, like in the beginning, me and Jane, we played like really
shyly because we know what we were doing, so we, well, I think we knew what
we were doing. We were getting a lot of notes, but we just didn’t have the
confidence to play. And I never thought about that, like play like that. She was
trying to tell me something about like not playing legato, I had no idea what she
was talking about. So I think, I think I may have gotten it later, but I’m not sure.
(Treble players interview transcript, p. 10)
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Vignette 4
This is a continuation of the same February rehearsal, but at a later time during
the rehearsal period. Gale plays a single note, while the other players and Parker are in
rest position.
Parker: Alright.
Art: Oh, you’re playing the bottom?
Gale: Yeah.
Jane: I don’t want to.
Art: (laughs) That’s fine. I’ll play bottom, I guess, then.
Parker: Um, no, if you want just play the top.
Gale: If Jane’s, if I have the choice of playing the top, I would play the top.
Art: Well, what do you want to play?
Gale: We’re playing the bot […] I want to play the top.
Art: Then play the top, I’ll be […] It’s fine, whatever you want. (Jane makes a
comment to Gale) It’s fine, no, you can do whatever you want.
Parker: We can all play the top right now. It doesn’t matter.
Art: It just sounds nicer with the bottom.
Parker: Do you all want to play the top and I play the bottom?
Gale: Well, I can play the bottom (laughs).
Art: Just do whatever you want.
Parker: Yeah, but if you want to play the top, then just play the top.
Gale: Gale has an [idea], she wants to try it. You might want to cover your ears.
(Gale, Jane, and Parker laugh)
Parker: Alright, ya’ll… (spreads arms out with the violin in one hand and the
bow in the other), play whatever you want to play. I’m going to play the bottom.
Let’s just try it again. If you’re getting the hang of it, it’s cool to focus on
dynamics a little bit.
Gale: Yeah, Jane (Jane and Gale laugh). I’m kidding, sorry.
Parker: Hey, hey, this goes for everybody.
Gale: I’m kidding (all laugh).
Parker: I know.
Reflections: Vignette 4
After viewing this video clip, I ask Parker to describe what is happening in this
moment. She responds, “We were trying to settle who was playing what part at what
time, and I was trying to get everyone comfortable.” She also adds that it was okay for
the players to be, “assertive” and remembers thinking, “You don’t have to stress about it,
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it doesn’t matter, just like pick a part, it doesn’t matter.” When I ask Parker how the
players decided who was playing which part, she states,
It was mostly like, who wanted to play which part. I was sort of designating
like, okay, in the end, we’re going to have two people on the top, two people on
the bottom because we have four people. At first, I remember pointing to people
and I was like, which one do you want to play? And each person told me, and I
think three people either wanted to play the top or bottom, and they compromised
so that two people were on each. And ‘cause they’re easy going, they didn’t care
which part they were playing, but at the same time, they did have preferences, and
I wanted to empower them, like choose what you want to play, not what someone
else wants to play. (Parker interview transcript, p. 6)
The players are quiet as they view this video clip, but Art comments, “I just
figured I’d give you guys the choice of picking what you wanted to play.” When I ask
what is going on in the video after it ends, Jane responds, “We were like, trying to figure
out who was playing what part” and Art recalls, “I tried to be polite.” Gale summarizes
the dialogue from the video clip, and Art explains that he wanted the other players to
choose because he did not want to.
I then ask the players how they decided who would play which part. The players
seem to become excited about this and engage in a discussion with each other. Art claims
the other players chose, Jane claims, “The parts just kind of like happened,” and Gale
claims she always chose which part she wanted to play. Stella states that she only played
the bottom part because it, “just happened to be like that” and that it was Parker who
ultimately assigned players to parts because the players were indecisive. Gale states that
the players generally stayed on the same parts and she chose the songs. Art agrees with
Gale and adds, “Gale called the shots.”
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Teacher Journal Excerpt
In the reflection summaries [of the Treble Ensemble], students commented that
they’re more comfortable with each other, and it is also evidenced in the rehearsal
video. A couple moments specifically stood out to me. The group was running
through the duet tune, and coach Parker actually counted out loud while playing!
I’m not sure she was aware she was doing it, but I’m glad to see this skill has
been practiced in another setting! I’ve been asking my large ensemble orchestra to
do this more, and I think her doing it in chamber is reinforcing this challenging
new skill!
I also feel that Parker was promoting a more collaborative environment in this
rehearsal. She asks the students quite often, “Which part do you want to play?”
and allows the players to choose what part they want to play during multiple playthroughs. I think this is also a good strategy because students are also learning
multiple parts instead of just focusing on one. There were some moments where
the ensemble may have gotten a little “off track”, but I do think these moments
can help reinforce positive relationships. At the end of the video, the students
were talking about off-topic, but musical topics, and it was positive to see this
level of comfort amongst all of the members. (teacher journal, February 18, 2019,
pp. 16-17)
Teacher Journal Excerpt
After listening to and transcribing the reflection summaries from this past week,
a similar trend I am seeing among the groups is confidence. Several students
commented on how they (whether as an individual or a whole ensemble) are
growing in confidence. While this may not exactly be a 21st-century skill, I do
think it relates to everything. Perhaps working together for 8 weeks now is
strengthening the collaboration within the group and helping to build confidence?
(teacher journal, March 1, 2019, p. 18)
Vignette 5
This rehearsal takes place in the auditorium during the regular instructional period
on March 12, 2019. This rehearsal is the tenth one for the ensemble. The players are
sitting in a semi-circle facing Parker, and the order is Gale, Jane, Stella, and Art. All of
the ensemble members are in rest position, including Parker who is holding her violin.
The ensemble is working on “A Dramatic Story.”
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Parker: Alright, so, to go over the fingering, the first measure is all normal…
(plays a short passage on her violin, Jane is plucking along). And then you go
from a third finger A to a first finger A and you slide your whole hand up to
adjust to that… (models the next part, Art plucks along). And then you play fourth
finger D… (plays the note, Stella starts plucking), and then you go from second
finger B… (plays the notes, Gale starts hitting her bow on the stand).
Art: Anyone got any tape? Just any kind of tape at all?
Parker: But, does that make sense, you guys? If it helps, you can write it in. I
don’t have, I could get a pencil out, um, but, (Gale starts practicing) but yeah, you
can see there’s a little one right underneath the A, the high A, in measure 20. That
means you play it with your first finger.
Gale, Jane, and Stella start practicing. Art rummages through his backpack on the
floor and quietly comments to himself.
Parker: So, alright, do you guys want to practice that real quick? We can slow it
down to have it make more sense. So, call this (turns metronome on) the eighth
note. (all players practice independently with the metronome for a few seconds)
Alright, alright, let’s try it from measure 19. This is the eighth note.
The metronome continues to click and the players get into playing position. Gale
reaches in her case, finds her rosin, and starts to rosin her bow. Parker starts counting off,
but looks over at Gale and stops.
Parker: We’ll wait for you to rosin, it’s okay. (Gale puts her rosin down, and
Parker starts counting out loud with the metronome) One and, two and, one, two,
three, four… (everyone starts the passage together playing the same part)
Reflections: Vignette 5
When the video clip ends, I ask Parker to describe what is happening in this
moment. She responds that she remembers, “trying to explain shifting a little bit better
because um, you know, as a freshman we didn’t like, do a lot of shifting until we got
here.” She continues,
So I was trying to make the shifting a little bit easier for them, sort of explain it
to them like, it’s not that hard once you really get into it. And um, I just remember
getting caught up ‘cause like, it’s hard to know how to actually play something
until you try yourself. I probably could have given them a couple of seconds to
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rehearse it on their own before we all did it together, but I was trying to like,
explain it while they were all playing over each other and me. Um, and I was just
trying to get us all together to play it and try and get it, hopefully, better at that.
(Parker interview transcript, p. 7)
When the clip begins, Stella comments on how she was, “feeling sick” during this
rehearsal and Art mentions that he looks, “really tired.” The players are quiet as the clip
continues, but they all laugh and comment quietly when they see Gale rosin her bow in
the video. When the clip ends, I ask the players what is happening and what they are
thinking about. Gale and Art engage in a brief discussion about drinking tea and coffee,
then Art remarks, “I’m just looking at the ceiling because I’m so bored.” Jane also
comments about feeling bored stating, “I think I was a little bored because we were going
over it for a long time, but I kind of just wanted to practice it.”
I mention that by the end of the video, all of the players are playing the same part
in unison and ask whether they focused only on their assigned part or switched between
parts. Gale responds that she switched parts because, “I was bored” and, “needed
something to do.” Art adds, “We were all bored at that point.” Jane claims, “And I think
like, Parker wanted us to all like, all kind of play together so everyone felt a little bit
more confident with each part.”
Teacher Journal Excerpt
It’s interesting because the players in the violin group are sharing in their
summaries that rehearsals tend to be off-topic, but they still seem to be learning
new things, while also being positive about it. I think next week I am going to
speak with coach Parker about the level of talking, and perhaps see if I can help
intervene a bit by speaking with the group. I don’t want to take away from
Parker’s level of authority, but I also don’t want the students to lose rehearsal
time every week. Maybe we can create a plan together to help keep the group on
track. I may suggest that if students do not have a musical question specifically
about what they’re playing, they might ask unrelated questions in the beginning or
end of the period. Perhaps the idea that they will be performing on April 11,
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might also encourage them. Or maybe I’ll give the students some scratch paper to
write their questions down to ask at the end of the period. Something needs to be
done, and I think I need to step in. (teacher journal, March 16, 2019, pp. 21-22)
Vignette 6
This rehearsal takes place in the auditorium during the regular instructional period
on April 3, 2019. This is the thirteenth rehearsal of the ensemble, and the final one that
was video-recorded. The players are seated in a semi-circle facing Parker, and the order
of players is Art, Stella, Jane, and Gale. Parker does not have her violin out. As the
players speak, they frequently speak at the same time as each other.
Gale: Oh yeah, Jane thinks we should start with measure 36 in the [recap].
Jane: Or like 31.
Gale: Or 31.
Art: We should trust Jane because she’s definitely on the…
Parker: (gives a thumbs up) Yeah!
Jane: Yeah, because we haven’t done like 31 to the end.
Art: 31?
Jane: 31, like the beginning of the second page.
Parker: Alright. (Art and Stella start practicing)
Jane: (to Gale) Are you okay?
Gale: I had to sneeze.
As Art and Stella practice, Parker is looking at the music score, humming quietly,
and snapping her fingers to the beat. Gale acknowledges that the rehearsal is being
recorded.
Parker: Alright, uh, you guys want to start at 31, and just go to the end and see
how it goes?
Art: Sure.
Parker: Alright, remember to, like focus on the accidentals and stuff and then the
rests with this. The rests are there for a reason, they should be defined (Art takes a
sip from his tumbler then puts it back on the floor). Um, (Parker taps her foot,
nods her head, and snaps her fingers) one (snap), two (snap), one, two, three,
four… (the players start the passage together playing two different parts)
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Reflections: Vignette 6
When this video clip ends, Parker recalls, “I remember at that point, we were all
like, oh yeah, we need to really rehearse this, um, ‘cause we’re performing this in like
days.” She continues,
But at that point, I was happy that we were all comfortable enough with each
other that they were sort of calling the shots a little bit. They were just like, I think
we should start here. Or um, Gale was like, Jane thinks we should start here. But
like, we sorta got a better rapport at that point, and I was trying to just like, lightly
guide them through it instead of playing with them and really getting in there.
Um, yeah, I think it was like toward the end of it that we actually hit our stride,
um, with like the 14 weeks overall. (Parker interview transcript, p. 8)
As the players view this video clip during their interview, they make comments
throughout and periodically laugh. Stella claims, “Oh, this is when we gave up on playing
two notes at the same time, and we just split that up.” When the clip ends, Art states, “I
finally got a grasp of my own part” and Gale expresses, “You know, yeah, we, we got
together a little more. We knew what to work on better.” Jane mentions, “It was getting
close to the concert, and we kind of weren’t really doing anything” so she, “used the
megaphone that’s Gale.”
Vignette 7
This is a continuation of the same April rehearsal, but at a later time during the
rehearsal period. As the players discuss where to rehearse, they frequently speak over
each other.
Parker: So yeah. I think this week especially, practicing is good because the
ending is still a bit shaky.
Art: Not very good.
Parker: And next week, I want to work on like, figuring out someone to like, sort
of like, cue you guys in, because the String Thing is a week from Thursday. It’s
on a Thursday, right? I think it’s a Thursday.
Gale: Alright, let’s play it again then… (puts her violin on her shoulder)
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Jane: Should we start from…
Art: Do you want to start from the beginning and maybe go straight to…
Gale: No...
Parker: Um, do you want to?
Gale: No…
Jane: We need to work on, like the end.
Gale: Because we don’t have it, yeah…
Art: Well, we should just verify that we have everything down…
Jane: I think we have the first part…
Gale: No, we do have it down.
Jane: I think we need to practice the last part, though.
Gale: The first part, we have pretty good, we don’t have this part at all, so we
need to play that.
Jane: Do you want to run through like, the last section one more time, and then
do the entire thing?
Art: Sounds good to me. I just want to make sure we have all the parts down and
not just practice one part and then, only to realize that we didn’t really have the
first part down in the first place. I just want to make sure that we’re completely…
Parker: I mean, I really like you guys working this out on your own. Um, I kind
of want to practice the last part first, and then practice the whole thing.
All: Yeah.
Art: That was the consensus from the start, that was just…
Parker: Yeah, because we’ve been practicing up to 35 for like weeks and it’s all
we practiced like weeks ago, and we never rehearsed this part. Um, so, do you
guys want to slow down the end or keep it the same tempo?
Art comments about the lack of dynamic changes, while Gale and Jane talk
quietly to each other. Parker and Art look at the music and discuss the dynamics for about
half a minute. Gale plays a passage on her violin independently then Parker turns on the
metronome.
Parker: Um, okay.
Gale: Jane would like to start at measure 36. (Jane laughs)
Parker: (counting out loud in time with the metronome) One (click), two (click),
one, two, thirty-six… (the players all come in together playing two different parts)
Reflections: Vignette 7
Parker is quiet while she views this video clip. When the clip ends, I ask her to
describe what is happening in this video. She explains,
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Yeah, at that point, they were sort of working out what parts they wanted to
practice and, you know, what they think it should sound like instead of having me
dictate it to them. They were trying to hash out themselves whether to start from
the beginning or start from near the end to work out the ending because it was still
shaky. Um, and like, I was mostly trying to throw in just like little details, like
how there’s no dynamics for the split, specifically for the bottom part, like it was
sort of implied that the dynamics under the top part were for both of them, I’m
pretty sure. But, I just remember being happy that they were competent enough to
sort of work it out, like on their own instead of waiting for what I was going to
say. (Parker interview transcript, p. 9)
When I ask Parker if she felt like there was any tension in this moment, she
responds, “No, ‘cause I think we were all pretty comfortable with each other. Like they
were just like, well, I mean, maybe we should start from this part. And they were like,
maybe this part instead.”
As the players view this video clip, they comment and laugh in the beginning in
reaction to what is occurring in the recording. When the clip ends, I ask the players to
describe what is happening in the video. Gale responds, “Oh, so, it’s an argument that we
won” and Art adds, “I never win. I don’t win anytime ever” and all of the players laugh in
response. Gale explains,
So basically, I learned something back in the piano days […] it’s just that
playing from beginning to end is good if you play it like once in a rehearsal. But if
you, if you keep playing that, you’re not really going to improve. You just like,
playing over and over again, it just wastes time. You want to go on the parts, even
like, usually people like to play the parts that they’re good at, but you need to
focus on the parts that you’re not good at. And it’s kind of, it’s not very
comforting to do that. So, I see like, Art wanted to go in the beginning, probably
just wanted to like, actually experience it. (Treble players interview transcript, pp.
15-16)
I ask Art how he feels because he claims he did not win that argument. He
responds, “In hindsight, she was right, so it would have been a bad thing if I had won that
one.” Stella adds that she just wanted someone to make a decision.
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Teacher Journal Excerpt
While watching the video recording of the Treble Ensemble, Rehearsal 13, I am
seeing some more initiative from the players! Jane is clearly voicing her opinions!
Two of the violin players suggest rehearsing the parts that are tricky (the ending),
whereas, another player wants to start from the beginning. Coach Parker makes a
suggestion—there is definitely more collaboration happening in this moment.
After watching this rehearsal recording, there are some good things happening
musically, but the students all seem sort of frustrated at the end of the video. In
the reflection summaries, some students mentioned experiencing some conflict
during this rehearsal, but that they resolved the conflict. I think perhaps this might
be a great opportunity in learning how to work with other people, but I’m not sure
if the students view it in that way. This will have to be something to explore
during the group interview.
This group probably has the most diverse personalities of all the ensembles.
There are two very strong personalities, but also two very quiet students. I’m
happy to see Jane has found a voice and isn’t as timid about sharing her opinions.
However, I think this group is missing a leader in both driving the rehearsal and
also during performance. The students follow each other while playing for the
most part (they may tend to get off, but somehow find each other again), but there
isn’t a clear leader in the group who’s driving the performance. Coach Parker
suggested working on having someone lead during the next rehearsal, however,
I’m not sure how much they will be able to do at this point since our final
presentation is this week. (teacher journal, April 7, 2019, pp. 24-25)
String Thing Performance
This performance takes place in the high school cafeteria on April 11, 2019. Gale
is not present for this performance. The ensemble members are set up in a semi-circle,
and from left to right, the order is Stella, Art, Jane, and student coach Parker. Parker is
standing and makes an announcement to the audience that one of the members could not
make it to the performance, so she will be playing her part, and then announces that the
ensemble will be playing “A Dramatic Story.” She sits back down, raisers her stand, and
looks at all of the players. When Parker puts her violin up on her shoulder into playing
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position, the other players follow her lead. She counts off quietly, and the ensemble starts
the piece.
Reflections: String Thing Performance
During her interview, Parker expresses that one of the positive aspects of the
student-coached chamber ensemble experience for her was the String Thing performance.
She shares that despite, “some little slip-ups” and the Treble Ensemble only playing one
song while other ensembles played two or three, they did, “pretty well” and she was,
“really proud of them, and I think they were proud of themselves.” Parker adds that she,
“really liked that” and that the String Thing performance was probably her, “favorite
part.”
When I ask if there was anything she was thinking about during or after the String
Thing performance, Parker responds that she, “felt good about it afterward” and describes
how she tried to play loud enough for the players to hear and, “keep time” with her, but
not overpower them. She claims that during the performance, she mostly thought about,
“trying to make sure that they were like staying, like we were staying all in time
together.” She also states, “But I think, we got a pretty good balance because they, I
remember like, listening to them and still being excited ‘cause they sounded good.”
As the String Thing performance clip begins, Stella and Art make comments to
each other. When the clip ends, Art acknowledges his, “nasty” posture in the video and
describes the overall experience as, “cathartic” because he enjoyed playing the piece
while, “not having to worry about, you know, practicing again and again.” Jane adds that
the experience was, “nice to be able to like, play it and, with like friends, like watching.”
I then ask Gale for her thoughts since she was not present for the performance. She
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responds that the ensemble, “started off strong” in the beginning, but does not remember
what the piece is supposed to sound like. When I ask Gale if she feels anything from not
being there, she responds that she did not feel anything, but adds that she, “would have
loved to be there.”
I then ask the players about Ensemble Night and to describe why or how they
decided not to perform. Art responds, “We were not ready at all” and Gale adds, “It just
came so quick that we didn’t have, we didn’t have time to prepare.” Jane explains, “We
were kind of like jumping around from song to song, so we didn’t really have anything
that was, that sounded good.”
Student Coach Parker, More Like a Section Leader
During her interview, student coach Parker shared that she was, “really excited
going in, but wasn’t totally sure of what to do ‘cause I hadn’t done anything like it
before” when I asked about her approach to coaching. She described how she wanted to
approach coaching a chamber ensemble similarly to her leadership role in a different
ensemble, which was, “If they needed help, like I would be there to help them.” Her plan
was to, “direct” how, “rehearsals would be structured, but not necessarily like what we
would be doing.” She also added that she would, “make the final decision, like, but a lot
of it would be up to them and what they wanted or what they needed to do.” She
continued,
I think I was nervous, like nervous to mess it up. So I was trying to do more
than I needed to toward the beginning with playing with them all the time, with
just very outwardly being like, what do you guys want? Like, what do you want to
do? Instead of just giving them suggestions for things instead. And I think I was
shifting, especially toward the last three weeks or so, I was shifting more toward
this is what we can do. This is what I think we should do, but you guys can pick
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something else and we can do that instead. So I think I tried to go into it the same
way I did being a section leader, but I think I ended up being more like a section
leader towards the end. (Parker interview transcript, pp. 9-10)
Parker also shared that she, “felt weird at the beginning” because she viewed her
role as an “authority position, but it wasn’t really.” She admitted that she was, “scared of
that going in” because she, “didn’t know what to expect or what do,” but added that, “as
the weeks went on, I think I understood it better and better.” She explained,
It was just like me as someone that’s just like two years older with a little more
experience trying to like, give them my tips and tricks and sort of like direct them
in, you know, in a different direction […] sort of taking them from like playing a
piece like pretty well to playing it very well. That’s like all I was supposed to do
and all I tried to do. (Parker interview transcript, p. 10)
Parker shared that she is, “a very hands on person,” but this experience helped her
to, “sort of step back from things.” She described how she was, “worried” that the players
would mess up and feel, “discouraged,” so she made the decision to play along with
them. She stated that she realized at some point the players might not need her to play
with them so she, “kept time instead” and added, “And I think that was almost when we
hit our stride.” She explained that playing along with the players made it difficult to hear,
“the way they’re doing it” and she chose not to play along in order to, “hear where they
were at to figure out what we needed to do” and, “get where we needed to go.”
During her interview, Parker told me that she, “enjoyed” the coaching experience
because, “I got to know some younger people in the orchestra that I wouldn’t have really
known otherwise” and believes the players became more, “comfortable and confident.”
When I asked her to describe her relationship with the players in the ensemble, she
responded, “I almost felt like they were my own little peer leader kids” and believed she
was, “like a coach or a mentor for them, not just in like a musical sense because they
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would ask me about stuff about school, and I would try and help them with it.” Parker
also acknowledged that, “it did cut into our rehearsal time sometimes ‘cause several of us
would get distracted.” When I asked about any negative aspects of the experience, Parker
shared that she and Art would, “lose track of time and what we were supposed to be
doing, and just kind of talk” and added, “So like, the negative thing was we like, we
could’ve done more if we were able to focus, but we weren’t.”
Treble Ensemble Players’ Perspective of Parker
When I asked the players during their focus group interview to describe the
overall role of the student chamber coach in their ensemble, Stella responded that Parker,
“helped in some parts,” but became, “very distracted” in other areas. Jane added, “She
was also like very, very present, and kind of like, was in control of what we were doing.
So if she was off topic, then like, the entire group was also.” Gale described the learning
environment as, “comfortable” because she was, “around people that I felt more
comfortable to mess up around.” She later stated,
I think she understood us. She knew how to get down to our level, kind of,
maybe a little too much, but um, so it was comfortable around her, but mostly just
‘cause like, I knew that she was going to be better than me, so we all knew. So we
were like, oh it’s totally fine. I mean we didn’t really care. I mean she’s our
coach, so obviously, and if she was worse than us then that would be a bad thing.
I mean, I wouldn’t be happy with that. But like, just having just all of us freshmen
together, it’s comfortable. (Treble players interview transcript, p. 26)
I then asked the players if they thought their group would have been more or less
successful without a student coach. Gale stated, “I think we would be more successful
[…] because it’s more on us.” Jane explained, “There was a lot of time where she spent
like, teaching us stuff, but I feel like some of the time we could have like, learned that
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ourselves” and later added, “I feel like we could have been like more productive if it was
just us.” Gale claimed student coach Parker was, “friendly” and, “knew what she was
doing,” but, “sometimes she just got off topic and I don’t think she had that sense of
urgency that we would have had.” Art reminded Gale to, “keep in mind, it’s her first time
doing this.” When I asked Stella if she wanted to share anything, she responded,
She [Parker] didn’t think she was going to be performing. So she didn’t feel like
the sense of let’s do this, let’s get ahold of this. She felt like, um, relax, smile, but
enjoy the situation instead of, let’s learn, let’s better ourselves. (Treble players
interview transcript, p. 27)
However, Jane found that having a coach was helpful. She believed that Parker
“did push us to do some things that, I don’t think, we would have necessarily done if we
were just a group, like technique wise, like all the double stops” and adds that without
Parker, the players, “might have just given up on that, or like some of the shifting.” Art
claimed he and Stella, “did end up giving up on double stops.” Stella commented,
I feel like we spent more time doing that when we could’ve been like patting
down the notes of a timing that would have been more influential to the general
tone of the song than the double stops that we did eventually give up on. (Treble
players interview transcript, p. 29)
Student Coach Parker and Her Most Improved Area
Increase in Communication Skills
During her individual interview, student coach Parker frequently mentioned
communication as the area she felt she most improved on during the experience. She
explained,
I mean, towards the beginning I didn’t know how to teach anybody. Like, I had
an idea of what to do. But um, I think I definitely learned better. I was able to
figure out what sort of helped them, and they’re sort of cues, like some of them
would sort of be vague if I was explaining something in a way they didn’t
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understand it so much, or if like, I wasn’t just teaching it to them properly the way
I meant it. They also, like a couple of them danced around it. Like when they
were just like yeah, that makes sense, I was able to sort of figure out that they
needed a little bit more, and I was able to figure out how to show them more what
I mean and what I was looking for. (Parker interview transcript, p. 2)
When I asked if there were any non-musical skills she felt she developed from
this experience, Parker responded,
I think I learned how to just teach better from this, which is going to be helpful
to me since I want to be a music teacher. You know, I’ve learned to like sort of
pay attention to like how they’re reacting to what I’m doing or how they’re
behaving in general, so I can sort of figure out what they need. (Parker interview
transcript, p. 2)
I later remarked that Parker frequently mentioned communication in her rehearsal
reflection summaries and asked for her to describe this in further detail. She shared,
I know I can kind of struggle a little bit with communication where the ideas I
have in my head don’t always come out the way that I intend them to. So, being in
a setting where I need to sort of figure out what I’m trying to say and how to
verbalize it, how to put it into words or just any gestures or playing where I can
express what I mean; like getting a whole period to work on that more every week
because that was a lot of what my job as a coach was, it was like, to say what I
was thinking about what was going on and sort of recommend what I think, what I
thought they could to do improve, um, getting an opportunity to work on that
every week, I think, like really helped me to improve on my general
communication. (Parker interview transcript, p. 10)
She continued,
I think it helped me sort of think more about what words I was looking for to
use. Or even like, expressing my ideas in different ways. And it also helped me
because I feel like, you know, teachers or mentors or any kind, it feels like […]
I’m usually on the other end of it. So I feel like they’re such authority figures, but
they’re not always. Like, in the sense that they deserve that amount of respect,
they definitely are, but they’re also real people so they, so you don’t need to talk
like you’re giving a proper speech, you can try and put things in your own weird
terms like you do with the fruit words, like in any way. Well, because […] they’re
words and they make sense, like putting things in any terms that make sense to
you is usually going to make sense to other people. (Parker interview transcript, p.
10)
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Parker expressed that the experience of coaching a student chamber ensemble, “is
sort of putting me ahead of the game” in pursuing a career in music education because,
“you don’t often get the chance to teach other students or, you know, kids younger than
you unless in like college you like, teach lessons for kids.” She also added that having the
experience is, “really going to help me, and also the ways I got to improve my
communication skills, you know, I use that every day.” When I asked Parker if this
experience has encouraged her more to pursue music education, she responded,
I would say so ‘cause it helped reinforce the idea with me ‘cause I was really
excited, like every time they did something really well, especially after I gave
them some advice and then they played it better. That excited me, like I was really
happy. I was like they’re doing it. They’re doing well. (Parker interview
transcript, p. 12)
The Players and Their Most Improved Areas
Listening
During the interview, Art and Jane described listening as an area that they
believed they improved on throughout the student-coached chamber ensemble
experience. Art shared, “Listening was the main focus for me” and added, “I think, um, I
learned to listen to other people a lot more as opposed to just playing whatever’s in the
sheet music.” Jane stated, “I’ve found it really helpful like technique wise because I was
kind of like hearing myself play a little bit better like in orchestra, so I could realize like
what I was doing wrong more, and then like, try to fix it.” Art later stated that he also
improved in, “listening to the metronome” from this experience.
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Independent Playing and Individual Responsibility
During the interview, Stella and Gale described how participating in a studentcoached chamber ensemble helped them to play more independently. Stella stated,
I found it kind of different because playing with the orchestra I can kind of mold
myself to the other players, and playing solo I can just play whatever, and if I hit a
wrong note, I can kind of just skip over it and no one would really notice. But
with playing with a small group, you couldn’t really hit the wrong note because
the other group will get messed up, but you really couldn’t follow everyone else
because everyone else was playing something different. So it was kind of
different and challenging, but it was still fun. (Treble players interview transcript,
p. 2)
Stella also added, “It helped me become independently working within the group”
and that her, “precision on getting the right note at the right time without following other
people” improved. Gale claimed, “I feel like it was good to train us to be more
independent” and, “it just allowed us to focus better on how our playing was rather than
playing in a large group like in orchestra.” She later stated,
And you know, I had a huge problem with rhythm, just couldn’t follow it. I, you
know, if you, if you play in a large group, it’s kind of […] easier, like I can play
whatever, but I mean it wouldn’t be right. I feel like once I actually learned, yeah,
maybe we should actually split these […] notes up and actually count, you know?
(Treble players interview transcript, p. 22)
Gale and Art described feeling a greater sense of individual responsibility when
playing in a small group with only two players on a part. Gale stated, “You’re almost by
yourself versus with like a partner, and it’s like, when you hear the other person playing
and you like screw up, you know, it’s just kind of like, ooh, I got to get back, I got to
work.” Art agreed and added,
When you’re playing with someone and they don’t mess up, but you mess up, I
think that’s really like humbling. It’s like, oh boy, I, yes, I did that, and now I’m
going to have to get better or it’s going to be really bad. It puts a lot of weight on
you. It puts the accountability on you, I think, having a partner. (Treble players
interview transcript, p. 26)
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Art also shared that this experience encouraged him to practice at home more,
especially during the last few weeks. He stated,
It’s only towards the last few weeks that I even got somewhat decent at playing
because I started practicing because I knew we were not ready at all. So I took my
instrument home some days, and just said, hey, if you don’t do this, you’re going
to look really stupid, so do it. And I did it. (Treble players interview transcript, p.
22)
Jane and Stella expressed how their self-confidence increased from this
experience. Stella claimed, “I’m more confident when I’m playing with it [a large
ensemble] and I don’t hear the other violins.” For Jane, playing in a chamber ensemble
also helped her feel confident in her saxophone lessons. She shared,
I guess in my saxophone lessons. I do a lot of duets with my teacher, and I
guess, my confidence in playing on a part, like alone, like it helped me for
chamber orchestra, like it gave me more confidence during my lessons to play out
more. (Treble players interview transcript, p. 23)
Playing Techniques and Skills
During the focus group interview, the players shared additional musical
techniques and skills that they believed they improved on during the student-coached
chamber ensemble experience. Jane claimed that, “bowing” was an area of improvement
and added that she uses more now, while Gale felt her, “intonation” and, “counting”
improved the most. Stella claimed that her most improved area from the experience was,
“the slurs and getting the slurs on more precise and less whatever note happens.” For Art,
“accidentals” improved the most in his playing because they require, “a large amount of
just reading it and being able to move your fingers in the right direction.”
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Working with Other People
The players all agreed that they were, “pretty much friends” since they, “have a
lot of the similar classes” prior to the chamber experience. When I asked if they believed
the experience brought them closer together, Gale responded, “I think so,” and Stella and
Jane claimed it did, “a little.” The players also shared that working with other people was
a non-musical skill that they felt developed more from this experience. For Jane, it was,
“working together musically and non-musically.” Stella added that the experience helped
them develop, “teamwork” because, “most of the sports I play are mainly singular people,
or most of the […] activities don’t involve groups.” Gale claimed that, “collaborating
together” was, “another thing that you need to learn.” When I asked the players how they
chose the repertoire to rehearse, Jane and Art responded that they decided the day of their
rehearsal. Gale asserted that she was the one who chose because, “no one said a song that
they wanted to play” and she became, “impatient.” Art acknowledged, “Gale took the
leadership role because no one else was going to.”
During the focus group interview, Jane also mentioned that saw improvement in,
“the ability to like speak up a little bit more than I had before.” She claimed that a few
weeks before the String Thing performance, she, “realized that we were not prepared at
all” and was, “trying to lead the group on a little bit.” Art called Jane, “the evil
mastermind towards the end” and Gale stated, “Sometimes she would talk to me, and she
would get frustrated and, but more often I heard her talking to the group.”
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Practice Strategies
The Treble Ensemble used different practice strategies during their rehearsals.
During the interview with student coach Parker, I listed strategies that I observed in the
recordings and summaries, which included the frequent use of the metronome, tapping
the beat, counting out loud, and isolating parts and having the players play the same parts.
When I asked Parker how she decided which methods to apply to certain situations, she
responded,
Well, I’ve had, um, a lot of different violin teachers. I’ve had three different
private teachers and I’ve had four different orchestra teachers in school. So I’ve,
you know, used a lot of these methods, have been taught a lot of these methods,
and it’s always been like a combination of methods that people have used to teach
me and help me improve. So I tried to use like, you know, get together like the
greatest hits, things that I found helped me, or things that I thought might help
them, ‘cause especially playing with the metronome, I know is really, really
helpful. We do that in marching band all the time with the Doctor Beat, especially
because like, a huge part of any kind of music is just keeping the rhythm. So I
thought that would be most important. (Parker interview transcript, p. 11)
During the rehearsals, Parker also frequently modeled techniques she was
explaining to the players and played along with them when they rehearsed. There were
several instances where the players would practice independently during the rehearsals by
plucking the strings or using the bow. At times, the whole ensemble would also play
together on the same part, despite some players being assigned to a different one.
Suggestions for the Student-Coached Chamber Program
At the conclusion of the interviews, I asked student coach Parker and the Treble
Ensemble players if they would be interested in participating in a student-coached
chamber ensemble again if given the opportunity. Parker stated that she would like to
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participate in the experience again, and the Treble players stated that they would be
interested in becoming student coaches one day only if they were prepared ahead of time
and the players in the ensemble were, “well-behaved.” When I asked if they would make
any changes to the program to enhance the learning experience, the ensemble members
offered the following suggestions:
•

Extend the timeframe to make the experience longer

•

Have a student coach in the beginning of the rehearsal timeframe, but have
less coaching sessions as the weeks progress (e.g. only meet with a student
coach every three weeks or so)

•

Keep a practice chart to log individual practice time

•

Set goals to help keep the ensemble on track

•

Vary the instrumentation of the ensemble

•

Form ensembles with students in mixed grades
Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I provided background information about student coach Parker
and the Treble Ensemble players as well as their rehearsals, performance, and interviews.
I described in detail the selected vignettes from their rehearsals and final String Thing
performance and included the participants’ perspectives and reflections. I shared excerpts
from my teacher journal as the Treble Ensemble progressed through the 14-week study.
Also included in this chapter were student coach Parker’s perspective of coaching, the
Treble players’ perspective of Parker, and perceived areas of improvement of all
participants. Practice strategies used by the ensemble during rehearsals and suggestions
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from the participants to enhance the learning experience and the student-coached
chamber ensemble program were also described. In the following chapter, I will address
the research questions that framed the present study and include related literature that
pertains to the findings from this research.
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Chapter VII
DISCUSSION

Overview
In this chapter, I address the research questions that framed the present study. In
order to fully address each research question, data were collected and analyzed from
multiple sources of evidence, which included video recorded clips of rehearsals and
performances that were shared with the participants during interviews using a videostimulated recall method, individual interviews with student coaches, focus group
interviews with players, and my teacher journal. As I address each research question in
the following section, I present a cross-case analysis of all student coaches and players
that were the participants in this study along with supporting examples from the collected
data and previous literature that relates to the present findings. The purpose of the current
study was to document the development and implementation of a student-coached
chamber ensemble program within a traditional large ensemble setting while working
within time constraints of a typical high school music program. Additionally, how
participation in this structured program may contribute to musical and social
development in areas of creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration
from the perspectives of student coaches and players was explored.
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Research Questions
1. How do student coaches demonstrate musical and social development in areas of
creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration while coaching
other students in a chamber ensemble?
2. How do players demonstrate musical and social development in these same areas
while playing in a student-coached chamber ensemble?
3. What instructional decisions are student coaches making when facilitating student
chamber ensemble rehearsals that promote a collaborative environment?
a. How do coaches and players interact during the experience?
b. How do players interact during the experience?
c. How do players perceive the coach’s role in promoting a collaborative
environment?
4. What are the additional learning benefits and challenges when including studentcoached chamber ensembles in a large ensemble setting?
Addressing the Research Questions
Research Question 1: How do student coaches demonstrate musical and social
development in areas of creativity, critical thinking, communication, and
collaboration while coaching other students in a chamber ensemble?
Creativity and Critical Thinking. When analyzing the collected data, I
interpreted creativity in the student-coached chamber ensemble setting predominantly as,
“creative problem solving” (Latten, 2001, p. 46), or using a variety of rehearsal or
practice strategies to resolve specific musical issues such as clapping and counting when
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challenges with rhythm emerged. Researchers suggest that critical thinking involves
working at higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy in the areas of analyzing, evaluating, and
creating (Garrett, 2013; Shuler, 2011) and includes higher-order thinking (Shaw, 2014;
Shuler, 2011). According to the taxonomy, analyzing is defined as breaking material into
smaller parts and identifying how the parts relate to one another, evaluating involves
making judgments based on criteria and standards, and creating means putting all pieces
together to create a, “coherent whole” (Krathwohl, 2002, p. 215). In the present study,
critical thinking was demonstrated when participants analyzed components of the music
or music score, evaluated or critiqued the performance of the ensemble, identified
specific musical challenges and applied practice strategies to address those challenges,
and repeated the same passage or section of music after applying a rehearsal or practice
strategy, thus creating a coherent whole.
All student coaches demonstrated creativity and critical thinking when applying a
variety of creative rehearsal and practice strategies to address specific musical issues
encountered during rehearsals (Berg, 1997; Latten, 2001; Maynard, 2005; Webb, 2012).
When the Skyway players came across passages where they had difficulty with rhythm,
they would generally apply the clap and count strategy, which was initiated at times by
student coach Andrew or the players. This strategy exemplifies both creativity and
critical thinking since it was a practice strategy that required the music to be broken down
to a smaller component of rhythm. After viewing the video clip from rehearsal 4 (vignette
1) during his interview, Andrew shared that the players still had some difficulty with the
rhythm in a particular section, so he suggested that they write in the beats above the notes
to provide a visual division of the beats. This was another creativity strategy applied after
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Andrew evaluated the performance and realized the players needed additional assistance
in order to play the rhythm accurately in their music. Practice strategies Andrew used to
help keep the beat steady in rehearsals included using a metronome and conducting the
ensemble while they played. He also suggested that the players tap their feet to help keep
a steady beat.
Student coach Parker frequently used the metronome during the Treble Ensemble
rehearsals. In rehearsal 10 (vignette 5), Parker was reviewing shifting in a particular
passage and used the metronome to slow down the tempo to help the players learn their
notes (Maynard, 2005). Additional strategies used by Parker to keep a steady beat
included counting out loud while playing and tapping the beat. When I asked Parker how
she knew when to apply certain strategies, she responded that she chose the strategies she
learned from her previous music teachers that worked best for her and applied them in the
chamber setting. This exemplifies critical thinking since Parker had to evaluate the
ensemble to decide which strategy would be most effective. The application of practice
strategies previously learned from other music teachers was also observed in the studies
of Webb (2012) and Berg (1997). Webb (2012) found that high school peer tutors
frequently applied practice strategies that they learned from their teachers when working
with younger string students. Berg (1997) observed students in a string quartet and horn
trio apply previously learned practice strategies such as tapping and clapping rhythms and
acting as a metronome by playing quarter notes and subdivided beats when they
encountered challenges with rhythm in their music.
In the present study, another practice strategy frequently used by Parker during
rehearsals was to isolate parts, which is a strategy commonly used in large ensemble
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rehearsals. In rehearsal 3 (vignettes 1 and 2), Parker focused on the bottom part in the
violin duet music to address accidentals that were not in tune. The players also played the
same parts in unison, especially when challenges emerged, which Parker claimed was
intentional because she believed hearing someone play the same part could be helpful,
especially if that person is playing it, “better” or, “more right.” During most of the
rehearsal time, Parker also played along with the ensemble, however, stopped playing
with them towards the later rehearsals in order to better assess the overall sound of the
ensemble.
Isolating parts was a strategy also used by Josephine in the Maple Leaf Quartet
rehearsals. There were times when Josephine asked Kristina to play solo if she had
difficulty playing a particular passage or would have the other players slow down the
tempo to accommodate Kristina (Davidson & Good, 2002). In rehearsal 2 (vignette 1),
the players were not playing at the same tempo in “Spring.” Josephine suggested having
Kristina, Jenny, and Vriska play together since they had similar rhythm. To help keep the
three players together, Josephine assisted by tapping her pencil in the air while also
counting out loud. When there still appeared to be an issue with the rhythm, Josephine
asked Kristina to play solo and reinforced her rhythm through modeling by verbally
counting it out loud. During this rehearsal, Josephine demonstrated critical thinking
skills; she analyzed the score to identify the instrument parts that had similar rhythm,
evaluated the performance and recognized that the parts were not together, then came up
with an additional strategy of having Kristina play solo to help her with her music.
In rehearsal 12 (vignette 6), Josephine asked all of the players to play their solos
simultaneously, even though they occurred at different measures, which shows
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Josephine’s understanding of the music score. After the first play-through, Josephine
evaluated the performance and offered positive reinforcement before providing more
specific feedback. She then had the players repeat the same passage again, (creating a
coherent whole), which was much more together the second time. During her interview,
Josephine shared that reading a music score was an area she felt she improved on most
from the student coaching experience. According to Josephine, by better understanding
the music score, she was able to analyze how the individual instrument parts fit together
within the larger context of the piece (Krathwohl, 2002).
Listening. Listening was an area that Andrew claimed he improved on most from
being a student coach, which is a skill that Latten (2001) supports can be developed
through chamber music. According to Andrew, once the players became comfortable
with the music, he listened more critically to the ensemble to hear, “what notes weren’t
being played instead of like the wrong notes being played.” In rehearsals, Andrew would
evaluate the performance of the ensemble and offer feedback to help enhance it, also
showing evidence of critical thinking. There were several times when Andrew focused on
dynamics indicated in the music such as in rehearsal 7 (vignette 2) when the players were
working on a section from “Little Russian March.” After playing the ending together,
Andrew suggested that the players focus on exaggerating the dynamic markings in the
music and underline them as a visual reminder.
Parker also demonstrated critical thinking skills by listening to and evaluating the
ensemble’s playing and providing specific technical feedback during the Treble
rehearsals. In rehearsal 3 (vignette 2), Parker offered positive reinforcement stating, “The
C’s and the C sharps sounded really good,” then addressed the notes that were not in tune
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by modeling correct finger placement. The ensemble then repeated the same short
passage in unison, and when they ended, Parker again offered positive reinforcement
stating, “That was, a lot a lot better” before giving the players additional feedback about
their finger placement (Maynard, 2005). In rehearsal 6 (vignette 3), the ensemble played
a passage from “A Dramatic Story,” and Parker provided technical feedback to Jane and
Gale about bow articulation by advising them to add more pressure to their pointer finger
and use more bow to create a bigger sound.
Communication. Student coaches demonstrated verbal communication when
offering feedback and suggestions, positive reinforcement, or direct instruction to the
ensemble players. Non-verbal communication was evidenced when student coaches
conducted the ensemble and modeled on an instrument or by singing. According to
Haston (2007), modeling takes place, “whenever a teacher demonstrates a concept for a
student” (p. 26) and can occur during peer mentoring opportunities.
During rehearsals, Andrew displayed non-verbal communication by modeling
passages on his violin (Haston, 2007) and at times, conducting the ensemble to help keep
them together while playing. In rehearsal 11 (vignette 4), Andrew modeled a passage
from the first violin part in “Allegretto,” and according to Andrew, was also modeling the
vibrato technique. In the Skyway’s final rehearsal (vignette 5), Andrew demonstrated a
passage from Peggy’s music using a bow articulation that included a lot of bow pressure
and modeled the bowing several times by playing single notes while Peggy echoed notes
back to him. After Peggy echoed several notes, Andrew offered suggestions about bow
placement to help increase Peggy’s sound.
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It is interesting to note that during the Skyway’s final rehearsal, Andrew provided
specific technical feedback along with his modeling. In rehearsal 11 (vignette 4), Andrew
explained during his interview that his intention for playing the passage from
“Allegretto” on his violin was also to model the vibrato technique, yet he did not verbally
explain this to the players or discuss the vibrato technique. However, during the final
rehearsal when giving verbal feedback to Peggy about her bow pressure, he was more
specific by advising, “Pull your bow faster” and also, “Put your string closer to the bridge
part.”
During rehearsals, Parker also demonstrated non-verbal communication by
modeling techniques on her instrument (Haston, 2007) in addition to demonstrating
verbal communication by specifically explaining what she was doing while she was
doing it. According to Parker, communication was an area that she felt she improved on
most throughout the student coaching experience. She claimed that being in a setting
where she had to verbalize her thoughts and express her ideas in different ways each
week helped with her general communication skills. This was evident in several of the
rehearsal video clips.
In rehearsal 3 (vignette 2), Parker modeled the fingering from a specific passage
in the music for the players and provided a detailed explanation about finger placement.
After the players played through the passage, she modeled the fingering again on her
violin while also explaining it. When Parker addressed bow articulation with Jane and
Gale in rehearsal 6 (vignette 3), she first modeled the passage on her violin of what she
observed Jane and Gale doing before modeling on her violin again to show what she
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wanted them to do. In rehearsal 10 (vignette 5), Parker also modeled shifting note-bynote and explained it to the players while she demonstrated.
Josephine shared in her interview that she became more comfortable answering
the players’ questions as the weeks progressed, and also claimed that she found herself
rephrasing material differently so the players would better understand (Webb, 2012),
which indicates development in verbal communication. This was evident in rehearsal 12
(vignette 6); Josephine asked the players to play their solos simultaneously and
rearticulated her instruction to clarify what she was asking the players to do. After the
ensemble played the passage together, Josephine provided verbal feedback, but also
rearticulated the same feedback moments later by including hand gestures.
These findings align with similar findings of Goodrich, Bucura, and Stauffer
(2018) and Webb (2012). Goodrich et al. (2018) found that by taking on roles as both
learner and teacher in structured group teaching settings, preservice music teachers were
able to focus on improving their instructional delivery and communication skills,
particularly when giving feedback to their peers. Webb (2012) found that high school
student tutors working with younger string students also used both verbal and non-verbal
communication to explain different musical concepts and techniques to the younger
music students they were tutoring.
In addition to answering questions, Josephine also asked the players questions,
which may have helped to make the environment more collaborative (Berg, 1997). In
rehearsal 2 (vignette 1), Josephine asked the players questions such as, “Where did you
think you needed help?” and, “Is there like a certain measure you want to start at?”
Before the players played a certain section or passage, Josephine would ask the players,
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“Okay, ready?” prior to counting off. She also gave the players positive reinforcement
during rehearsals by using phrases such as, “Good job!” and, “You got this!” before and
after play-throughs.
Additionally, all student coaches expressed that there were moments when they
struggled with communication. Andrew created a mobile GroupMe chat to assist with
communication outside of rehearsals, but found that the players did not always respond to
his messages and sometimes spoke too much during rehearsals to the point where he had
to refocus their attention. He also believed that the players viewed him more as a student
than a teacher because they were open with him and sometimes complained, which he
claimed eventually became more constructive. Josephine felt that because the players
viewed her as a peer, they were, “less inclined” to listen to her and would continue
playing or doing, “whatever they were already doing before” when she was trying to give
directions. This aligns similarly with Webb (2012), who found that peer tutor George (a
pseudonym) believed that because of the closer age difference between a student tutor
and student tutee, the tutees tended to get off topic more easily because they might view
the tutor as a non-authority figure. However, in the present study, Josephine did feel like
communication improved as the weeks progressed.
On the other hand, student coach Parker admitted that there were times when she
and Art would engage in off-topic discussions and get distracted during rehearsals. She
also shared in her interview that she felt nervous in the earlier rehearsals and ended up
being more involved than was probably necessary. During one rehearsal, Parker spent
time discussing double stops, and after viewing herself in the video recording clip during
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her interview, she expressed that she, “may have wasted a little bit of time” explaining
the technique to the players.
Collaboration. In the present study, collaboration was evidenced when student
coach participants demonstrated an ability to work respectfully with the other members in
the ensemble, contributed their ideas or suggestions, listened and responded to others in
rehearsal and performance, and valued individual contributions made by other ensemble
members. Through the development of positive social relationships, the student coaches
also demonstrated collaboration.
I noted in my teacher journal that Andrew and the Skyway players appeared to
collaborate the most of the three ensembles. Andrew confirmed during his interview that
he intentionally wanted to create a collaborative environment. He considered his role as a
student coach as, “guiding” and took an approach of, “letting them [the players] figure it
out and also like steering them in the right direction,” which clearly indicates that he
values the contributions of the ensemble players and can work respectfully with others.
Andrew’s guiding approach was evident in the rehearsal video clips where he tended to
facilitate rehearsals more rather than directly control. In rehearsal 7 (vignette 2), the
players first provided feedback about their dynamic level before Andrew suggested
marking the dynamics in the music in order to over-exaggerate them. In the following
video rehearsal clip (vignette 3), the players were having difficulty with rhythm, and
Andrew suggested applying the clap and count strategy.
It appeared that Josephine generally directed the ensemble to specific areas to
rehearse, but at times, did follow the lead of the players, which helped to make the
environment more collaborative. In rehearsal 5 (vignette 2), Josephine suggested having
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the players count off at the beginning of the piece without her assistance, but it was Jenny
who opened the discussion to the whole group by asking, “Who wants to count?” In
rehearsal 8 (vignette 4), Josephine suggested having the ensemble start from the
beginning of their piece, but Kristina proposed that the players try walking in, since the
Ensemble Night performance was scheduled for the following week and they had not
practiced entering the stage and bowing. These moments indicate that Josephine listened
to the players in the ensemble and also valued their individual contributions.
Parker frequently played along with the players during rehearsal, but played less
as the weeks progressed. In her interview, she expressed that she was, “nervous” to,
“mess it up” so she did, “more than I needed to” in the earlier rehearsals, but eventually
realized that she did not have to be as involved and could take on more of a facilitating
role. This strategy of playing along with the players could be considered a modeling
technique (Webb, 2012), but also as a strategy to promote collaboration. While Parker did
not explicitly mention where she learned to do this, I can only assume it was also learned
from a music teacher, quite possibly myself, as I tend to play along with my students
during small group lessons. In most of the video recording clips from the rehearsals,
Parker did take on more of an authoritative role by directing the rehearsals and
identifying specific areas in the music to work on, however, there were moments where
she appeared to promote a more collaborative environment.
In rehearsal 6 (vignette 4), Parker helped make the environment more
collaborative by encouraging the players to play whichever part they wanted to play. In
rehearsal 13 (vignette 6), Parker followed the lead of the players after Gale and Jane
suggested starting at measure 31, by asking them if they wanted to start at measure 31
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and, “just go to the end and see how it goes.” According to Parker, she was trying to,
“guide them” with their music instead of playing with them and, “really getting in there”
at that point in the rehearsals. Later in the same rehearsal (vignette 7), the players were
deciding where to start in their music and Parker gave them some time to discuss
amongst themselves before offering her recommendation.
Gale was unable to attend the String Thing performance due to a conflict, so
Parker took Gale’s place in the ensemble. Before the ensemble started the piece, Parker
made eye contact with all of the players and placed her violin on her shoulder, which
indicated to the players to get into playing position. Parker also started the piece off by
quietly counting out loud. In her interview, she explained that during the String Thing
performance, she tried to play loud enough for the players to hear her in order to keep
them all together, yet did not want to overpower the players’ sound. This reinforces the
idea of Parker’s playing with the ensemble as an example of both modeling and
collaboration.
Development of Positive Social Relationships. Collaboration was evident
through the positive social relationships that developed during the student-coached
chamber ensemble experience. This shows that student coaches can work respectfully
with the other members in the ensemble. This also aligns with previous studies where
researchers found that peer mentoring and learning experiences encouraged students to
develop positive social relationships (Furby, 2016; Goodrich, 2007; Goodrich et al.,
2018; VanWeelden et al., 2017; Webb, 2012).
As noted in my teacher journal, Andrew appeared to become more excited about
the experience as the weeks progressed and expressed during his interview that it was,
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“kinda cool to see” the players getting better at playing their music. Josephine claimed
that one of her goals during the student-coaching experience was to get to know, “what
kind of people” the players were. She also mentioned several times how much she
enjoyed being part of the, “whole process” of the players learning the music. Similarly,
Webb (2012) found that student tutors working with younger peers enjoyed the social
opportunity from peer tutoring. One student tutor was very enthusiastic about making
new friends, while others enjoyed seeing the tutees improve in their playing.
In the present study, student coach Parker conveyed that she enjoyed the coaching
experience because of the opportunity to, “know some younger people in the orchestra
that I wouldn’t have really known otherwise.” Additionally, Parker also claimed that she
felt like a mentor to the players because she would answer general questions they asked
about school. This relates to the findings of Furby (2016), Goodrich (2007), and
VanWeelden et al. (2017), who found that peer mentoring opportunities benefitted
students in both musical and nonmusical ways.
Research Question 2: How do players demonstrate musical and social development
in these same areas [creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration]
while playing in a student-coached chamber ensemble?
Creativity and Critical Thinking. Similarly to the student coaches, the players
also demonstrated creativity and critical thinking skills when applying creative rehearsal
and practice strategies to address specific musical elements (Berg, 1997; Latten, 2001;
Maynard, 2005; Webb 2012). Critical thinking was evidenced when student players
analyzed components of the music or music score, evaluated or critiqued the performance
of the ensemble, identified specific challenges and applied practice strategies to address
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the specific musical challenges, and repeated the same passages or sections after applying
a practice strategy. Creativity and critical thinking was prominently observed in the
Skyway Strings, but there was some evidence of these skills applied during the Maple
Leaf Quartet rehearsals.
The Skyway players frequently applied the clap and count strategy when they had
difficulty with rhythm, and this was initiated many times by the players. After applying
this strategy, the players would generally follow with a play-through of the same passage
on their instruments, which was evident in rehearsal 4 (vignette 1) and rehearsal 7
(vignette 3). In rehearsal 4, Natasha suggested counting and clapping when the ensemble
came across a difficult rhythm, and after analyzing their music more closely and trying
the strategy a few more times, Peggy suggested repeating the passage on their
instruments. In rehearsal 7 (vignette 3), Peggy examined Natasha’s music and the
ensemble engaged in a clap and sing practice strategy where they clapped and sang the
rhythm in their parts before repeating the same passage on their instruments. By
analyzing the music, evaluating the performance and identifying a problematic area,
applying a practice strategy, then repeating the passage after applying a strategy, the
Skyway players displayed critical thinking skills.
According to Peggy, the Skyway players analyzed their music as a strategy for,
“awareness” to know what another person was playing. Natasha considered it an,
“indicator” if the players got lost, while Kristen used it as a guide for when she had a
similar part with another player. Aurora claimed that by analyzing each other’s music, the
players better understood how their own part fit within the piece (Krathwohl, 2002), and
they also applied this strategy, “when it was sounding messy” to identify the problematic
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area. This was evident in rehearsal 4 (vignette 1) when Peggy, Kristen, and Aurora were
trying to figure out how their parts fit together, and also in rehearsal 7 (vignette 3) when
Peggy stopped playing to analyze Natasha’s music. While the players did not specifically
mention where they learned this strategy, this strategy could have been learned from
another music teacher or possibly from my orchestra class.
Throughout most of the Maple Leaf Quartet rehearsals, Josephine was the one
who spent time analyzing the music score to help the players play together, however,
there were moments when the players analyzed their own music. When deciding how to
cue and count the ensemble off in rehearsal 5 (vignette 2), Vriska and Mark engaged in a
brief discussion about the time signature and the best way to count. Vriska also believed
her listening skills developed more from playing in a chamber ensemble, and during
rehearsal 12 (vignette 5), she commented to Kristina about playing an incorrect sharp
note, which prompted Kristina and Josephine to analyze the music more closely for key
changes in the piece.
Listening. The Skyway players also claimed that listening was an area they
improved on most from participating in a chamber ensemble (Latten, 2001). According to
Peggy, the players could, “listen to what our mistakes were and we could improve on that
for the next rehearsal.” The players also listened to recordings of the pieces that they
were playing during rehearsals to compare their performance with the recording from a
professional ensemble. Aurora claimed that listening to professional recordings, which
Haston (2007) claims can be a form of modeling, helped the players to learn their music.
I noticed several times in the rehearsal video clips that after playing a passage or
section in their music, the players evaluated their performance and offered immediate
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feedback, even before student coach Andrew offered his feedback or suggestions, which
demonstrates critical thinking. According to Kristen, the players felt comfortable enough
with each other to be honest about whether the performance was, “great” or, “bad,” and
they would figure out together how to, “fix it.” In rehearsal 7 (vignette 2), the players
were the first to offer positive feedback about their playing after they ended a particular
passage; Aurora claimed that the play-through was, “so good” and Peggy stated, “That
was like our best one.” In rehearsal 4 (vignette 1), the players openly expressed the
difficulties they encountered in their own parts prior to applying a practice strategy.
Communication. The players in all three ensembles demonstrated verbal
communication when offering feedback after playing, making suggestions and
articulating their thoughts, and contributing to discussions. In the Skyway Strings, a
frequent observation I noticed was that the players would provide immediate verbal
feedback about their individual playing or the whole ensemble’s performance after a
play-through, and at times, also asked each other clarifying questions. The players also
contributed to discussions, which is another example of collaboration; there were
moments when they would elaborate on each other’s thoughts and sometimes finish each
other’s sentences. Although Kristen tended to be less vocal than the other three Skyway
players, she did contribute to discussions in rehearsals and during the focus group
interview. In rehearsal 11 (vignette 4), Natasha, Aurora, and Kristen engaged in a brief
discussion about listening and watching other players around them in the large orchestra
setting as a learning strategy.
The Maple Leaf players became more comfortable making suggestions and
offering verbal feedback as the weeks progressed, and at times, engaged in whole group
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discussions after someone asked a question. In rehearsal 5 (vignette 2), Josephine
initiated the idea of having the players start the piece without her assistance, but Jenny
made the idea more collaborative by asking, “Who wants to count?” The players then
offered their own ideas on how to start the piece through visual cues and counting out
loud. When the players tried counting themselves in, they incorporated Kristina’s
suggestion about tapping your foot and Josephine’s suggestion about audibly inhaling as
a cue. The ensemble also discussed counting and cueing later in the same rehearsal
(vignette 3) when Mark missed an entrance following several measures of rest. In the
following video clip from rehearsal 8 (vignette 4), the ensemble practiced walking in and
bowing after Kristina asked, “Should we walk in?” During these moments, players
displayed both verbal and non-verbal communication skills as well as collaboration.
Student coach Parker generally directed the Treble Ensemble rehearsals more
towards the beginning of the study, but as the weeks progressed, the players became more
vocal about their thoughts during rehearsals. In rehearsal 6 (vignette 4), Art, Gale, and
Jane spent time negotiating who was going to play the top and bottom parts in the violin
duet piece “A Dramatic Story.” During this interaction, Gale and Jane clearly preferred to
play the top part, and despite Parker suggesting that the players play the part that they
wanted to play, Art compromised by playing the bottom part. During the focus group
interview with the players, Art claimed he wanted to give the choice to the other players
and was trying to be, “polite.”
In rehearsal 13 (vignette 7), Gale, Art, and Jane were trying to come to a
consensus as to where they should rehearse in their music; Jane and Gale were adamant
about starting at the ending because they felt that part needed more work, while Art
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wanted to run the piece from the beginning. Towards the end of this discussion, Parker
stepped in to help facilitate, and the group eventually decided to focus on the ending
before running through the whole piece. When I asked the players about this interaction
during their interview, Gale claimed it was an, “argument that we won” while Art
expressed that he never wins arguments, but thought that the ultimate decision that was
made was in the best of the ensemble. According to Whitener (2016), students may
encounter conflict and tension when working in small ensembles, but can learn to
develop important skills about working together from these encounters. The Treble
players commented later in their interview about how the chamber experience helped
them learn how to work with other people, which supports Whitener’s claim.
There were several moments when the Treble members engaged in off-topic
conversations during rehearsals, which could be viewed as a positive aspect or a
distraction. I noted in my teacher journal that I thought these moments could be an
opportunity to help build positive social relationships, but at times, the players claimed
there was too much talking happening during rehearsals. In the focus group interview,
Gale mentioned that she believed Parker, “understood” the players and, “knew how to get
down to our level,” which made the environment, “comfortable,” but also thought that at
times, Parker became too distracted and the ensemble would have had more success
without a student coach.
Collaboration. Players demonstrated collaboration when valuing contributions
made by individual members of the ensemble such as when deciding on repertoire to
perform. Collaboration was also demonstrated through compromise when making
decisions. Additionally, collaboration was observed when players assumed shared
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responsibility for the success of the whole ensemble by practicing more independently at
home in order to avoid holding the ensemble back from making progress. Finally,
collaboration was demonstrated through the development of positive social relationships,
which exemplifies the ability of students to work respectfully with each other.
The Skyway Strings was the only ensemble that found additional repertoire to
play outside of what I had originally provided for them. Peggy considered the choice of
repertoire to play to be a positive aspect of the entire chamber experience, which is
supported by Scruggs (2009) and Whitener (2016), who claim that allowing students to
choose their own repertoire can have a positive effect on student engagement. Andrew
introduced “Excerpt from the Ecstasy” to the ensemble, but it was the players who
suggested playing “Mii Channel Rumba” and “When You Wish Upon a Star.” During the
interview, the players shared that they spent most of the 14-weeks working on “Little
Russian March” and less time on the other pieces. Peggy claimed this was due to the
players becoming, “used to each other” and the, “dynamic with each other,” which also
shows the ensemble’s ability to work together. At the Ensemble Night performance,
Peggy was the one to announce to the audience what the Skyway Strings were going to
play, however, at the String Thing performance, each member took a turn announcing to
the audience what they were going to play, which shows additional evidence of
collaboration.
The Maple Leaf Quartet and Treble Ensemble players also demonstrated
collaboration when deciding which pieces to work on and perform. According to
Josephine, the Maple Leaf players were the ones who chose the repertoire to perform
based on what they felt most comfortable playing. Vriska stated that the ensemble
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members chose the pieces that they had the most control over. The players of the Treble
Ensemble shared during their interview that they, “sampled” all of their ensemble’s
assigned pieces before settling on one that they all liked. The Treble players also decided
together not to perform for the Ensemble Night performance because they did not feel
prepared as an ensemble for that performance.
The Treble Ensemble players collaborated and compromised when deciding
which parts to play in their violin duet pieces and where to rehearse from during
rehearsals. While some players did appear to have preferences about playing a certain
part, Art compromised by playing the less desired part in order to balance the amount of
players on each part. When deciding where to start rehearsing in their music during one
of the later rehearsals, Gale, Jane, and Art engaged in brief discourse before making a
decision. Gale and Jane were adamant about focusing on the ending of the piece, while
Art wanted to run the piece from the beginning. Ultimately, the ensemble decided to
focus on the ending first, which Art admitted in the interview was the best decision at the
time. As supported by Whitener (2016), conflicts will naturally occur when students are
working in small chamber ensembles, but students can develop important skills in
resolving conflict from small group work learning opportunities.
Additionally, the Maple Leaf players demonstrated collaboration by listening and
responding to each other in performance through adjusting their tempos to play more
together. In rehearsal 12 (vignette 6), the players played their solo passages of “Old
Molly Hare” simultaneously, and while they did not start together, they eventually found
more of a common tempo halfway through and ended together. During their second runthrough of the same section, they played more together overall, and Kristina commented
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positively on their improvement. In rehearsal 12 (vignette 5), the players slowed down
the tempo to accommodate Kristina who was having difficulty with a passage in her
music. During the Ensemble Night performance, the players recalled speeding up the
tempo while playing, but made it through their piece without stopping. This finding
aligns with Davidson and Good (2002), who found that during a performance, members
of a student string quartet were forced to respond in the moment and work together to
adjust to different tempos taken by other members in the ensemble.
Independence and Individual Responsibility. Most of the players in all three
ensembles believed they improved in playing more independently from participating in a
chamber music ensemble, which is supported by researchers and practitioners (Berg,
1997; Scruggs, 2009; Whitener, 2016). This also exemplifies collaboration since the
players assumed shared responsibility for the whole ensemble by having to learn their
individual parts. After watching Andrew demonstrate a passage from their music during a
rehearsal, the Skyway players expressed that in the large orchestra setting, they would
generally observe and copy upperclassmen students when they did not understand how to
play a certain part in their music. However, the Skyway players described learning how
to play more independently because there was only one person on a part and they could
hear themselves more easily. Natasha mentioned learning to trust and depend on yourself
because there was no section of players around you to follow.
According to players in the Maple Leaf Quartet and Treble Ensemble, learning
how to play more independently in a chamber ensemble also meant having more
individual responsibility. In the Maple Leaf Quartet, Kristina believed that she learned
more because she was the only one on her part and also claimed that the success of the
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ensemble depended on how much work each member put into it. Jenny acknowledged
that because the ensemble only met a once or twice a week, having less practices meant
practicing more on your own. Vriska and Jenny expressed having to, “play out more”
and, “take initiative” and not rely on the other members in a section. They also both
agreed that practicing more independently was important because not practicing could
negatively affect the progress of the other members in the ensemble (Whitener, 2016;
Wiggins, 2015).
Gale and Art of the Treble Ensemble also commented on feeling a greater sense
of individual responsibility when playing in a chamber ensemble and knowing and
preparing the music to avoid making mistakes, especially when someone else is playing
the same part (Whitener, 2016; Wiggins, 2015). Stella and Gale mentioned following
other players in the large orchestra setting, but found themselves focusing more on their
individual parts to avoid, “mess[ing] up” the other members in their ensemble. Working
together was a skill that the Treble players felt they developed during the experience. For
Jane, it was, “working together musically and non-musically,” and for Gale,
“collaborating together” was important. Stella added that she felt the ensemble
developed, “teamwork” throughout the experience.
These findings align with Whitener’s (2016) view on accountability in small
groups and Wiggins’ (2015) view on social constructivism in a music learning
environment. Whitener posits that a fundamental component of working in a small
ensemble is individual accountability and that the success of the whole ensemble is
contingent upon the efforts of each individual member. He continues that participating in
a small chamber ensemble is a natural area for students to learn to become more
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independent musicians, yet also realize the importance of their role in the group as a
whole. Wiggins (2015) asserts that in a social constructivist learning community,
individuals assume responsibility for both themselves and their peers and strive for
achievement together.
Development of Positive Social Relationships. Similarly to the student coaches,
players in the Skyway Strings and Maple Leaf Quartet expressed developing positive
relationships with the other members in their ensemble throughout the student-coached
chamber ensemble experience. During their focus group interview, the Skyway players
mentioned, “camaraderie” as a positive aspect of the experience, and Peggy claimed that
the players were excited for chamber and, “really bonded over this.” During the interview
with the Maple Leaf players, Kristina described forming a, “music relationship” with the
other members in the ensemble, while Vriska shared that a memorable moment of the
experience included getting to know the other members in the ensemble better and,
“grow[ing] together.” The Maple Leaf players also enjoyed getting to know
upperclassman student coach Josephine, despite Mark claiming that juniors, “are keen to
be distant” towards younger students.
Research Question 3: What instructional decisions are student coaches making
when facilitating student chamber ensemble rehearsals that promote a collaborative
environment?
During their individual interviews, the student coaches each described their
perspectives of the student-coaching role and experience, which appeared to influence the
instructional decisions they made during rehearsals. Student coach Andrew of the
Skyway Strings intentionally assumed more of a, “guiding role” during rehearsals and
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believed that an, “open discussion” approach worked better, which was evident in the
rehearsal video recording clips; when the players came across a passage in their music
where they had difficulty, there were moments when the players took initiative to figure
out how to work through it and Andrew provided additional feedback after giving the
players some time to discuss. In his interview he stated, “I find it better to just like, not
really tell people what to do, but just like modify what they’re going to do anyway, or
like, lead them in the right direction instead of just like, do this this way.” Andrew’s
approach to student coaching was more aligned with what Teodoro-Dier (2013) considers
a, “facilitator” (p. 86), or a coach who considers the needs of the ensemble and
encourages the ensemble members to problem-solve.
Andrew and the Skyway players generally followed a similar pattern during their
rehearsals when they encountered a challenging part in the music. They would first
identify a problem after playing a section or passage, analyze the music, employ a
practice strategy (or multiple strategies), evaluate and discuss, then follow with a playthrough if the same section or passage on their instruments. Most of the challenges
encountered by the players were based on rhythm and counting, and with that in mind,
Andrew and the Skyway players tended to focus more on these areas. To address rhythm
and counting, the ensemble applied a variety of practice strategies, which included
clapping and counting, clapping and singing, using the metronome, and marking visual
reminders in the music by writing beats above the notes in their music.
Throughout the study, Andrew focused mostly on rhythm and counting, but also
addressed dynamics. He asked the players to mark the dynamics in their music and
frequently mentioned incorporating them while playing during rehearsals, which was
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confirmed by the players during the focus group interview. However, while Andrew did
bring up the dynamic markings during rehearsals, he offered little specific instruction on
how to increase sound until the final rehearsal when he advised Peggy to place her bow
closer to the bridge and play with faster bow speed. Andrew mentioned modeling vibrato
for the players in rehearsal 11 (vignette 4) during his interview, and Peggy and Natasha
engaged in a brief peer-teaching moment during rehearsal 14 (vignette 5), but he did not
explain the technique during rehearsals.
Musical elements not addressed in rehearsals included bowing, intonation,
phrasing, and balance. The players mentioned being in sync with their bows while
viewing themselves in the rehearsal video clips, but they did not appear to discuss
bowing during rehearsals. I also noted in my teacher journal from a February rehearsal,
that a certain bowing marked in the music might have contributed to the players having
some difficulty in a certain section. I was not sure if Andrew was aware of this issue, so I
brought it up to him prior to the ensemble’s next rehearsal. Out of the three ensembles
that participated in this study, the Skyway players had the strongest intonation, but there
were times when pitches were out of tune, particularly in the second violin and viola
parts, and neither Andrew nor the players addressed the intonation.
Student coach Parker’s initial approach to coaching was more aligned with,
“authoritarian” (Teodoro-Dier, 2013, p. 85), or a type of coach that Teodoro-Dier
associates with identifying problems and solutions, but Parker shifted to more of a
facilitator role towards the latter part of the study. In the Treble rehearsals, she tended to
give more direct instruction, but did appear to incorporate some collaborative strategies.
Modeling and playing along with the players were the main strategies used by Parker in
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rehearsals. In rehearsal 3 (vignettes 1 and 2), Parker directed the rehearsal by focusing
specifically on the accidentals in the bottom part in the opening of “Over the Rainbow,”
but gave Gale and Jane the option of also playing the bottom part, despite them ultimately
playing the top part. In rehearsal 6 (vignette 3), Parker focused on bow articulation based
on her observations of Gale and Jane, and in rehearsal 10 (vignette 5), Parker spent some
time discussing shifting. In rehearsal 13 (vignettes 6 and 7), Parker followed the lead of
the players more by starting at sections in the music that they felt they needed to work on.
While the players did discuss which parts they wanted to play in rehearsal 6 (vignette 4),
they were much more vocal about their thoughts in rehearsal 13, particularly Jane and
Gale who wanted to focus on the ending of the piece.
Parker shared that while she initially viewed her coaching role as an, “authority
position,” she found that her role as a student coach was more about someone, “with a
little more experience” helping the players improve by offering, “tips and tricks” that
they could apply to their playing. This was evident when Parker provided detailed
explanations about finger and bow placement during rehearsals. She also acknowledged
that she was more hands-on in the earlier rehearsals by frequently playing along with the
players because she was, “nervous to mess it up” and afraid that the players might feel
discouraged with the music, but found that the ensemble was more successful when she
just listened to them and was able to get a better sense of how to guide them. Parker did
admit that she was sometimes distracted by engaging in conversations (particularly with
Art) during rehearsals, but felt that she was like a mentor for the players by answering
general questions about school. This is similar to the findings of Furby (2016), Goodrich
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(2007) and VanWeelden et al. (2017), who found that peer mentoring experiences in the
classroom benefited students in musical and nonmusical ways.
Throughout the 14-week period, Parker focused mostly on rhythm, intonation and
fingerings, and specific technical aspects of playing such as shifting, playing double
stops, and bow articulation. She briefly mentioned to the players to incorporate dynamics
in rehearsal 6 (vignette 4), but did not go into further detail about how to play them.
Areas not discussed included balance and phrasing. However, of all the student coaches,
Parker was the only one who appeared comfortable explaining more advanced techniques
to the ensemble players. This might be attributed to Parker’s interest in wanting to pursue
a career as an orchestra teacher and knowing that she will need to be familiar with these
techniques in order to explain them to future students.
Student coach Josephine also assumed more of an authoritative role in the
beginning of the study, but became more of a facilitator as the weeks progressed.
Josephine confirmed in her interview that she did find herself offering more feedback to
the players during the earlier rehearsals by, “helping them get through the parts they
didn’t know how to play.” However, once the players became more comfortable with the
music and each other, they were more inclined to share their ideas and work together to
resolve issues they encountered in the music. In the focus group interview, the Maple
Leaf players claimed that Josephine acted more like a, “conductor” in the earlier
rehearsals, but it was not necessary for her to assume that role as the weeks progressed.
Josephine mentioned that the student coaching experience allowed her to realize
that she could, “possibly teach” one day in an area she felt more comfortable with.
Admitting that music may not be an area where Josephine feels as comfortable could be
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the reason why her focus was primarily on having the players play together at the same
tempo. During rehearsals, Josephine also tended to focus more on whole group playing or
the violin parts, particularly the first violin. Kristina played the first violin part for all of
the pieces and generally had more of the melodic line. Kristina also appeared to have the
most difficulty with the music, which may have contributed to the large amount of
rehearsal time spent on helping her learn her part. Josephine mentioned in her interview
that she felt very comfortable with the violin parts because of her personal experience
playing both in orchestra, which could be another reason for the large amount of time
spent on the two violin parts. Interesting to note is that during rehearsals, Josephine did
not model any of the parts on her own instrument, further demonstrating her comfort, or
lack of comfort, in music.
According to Jenny, the Maple Leaf Quartet players learned their music by
playing through it then going back to focus on specific areas. Throughout the study, the
ensemble focused mostly on finding a common tempo that was comfortable for everyone
to play. Additional areas discussed included rhythm, counting, and cueing, however,
aside from the discussion on how to cue and count in during rehearsal 5 (vignette 2) and
the live performances, Josephine appeared to be the one who counted the players off to
start the pieces. Areas not addressed included dynamics, balance, and intonation. As I
viewed the rehearsal video recordings and performances, I noticed that the two violin
players had the weakest intonation, particularly when it came to playing naturals and
accidentals. While intonation was not an area addressed by Josephine, Vriska did briefly
bring up to Kristina that she was not playing a sharp when she was supposed to during
rehearsal 12 (vignette 5).
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Research Question 3a: How do coaches and players interact during the experience?
Based on the rehearsal video-recorded clips, student coach Andrew was generally
quiet during rehearsals and would observe the Skyway Strings players or the music score
when they engaged in discussion and during play-throughs. This could be attributed to
Andrew’s, “guiding role” approach to coaching and the more collaborative, “open
discussion” environment he was trying to create. There were times in rehearsals when
Andrew modeled passages on his violin, yet he rarely provided verbal explanations of
what he was doing. When he did model on his violin, the players were quiet and
observant. It is interesting to note that while there were moments when Andrew modeled
on his instrument, he did not play along with the players during the rehearsals. Also
interesting to note is that my initial thoughts about Andrew towards the beginning of the
study were that he was not that interested in coaching. However, during his interview, he
informed me that his approach was intentional and he aimed to create an environment
where the players had more space for discussion.
Student coach Josephine frequently followed along with the music score while the
players played during the Maple Leaf rehearsals. She did not have her violin out in any of
the recorded video clips or model passages on an instrument. Josephine took on more of
an authoritative role in the earlier rehearsals, suggesting where to rehearse and frequently
counting the ensemble off to start, however, there were moments when she followed the
lead of the players and made the environment more collaborative by asking the players
questions.
In her individual interview, Josephine expressed that she sometimes had difficulty
with the players listening to her because she felt like they viewed her as a, “student” or,
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“peer.” This was evident in rehearsal 8 (vignette 4), when Josephine was trying to give
verbal directions to the players on how to enter the stage and bow. The players were
engaged in their own discussion and Kristina assisted with getting the players’ attention.
When Josephine worked with certain players during rehearsals, the players who were not
playing tended to practice their own parts independently. This aligns with Webb (2012),
who found that one student tutor believed that because of the close age gap between
student tutors and their tutees, tutees might view the tutors as non-authority figures and
get off topic more easily.
Despite these moments, Josephine believed that she had a good relationship with
the players in the Maple Leaf Quartet, which was evident in the rehearsal videos based on
the positive interactions between her and the players in the ensemble. She frequently used
the phrase, “You got this!” for encouragement. The players also agreed that the ensemble
had developed a positive, “music relationship” and had, “fun” in rehearsals. There were
moments when the ensemble members joked or laughed with each other such as in
rehearsal 5 (vignette 2) when Vriska counted off the ensemble with a loud audible inhale
that made several members laugh, and also in rehearsal 12 (vignette 6) when Mark was
discussing his, “successful moment.”
In contrast to Andrew and Josephine, student coach Parker frequently played
along with the players during rehearsals. When Parker modeled playing techniques on her
violin accompanied with verbal explanations, the players were generally quiet and
attentive, but at times, they would practice independently while Parker was speaking.
There were also several moments when Parker and Art engaged in a discussion, and
during these moments, the other players would also practice independently. In the focus
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group interview, Jane described Parker as, “very present” and claimed that Parker was
very much in control of what the players were doing. This was evident in the rehearsal
video recordings as Parker directed most of the rehearsals, however, in the last video
recorded rehearsal, the players became more vocal and Parker appeared to follow their
lead more.
Research Question 3b: How do players interact during the experience?
Based on the interactions of the players in the rehearsal video recordings and
during the focus group interview, it was evident that the Skyway players were very
comfortable and friendly towards each other. This was also confirmed during the
interview when the players mentioned, “camaraderie” as a positive aspect of the chamber
experience. After playing through a section or passage in their music during rehearsals,
the players were quick to voice their thoughts about their playing, both as individuals and
a whole ensemble. The Skyway players also frequently finished each other’s sentences
and thoughts in rehearsals and the interview, which further demonstrated their level of
comfort with each other.
In the rehearsals, the Skyway players generally engaged in whole group activities.
When they applied a practice strategy such as clapping and counting, they mostly did it
all together. There were moments when the players would practice independently, such as
in vignette 1, when Natasha practiced counting and clapping her part individually and
later in vignette 5, when Aurora practiced her cello part while Peggy and Natasha
discussed vibrato. However, these moments lasted for short periods of time and the whole
ensemble would come back together to continue working through their music.
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Throughout the study, it appeared that leadership was shared more evenly
between Peggy, Aurora, and Natasha. Peggy and Aurora knew student coach Andrew
from peer leadership, which may have made them feel more comfortable and vocal in the
earlier rehearsals. Peggy always played the first violin part in all of the pieces and
counted the group off during performances. Kristen was the least vocal out of the Skyway
players, but did contribute to discussions during rehearsals and in the focus group
interview.
As the weeks progressed, the Maple Leaf Quartet players became more
comfortable with each other by offering more feedback and suggestions during rehearsal.
In rehearsal 5 (vignette 2), the players all contributed their ideas on how to start the piece,
and in rehearsal 12 (vignette 6), the players were more vocal about the music and even
offered some feedback about the ensemble’s performance after a play-through of a
section. According to Josephine, the players did not talk as much in the beginning of the
rehearsals, but started talking more as the weeks progressed about what they could do
better, which Josephine found, “cool to see.”
Out of the Maple Leaf players, Vriska was the strongest player, and I originally
assigned her to this group because I thought the ensemble could potentially benefit by
having her as a leader. However, there were times when Vriska and Kristina both
displayed leadership roles. Vriska was the one who always counted the ensemble off in
performance, but Kristina did offer her suggestion about tapping your foot to establish the
tempo in rehearsal 5 (vignette 2). Kristina also suggested practicing walking in and
bowing and got the attention of the players when they were talking in rehearsal 8
(vignette 4) while Josephine was trying to explain how to enter the stage and bow.
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Gale and Art in the Treble Ensemble were the most vocal of all the players during
the rehearsals, but Jane became more vocal towards the later rehearsals. Stella was quiet
during most of the rehearsals; she rarely contributed to discussions and mainly followed
the lead of the other players, however, during the focus group interview, Stella was more
vocal and did answer some of my questions. Jane and Gale generally sat next to each
other during rehearsals, and at times, engaged in conversations between the two of them.
In rehearsal 13 (vignette 6), Gale verbalized the area in the music Jane thought the
ensemble should rehearse, but later during the same rehearsal, Jane was more vocal about
why the ensemble should start from the ending of the piece.
There were moments of discourse between Gale and Art such as in rehearsal 6
(vignette 4) when the players were deciding on the parts to play, and also in rehearsal 13
(vignette 7) with Jane joining the conversation about where to rehearse in the music.
However, the players appeared to come to a resolution when these moments occurred
(Whitener, 2016) and even joked about these moments during their interview. They also
expressed how they felt they improved in working with others from this experience,
which may have been due to these particular moments. Despite what I had perceived as
conflict, these moments did not appear to affect the relationships between the players
who claimed they were friends before the chamber ensemble experience.
While viewing all of the video recordings of rehearsals, I had originally
anticipated more moments of discourse and/or conflict to occur. When assigning students
to ensembles, I did consider personalities I believed would work well together, but I was
surprised that the students seemed to get along as well as they did. Even in the reflection
summaries, students appeared quite positive, and the only moments when I observed
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some tension occurred during the Treble rehearsals, which were reported in the data
findings. The ensembles rehearsed for only a 14-week period, but I would be curious to
see how the relationships of the ensemble members might change if the ensembles
worked together for a longer period of time.
Research Question 3c: How do players perceive the coach’s role in promoting a
collaborative environment?
During the focus group interviews, the players in all ensembles shared their views
about the student coach in their ensemble and how they perceived the role of a student
coach. The Skyway players all believed Andrew played an important role in their
ensemble. Peggy claimed that Andrew helped the players to, “stay on track,” while
Kristen and Natasha called Andrew, “encouraging.” Aurora described Andrew as
motivating, and because he had more experience and knowledge, was able to help the
ensemble, “learn about what we needed to do.” Peggy and Aurora also shared that
because they knew Andrew from peer leadership, they felt more comfortable in the
earlier rehearsals and when making mistakes. The players stated that Andrew would send
messages to them in their GroupMe chat about what repertoire to work on, but when they
forgot to respond, Andrew ended up making the final decisions about repertoire.
The Maple Leaf Quartet players agreed that Josephine was an important part of
their ensemble and claimed they would have been less successful without her. Kristina
commented about how the players could all play their parts individually, but Josephine
was able to, “blend us all together.” Jenny and Vriska described the learning environment
as, “comfortable” and fun, and Vriska added that Josephine’s positive attitude helped the
players to feel less tense. Mark shared that Josephine was more of a, “conductor” in the
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beginning of the rehearsals by helping the players find good tempos, but felt it was less
necessary for her to take on that role as the weeks progressed.
In contrast to the two ensembles, the players in the Treble Ensemble believed they
would have been more successful without a student coach. The players found Parker
helpful, but Gale and Jane felt that at times, Parker was sometimes “off topic.” Stella
thought Parker lacked a sense of urgency and tended to focus too much on more specific
musical elements rather than general aspects of the music. While Gale described the
learning environment as, “comfortable” and thought Parker was, “friendly,” she also
believed the ensemble would have been more successful without a coach because the
players would have had more responsibility in directing their own rehearsals. Despite the
Treble players claiming they would have been more successful without a student coach,
Jane did feel that Parker was helpful by encouraging the players to try techniques they
might not have tried otherwise.
Research Question 4: What are the additional learning benefits and challenges when
including student-coached chamber ensembles in a large ensemble setting?
Based on all of the collected data, I found there were several additional learning
benefits for both the student participants and the teacher-researcher when including
student-coached chamber ensembles in a large ensemble setting that may not be as
prevalent in a traditional large ensemble. First, participating in a student-coached
chamber ensemble gave students an opportunity for a more “hands-on” and “mind-on”
(Reimer, 1997, p. 35) music-making experience that included more student voice and
choice through active engagement in the rehearsal process and also when selecting
repertoire to perform (Scruggs, 2009; Wiggins, 2015). By participating in a student-
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coached chamber ensemble, students were required to analyze and evaluate their playing
as individuals and a whole ensemble (Berg, 1997; Hanzlik, 2010) and work
collaboratively to learn their music (Shuler, 2011). During rehearsals, both the student
coaches and players were vocal at times about the areas that they believed their ensemble
should focus on, and through discourse, students were able to problem-solve together and
resolve various musical issues (Berg, 1997; Latten, 2001; Whitener, 2016).
Students applied a variety of creative practice and rehearsal strategies to address
specific musical challenges they encountered in their music, which also reinforced
previously learned skills and strategies (Berg, 1997; Webb, 2012). The Skyway Strings
frequently employed the count and clap strategy, the Maple Leaf Quartet and Treble
Ensemble isolated parts, the Treble Ensemble practiced with the metronome, and all three
ensembles used repetition to learn their music. During her individual interview, student
coach Parker shared that she applied strategies that she had learned from her private and
school music teachers during chamber rehearsals that she found to be most effective,
which aligns with the findings of Webb (2012).
By applying previously learned strategies during rehearsals, student coaches were
also reinforcing their own musical understandings. Most student coaches appeared to
focus on areas where they felt more comfortable, which Webb (2012) refers to as a,
“pedagogical comfort zone” (p. 306). In his study on peer tutoring, Webb found that
student tutors tended to apply the same instructional techniques and strategies during
lessons that they learned from their teachers and chose musical elements to focus on that
they felt more comfortable addressing. According to Webb, by having to reformulate
musical concepts and communicate them in different ways to the student tutees, the
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student tutors were reinforcing their own understandings while also acquiring new
knowledge through teaching. The student coaches in the present study also applied
previously learned strategies and focused on musical areas that they appeared to be
familiar and comfortable with and were able to foster the development of new knowledge
by applying these strategies to a new situation of coaching a chamber ensemble.
While the players did receive some assistance from their student coaches, all three
ensembles collaboratively decided what music they wanted to play and perform. The
Maple Leaf Quartet and the Treble Ensemble players selected the pieces they felt the
most comfortable playing, and the Skyway Strings players chose repertoire outside of the
pieces I had originally assigned to them. This experience gave students the opportunity to
perform music outside the standard orchestral literature (Latten, 2001) and perform
pieces they were interested in learning. According to Peggy from the Skyway Strings,
having the opportunity to choose the music to perform in chamber enhanced the overall
experience, which his supported by Scruggs (2009), who claims that allowing students to
select repertoire to play can positively affect student engagement.
Another benefit of incorporating student-coached chamber ensembles into a large
ensemble setting was that student coaches were able to take on new leadership roles
(Scruggs, 2009). Prior to this experience, students in my orchestra had leadership
opportunities that included conducting warm-ups with the orchestra, assisting with smallgroup lessons, facilitating sectional rehearsals, and even conducting the orchestra during
the annual Halloween Parade. However, taking on the role of a student chamber coach
and tasked with facilitating student chamber ensembles provided students with a new
leadership experience. Student coaches were required to plan for rehearsals, develop new
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skills such as score reading and analysis, and prepare chamber ensembles for a
performance without immediate direction from a teacher. During the individual
interviews with the student coaches, each mentioned how the knowledge and skills
acquired while coaching student chamber ensembles could be applied to areas outside of
this immediate experience.
Both Parker and Josephine expressed how being a student coach was a new
experience they had never had before and both believed their communication skills
increased from taking on this new role. Josephine claimed that the student coaching
experience allowed her to see how she could possibly teach one day, and Parker stated
that the knowledge she gained from the experience could be helpful in pursuing a career
in music education. While Andrew had prior leadership experience as a peer leader
earlier in the school year, he felt that his leadership skills were strengthened because he
was able to take on more of a facilitating role as a student chamber coach.
Finally, the student-coached chamber ensemble experience helped participants to
play more independently and feel more confident. Natasha and Kristen of the Skyway
Strings both believed their confidence improved; Natasha claimed that playing on a part
independently helped to improve her confidence, while Kristen shared that she felt more
confident and even excited to play her instrument stating, “I feel like now […] I can
actually play viola.” Players in the Maple Leaf Quartet also felt their confidence
improved from playing in a chamber ensemble. Jenny expressed feeling like a more
confident player and described how being confident can translate to orchestra and also
help your stand partner to feel more confident. Mark added that feeling more confident
translates to playing in general.
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Stella of the Treble Ensemble stated feeling more confident when playing in a
large ensemble and not relying on the other violins in her section, and Jane described how
the chamber ensemble experience gave her more confidence to play out more in her
private saxophone lessons. Jane’s confidence also appeared to increase when she became
more vocal during chamber rehearsals as the weeks progressed. In the earlier rehearsal
video clips, there were moments when Gale would verbalize what Jane discussed with
her, but in the video clips of a later rehearsal, Jane was much more vocal about where she
felt the ensemble should rehearse from in their music and openly expressed her thoughts
with the entire ensemble.
The confidence of the players in the Skyway Strings and Maple Leaf Quartet also
appeared to increase after each performance. The Skyway players expressed in their
interview that they were nervous during the Ensemble Night performance because it was
their first time performing together in front of an audience and because the environment
felt more formal. Peggy shared that she thought the ensemble sounded, “so much better”
during the String Thing performance, and all of the players appeared more comfortable in
that final performance, especially after taking turns announcing to the audience what they
were going to perform.
The Maple Leaf players also mentioned feeling very nervous for the Ensemble
Night performance. Student coach Josephine remarked that the players were, “definitely
way more confident” at the String Thing performance, especially when performing
“Concerto in D,” which was the first piece the ensemble worked on and the one they
spent the most amount of time rehearsing. Jenny shared that she was, “terrified” at the
Ensemble Night performance, but felt less nervous for the following performances.
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Kristina described, “black[ing] out” during the Ensemble Night performance, but felt
much better about “Concerto in D” when the ensemble performed it at the String Thing
performance.
From a pedagogical perspective, observing students throughout this study allowed
areas in my own teaching practices that may require further reflection to emerge. I
became more aware of my own instructional delivery, pacing, and gaps in my own
instruction and was able to build these into my subsequent lesson plans. In a teacherdirected setting like a traditional orchestra, the student-coached chamber ensemble
experience gave me an opportunity to see students’ strengths that I might not have seen in
the traditional setting. While viewing the rehearsal video recordings, I realized how easily
I jump in to address music issues by telling students exactly what to fix and how to fix it,
a music “crutch” as Latten (2001) refers to it, without considering whether the
information is retained. This experience also showed me that students possess a great deal
of musical knowledge and giving them an opportunity to figure out how to diagnose
problems can help strengthen their individual musicianship.
Implementing student-coached chamber ensembles within the large ensemble
setting allowed the teacher-researcher to incorporate student-centered learning and key
principles of constructivism into instruction. Students were more actively involved in the
rehearsal process by problem solving when they encountered challenging areas in their
music and also evaluating and reflecting on their performance to make musical decisions
(Scott, 2011), especially since there was no direct instruction from a teacher. The
members of each ensemble shared a responsibility for learning, which several students
commented on during the interviews, and supported their peers (Wiggins, 2015). Students
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were also able to apply knowledge from previous experiences to the rehearsals and
construct new knowledge through collaboration (Schreiber & Valle, 2013).
While a student-coached chamber ensemble program can benefit both students
and teacher, there were also some challenges encountered when implementing this
program into regular large ensemble instruction. Researchers and practitioners contend
that time is the reason why educators choose not to incorporate small chamber ensembles
(Grant, 2007; Scruggs, 2009; Whitener, 2016) or peer-learning opportunities (Darrow et
al., 2005; Goodrich, 2007; Sheldon, 2001) into instruction, and I experienced firsthand
the significant amount of preparation work that this type of program requires when
preparing the student coaches for their roles and forming the ensembles.
Prior to coaching sessions, I met with student coaches to discuss their role and
responsibilities and had to schedule additional meetings throughout the study to discuss
observations I made after viewing the rehearsal video recordings and listening to the
reflection summaries. This find aligns with Goodrich (2007), who found that while peer
mentoring was highly encouraged and even expected in an advanced high school jazz
ensemble, the director of the group frequently met with student mentors before rehearsals
began and during the time of rehearsals to guide them through the mentoring process.
However, researchers suggest that students should be adequately prepared prior to the
start of practice sessions for peer work to be effective (Sheldon, 2001; Webb, 2012;
Whitener, 2016).
Additionally, when assigning players and student coaches to ensembles, I had to
carefully consider the playing abilities of each member, but also personalities who I
believed would work well together (Sheldon, 2001). I also had to consider the reading
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and playing levels of both players and student coaches when selecting level-appropriate
music for each ensemble. Some players did express that the repertoire I chose was too
easy for them, some felt the music was appropriate, and the Skyway Strings ended up
finding additional repertoire on their own.
Finding a balance between how much instruction to give to students, or
appropriately scaffolding instruction (Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976), during the
experience was another challenge I encountered as the teacher-researcher during this
experience. The rehearsal reflection summaries provided an overview of each rehearsal
and the rehearsal video recordings also allowed the teacher-researcher to monitor
rehearsal productivity. While there were several moments when the participants figured
out how to resolve various issues, I found that there were also moments where I had to
intervene; two student coaches struggled with reading bass and alto clef so I provided
them with a sheet to assist with note reading, the Skyway players were having trouble
with a particular rhythm when it actually appeared to be the bowing that was the cause of
the problem, and the Treble Ensemble had a tendency to talk a lot during rehearsals and I
had to step in to help them refocus. Researchers support that including more student-led
activities can benefit students, but they also recognize that support from an instructor or,
“expert” (Goodrich et al., 2018, p. 32) is also important (Goodrich et al., 2018; Scott,
2011; Scruggs, 2009; Shively, 2015; Weidner, 2018).
Additional Findings
During the individual and focus group interviews, student coaches and players
mentioned how the knowledge and skills they gained from being a part of a student-
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coached chamber ensemble could apply to other musical and non-musical areas. This
relates to Bruner’s (1960/1977) concept of, “transfer of principles” (p. 17), where larger
ideas can be applied to areas outside of the immediate experience. Andrew found that the
experience of being a student coach helped him understand what it means to be a good
leader. He found that an, “open discussion” approach was more effective and preferred to
give the players the opportunity to figure out how to resolve music issues themselves. He
also thought it was better to lead the players in a certain direction and interject when they
might be going off topic, and he shared how this might apply to a sports team and
leadership skills in general.
Parker believed that the experience of being a student coach helped with her
general communication skills. She expressed that she sometimes struggles with
verbalizing her thoughts and found that the student coaching experience gave her the
opportunity to find different ways to express her ideas through words and gestures.
Parker also mentioned that she was interested in pursuing a career as a music educator
and believed this experience gave her a head start in learning how to teach and work with
younger students. This is similar to the findings of Goodrich et al. (2018), who found that
preservice music teachers who participated in different peer mentoring activities valued
the knowledge and skills gained from the experience and planned on applying them to
their future careers and classrooms.
Andrew and Josephine claimed that coaching a student chamber ensemble
translated to their own playing in large ensemble settings. Josephine mentioned that being
able to read a music score translated to her own playing in orchestra and the advanced
chamber ensemble. By learning how to read different scores during the chamber
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ensemble experience, Josephine was able to better understand how different instrument
parts fit together within a piece (Krathwohl, 2002). By listening more closely to the
players during rehearsals, Andrew was able to apply that same type of listening in large
ensemble rehearsals. He shared that at times, he felt he played too loudly to hear other
parts in the ensemble, but when he had measures of rest, was able to hear the all voices in
the orchestra and better understand the music.
The Skyway players and Treble players expressed that learning how to work in a
small group translated outside of a music setting. The Skyway players referenced a recent
small group project in a different class and described being very controlling in that
situation, but Natasha shared that she became more trusting of other people in the group
and, “wasn’t as on them to get stuff done.” Aurora agreed and added that while it was
possible to get away with not doing work in a group project, it was not possible in a
chamber ensemble. All players in the Treble Ensemble mentioned that the chamber
experience helped them learn how to work with other people. Schreiber and Valle (2013)
contend that structuring activities in the classroom that require group work is the most
effective way to teach students how to function in groups. Based on the collected data,
the players in the Skyway Strings and Treble Ensemble were able to learn how to
collaborate and work together and apply this knowledge to areas outside of the music
classroom.
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I addressed the research questions that framed the present study
using a cross-case analysis with examples from the collected data, which included
rehearsal video recording clips, individual interviews with student coaches and focus
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group interviews with the players, and my teacher journal. Additionally, related literature
that pertained to the present study was also included.
Student participants demonstrated creativity by applying a variety of creative
rehearsal and practice strategies to address specific musical elements such as clapping
and counting and using a metronome to learn rhythms and isolating parts to correct
intonation. Critical thinking was observed when students applied higher-order thinking
skills through analyzing components of the music, evaluating and critiquing the
performance of the ensemble, identifying specific challenges and applying practice
strategies to address the challenges, and repeating the same music passage or sections
after applying a strategy, thus creating the music.
Verbal communication was observed when participants offered feedback or
suggestions, positive reinforcement, and when giving direct instruction. Non-verbal
communication was evidenced through modeling on instruments or singing and
conducting. Instructional decisions made by the student coaches were described along
with the interactions of student coaches and players during rehearsals and in
performance. The players’ perspective of the student coach’s role in promoting a
collaborative environment was also shared. Learning benefits of participating in a
student-coached chamber ensemble that can add to the large ensemble experience as well
as the challenges encountered when implementing this program into regular large
ensemble instruction were explained. Additional findings of the student-coached chamber
ensemble program included participants’ transferring of skills and knowledge from the
present study to music and non-music areas outside the scope of this research.
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Chapter VIII
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview
The purpose of this study was to document the development and implementation
of a structured student-coached chamber ensemble program within a traditional large
ensemble setting where students took on the role of chamber music coach to facilitate
student chamber ensemble rehearsals in the preparation of performance. An aim of this
research was to provide educators with insight and clarity on how to practically
incorporate chamber ensemble opportunities in the music classroom within time
constraints of a typical high school music program. In addition, the issues of how
participation in student-coached chamber ensembles of the Western tradition may
contribute to musical and social development in areas of creativity, critical thinking,
communication, and collaboration from the perspectives of student coaches and players
throughout the experience were explored.
Summary
This study followed a multiple-case study design (Yin, 2018). Participants in the
study consisted of students in my high school orchestra at East Maple High School, a
public high school located in a small suburban town about 25 miles outside a major US
city, and included three student coaches in grades 11-12 and twelve student players.
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Student coaches were solicited from the advanced chamber ensemble based on having
prior chamber music playing experience, and players were chosen from ninth grade based
on having little to no prior chamber music experience. Three out of four formed
ensembles were purposefully selected to be the focus in this study.
The chamber ensembles rehearsed over a 14-week period. All data were collected
from January to June 2019, and included multiple sources of evidence: rehearsal
reflection summaries submitted electronically by all participants following each
rehearsal, selected video recording clips of rehearsals and performances shared with the
participants during interviews using a video-stimulated recall method, individual
interviews with student coaches, focus group interviews with players in their respective
ensembles, a teacher journal, and additional artifacts that included marked parts and
scores. Due to the voluminous amount of raw data, video recorded clips that were shared
with the participants during interviews, the individual and focus group interviews, and
my teacher journal were used as the primary sources of evidence reported in the findings
of this study.
Throughout the data collection process, I analyzed the raw data for patterns within
individual cases; each student coach and the players in their respective ensembles were
analyzed as individual cases. Patterns were coded and codes were organized into themes
that fit within the context of the research questions. Individual cases were later analyzed
using a cross-case synthesis. When reporting the data and answering the research
questions that framed the present study, I used thick, rich description and provided
detailed examples from the collected data in addition to findings from related literature
that pertained to the present study.
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Student coaches and players developed positive social relationships throughout
the student-coached chamber ensemble experience. The student coaches all shared in
their interviews that they enjoyed getting to know the freshmen players and seeing them
improve over the 14-week period. Andrew stated during his interview that it was, “kinda
cool to see” the players getting better at playing their music. Josephine claimed that one
of her goals during the student-coaching experience was to get to know, “what kind of
people” the players were. She also mentioned several times how much she enjoyed being
part of the, “whole process” of the players learning the music. Parker expressed that she
enjoyed the coaching experience because of the opportunity to, “know some younger
people in the orchestra that I wouldn’t have really known otherwise.”
This outcome aligns with Webb (2012), who found that student tutors working
with younger peers enjoyed the social opportunity from peer tutoring. One student tutor
was very enthusiastic about making new friends, while others enjoyed seeing the tutees
improve in their playing. In the present study, student coach Parker also claimed that she
felt like a mentor to the players because she would answer general questions they asked
about school, which relates to studies conducted by Furby (2016), Goodrich (2007), and
VanWeelden et al. (2017). The researchers found that peer mentoring opportunities
benefitted students in both musical and nonmusical ways.
The Skyway players described getting closer from this experience. During their
focus group interview, the players mentioned, “camaraderie” as a positive aspect of the
experience, and Peggy claimed the players were excited for chamber and, “really bonded
over this.” During the interview with the Maple Leaf players, Kristina described forming
a, “music relationship” with the other members in the ensemble, while Vriska shared that
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a memorable moment of the experience included getting to know the other members in
the ensemble better and, “grow[ing] together.” The Maple Leaf players also enjoyed
getting to know upperclassman student coach Josephine, despite Mark claiming that
juniors, “are keen to be distant” towards younger students.
Throughout the study, the players believed they improved in playing more
independently and developed a greater sense of the individual responsibility required
when playing in an ensemble with only one or two people on a part, a result that is
supported by researchers and practitioners (Berg, 1997; Scruggs, 2009; Whitener, 2016).
The players commented on how they had to learn their own parts because they had no
section around them or upperclassmen students to watch. Most players agreed that they
felt more responsibility to practice at home in order to avoid making mistakes and hold
the ensemble back from making progress.
Additionally, student coaches and players believed that they developed stronger
listening skills from this experience, which is a skill that Latten (2001) emphasizes can be
further developed through participation in chamber music. Several players also expressed
that their confidence increased from playing in a chamber ensemble. Student coaches
commented on listening more to the instrument parts they were less familiar with, while
players listened more closely to each other in order to identify problematic areas. Players
commented on becoming more confident, which they claim also translated to other music
areas outside the chamber ensemble setting.
Finally, student coaches and players expressed how the experience of
participating in a student-coached chamber ensemble translated to music and non-music
related areas. Parker believed the experience helped her to improve her general
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communication skills, while Andrew believed he better understood how to be a good
leader. Student coaches also mentioned how taking on the role of a coach translated to
their playing in a large ensemble because they were able to identify less familiar
instrument parts in the orchestra more easily and understand how all of the parts fit
together within the context of the music. Student players in the Skyway Strings claimed
this experience translated to working with peers in a small group project in an academic
class, while the Treble Ensemble players expressed that this experience helped them learn
how to work with other people in general.
Conclusion: Addressing the Research Questions
The research questions were designed to address how participation in a studentcoached chamber ensemble may contribute to musical and social development in areas of
creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration from the perspectives of
both student coaches and players. Additionally, the benefits and challenges of
implementing a student-coached chamber ensemble program into regular large ensemble
instruction were also examined. The results of this research may provide educators with a
more comprehensive understanding of how chamber music experiences can be practically
incorporated into large ensemble instruction and the implications this may have for both
students and teacher.
Following a cross-case analysis of all student coaches and players who
participated in this study, it was determined that participation in a student-coached
chamber ensemble appears to contribute to musical and social development in areas of
creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration. These 4C’s were observed
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in all three chamber ensembles that were selected as the focus of this study. For a crosscase analysis list of skills developed from the student-coaching experience for student
coaches and players, please see Appendix F.
Research Question 1: How do student coaches demonstrate musical and social
development in areas of creativity, critical thinking, communication, and
collaboration while coaching other students in a chamber ensemble?
Creativity. All student coaches demonstrated creativity when applying a variety
of creative practice and rehearsal strategies to address specific musical elements that the
players encountered in their music during rehearsals (Berg, 1997; Latten, 2001; Webb,
2012). These strategies included clapping and counting and clapping and singing when
there were challenges with rhythm, modeling with instruments or through singing,
conducting and using the metronome to help keep a steady beat, isolating parts to address
specific issues such as intonation with accidentals, and repetition, which helped the
student players to learn their music.
Critical Thinking. Student coaches demonstrated critical thinking skills when
analyzing the music or music score, evaluating or critiquing the performance of the
players, identifying specific challenges and applying practice strategies to address those
challenges, and having the players repeat the same passages or sections again after
applying a strategy. Through critical listening, student coaches were able to identify
problematic areas in the music and choose an appropriate practice strategy in order to
address those areas. When ensembles repeated passages again after applying a specific
strategy, they created the music, or a coherent whole (Krathwohl, 2002).
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Communication. Student coaches demonstrated non-verbal communication when
modeling on instruments or through singing (Haston, 2007) and conducting, and
displayed verbal communication when offering feedback or suggestions, positive
reinforcement, or direct instruction to the players during rehearsals. Student coach
Andrew modeled passages in the music on his violin, while Parker frequently modeled on
her instrument and also provided detailed step-by-step verbal explanations accompanied
with her modeling. Josephine shared that she became more comfortable answering the
players’ questions as the weeks progressed and found herself rephrasing material
differently so players would better understand (Webb, 2012). All student coaches
provided the players with verbal feedback and direct instruction during rehearsals to help
enhance the players’ performance. Additionally, student coaches expressed that there
were moments when they struggled with communication.
Collaboration. Student coaches displayed collaboration when demonstrating an
ability to work respectfully with the players in their ensembles, contributing ideas or
suggestions, listening and responding to others in rehearsal and performance, and by
valuing the individual contributions made by the players. Andrew intentionally wanted to
create a collaborative environment, which was evident when he gave the Skyway players
time to discuss challenges they encountered prior to offering his recommendations.
Josephine asked the Maple Leaf players questions, which helped make the environment
more collaborative, while Parker of the Treble Ensemble frequently played along with the
players. There were moments when coaches would give the players time to discuss before
offering their own ideas or suggestions, which also helped make the experience more
collaborative.
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Collaboration was also observed through the development of positive social
relationships, which highlights the participants’ ability to work respectfully with the other
members in their ensemble. All student coaches expressed enjoyment from the
experience and getting to know players in their ensembles and see their progress over the
14-week period. This finding aligns with previous studies (Furby, 2016; Goodrich, 2007;
Goodrich et al., 2018; VanWeelden et al., 2017; Webb, 2012), where researchers found
that peer mentoring and learning opportunities encouraged students to develop positive
social relationships.
Research Question 2: How do players demonstrate musical and social development
in these same areas [creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration]
while playing in a student-coached chamber ensemble?
Creativity and Critical Thinking. Out of the three ensembles, the players in the
Skyway Strings demonstrated creativity and critical thinking most during this study, but
there was also evidence of these skills in the Maple Leaf Quartet. In the Skyway Strings,
players frequently applied creative practice strategies to address specific music issues
they encountered in their music (Berg, 1997; Latten, 2001; Webb, 2012), with their most
frequent strategy being to clap and count when they encountered issues with rhythm.
They would also analyze each other’s music during rehearsals to know when to play with
someone else or as an indicator if they got lost. The players frequently evaluated their
performance after playing a section or passage and were comfortable expressing their
thoughts with each other, which included both positive and negative commentary. In the
Maple Leaf Quartet, there were brief moments when the players analyzed the music more
closely for key changes and the time signature.
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Communication. Players in all three ensembles demonstrated verbal
communication in several ways. In the Skyway Strings, players frequently shared
feedback after playing through a section or passage in their music, contributed to
discussions, and even elaborated on each other’s thoughts and ideas. In the Maple Leaf
Quartet, players became more comfortable making suggestions and offering feedback as
the weeks progressed and also shared their ideas with the ensemble such as when
deciding how to start a piece through cueing. In the Treble Ensemble, there were
moments when players negotiated and compromised (Whitener, 2016) such as when
deciding on which parts to play in their violin duets and where to rehearse from in their
music, which also exemplifies collaboration.
Collaboration. Players demonstrated collaboration when deciding together on
what repertoire to play and perform and assuming a shared responsibility for the progress
of the whole ensemble. The Skyway Strings found music to perform outside of what I
had originally assigned for them, which were suggested by both student coach Andrew
and the players, while the Maple Leaf players selected pieces to perform that they felt
most comfortable with as a whole ensemble. Players in all three ensembles also expressed
feeling a greater sense of responsibility; with fewer players in a chamber ensemble than
an orchestra, they did not want to hold their ensemble back from making progress, so
they did more individual practice at home (Whitener, 2016; Wiggins, 2015). Players in
the ensembles described getting to know each other and their student coach better
throughout the experience and developing positive relationships, which shows the
participants’ ability to work respectfully with the other members in their ensemble.
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Research Question 3: What instructional decisions are student coaches making
when facilitating student chamber ensemble rehearsals that promote a collaborative
environment?
During the individual interviews, the student coaches described their perspectives
of the student chamber coach role, which appeared to influence the instructional
decisions they made during rehearsals. Throughout the study, student coach Andrew
assumed more a facilitating role, which he stated was intentional, while student coaches
Josephine and Parker assumed more authoritative roles in the beginning of the study, but
more facilitating roles towards the end (Teodoro-Dier, 2013). Andrew believed that
creating a more collaborative environment with open discussion was a more effective
coaching approach and generally allowed the Skyway players time to discuss issues they
encountered in their music before offering his feedback.
Josephine felt she offered more feedback towards the beginning of the study, but
once the players became more comfortable with the music and each other, they became
more vocal about their thoughts and opinions during rehearsals. There were also times
when Josephine would follow the lead of the Maple Leaf players such as when Kristina
suggested practicing walking in and bowing during one of their rehearsals. Parker
claimed she was, “nervous to mess it up” in the earlier rehearsals, so she was more handson by frequently playing along with the Treble players during rehearsals and choosing the
areas to rehearse. Towards the end of the study, Parker found that the ensemble had more
success when she stopped playing with them and could listen more closely in order to
assess their overall sound.
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During rehearsals, student coaches in all three ensembles tended to focus on areas
where they appeared more comfortable, or their “pedagogical comfort zone” (p. 306) as
referred to by Webb (2012). For Andrew, rhythm and counting was a primary focus and
the whole ensemble frequently applied the clap and count strategy together whenever
they encountered issues with rhythm. Josephine shared that music was not an area she
was most comfortable with, and tended to focus more on finding a common tempo where
all the players felt comfortable playing. Student coach Parker expressed an interest in
pursuing a career in music education and eventually teaching orchestra. This may have
influenced her areas of focus, which tended to be on rhythm, intonation and fingerings,
and more specific advanced techniques such as shifting, playing double stops, and bow
articulation.
Research Question 3a: How do coaches and players interact during the experience?
During rehearsals, student coach Andrew was generally quiet and at many times,
allowed the Skyway players time to discuss before offering his feedback or suggestions
after they played a section in their music. While there were moments when he modeled
passages from the music on his violin, he did not play along with the ensemble. Josephine
generally followed along with the music score while the Maple Leaf players played, but
did not have her violin out or model with her instrument during rehearsals. Student coach
Parker frequently played along with the Treble players during rehearsals and also
modeled on her instrument with accompanied verbal explanations of what she was doing.
While the players were generally attentive when Parker modeled, there were times when
they would practice independently while Parker was speaking.
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Research Question 3b: How do players interact during the experience?
The players in the Skyway Strings appeared very comfortable with each other and
generally engaged in whole group activities such as when applying the practice strategy
of clapping and counting. They also frequently shared their thoughts after play-throughs
of their music, and at times, finished each other’s sentences. Throughout the study, it
appeared leadership was more evenly shared between Peggy, Aurora, and Natasha. While
Kristen did contribute to discussion during rehearsal and the focus group interview, she
was the least vocal of the Skyway Strings players.
The players in the Maple Leaf Quartet became more comfortable with each other
as the weeks progressed and offered their ideas and suggestions more during rehearsals.
Vriska was the strongest player in the ensemble, but there were moments when leadership
was shared by both Vriska and Kristina. Gale and Art of the Treble Ensemble were the
most vocal players in their ensemble throughout the study, but Jane became more vocal
as the weeks progressed. There were some moments of discourse that occurred during
rehearsals between the Treble players, but they found a resolution and the rehearsal
continued. Stella was the least vocal of the Treble players, rarely contributing to
discussion during rehearsals and mainly following the lead of the other players in the
ensemble.
Research Question 3c: How do players perceive the coach’s role in promoting a
collaborative environment?
The players in the Skyway Strings and Maple Leaf Quartet believed the student
coach in their ensemble played an important role and that they would have been less
successful without a coach. The Skyway players claimed student coach Andrew helped
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them to stay on track, while the Maple Leaf players found that while they were able to
play their own parts independently, student coach Josephine helped to blend all of the
parts together. The Maple Leaf players also claimed that Josephine was more of a
conductor in the earlier part of the study, but by the end, it was not as necessary for her to
assume the role, especially since the players were more familiar with the music and each
other.
In contrast to the Skyway Strings and Maple Leaf Quartet, the players in the
Treble Ensemble believed they would have been more successful without student coach
Parker. The players felt Parker was too present in rehearsals, was sometimes distracted,
and also lacked a sense of urgency. They claimed that by having more responsibility in
facilitating their own rehearsals, they would have found more success.
Research Question 4: What are the additional learning benefits and challenges when
including student-coached chamber ensembles in a large ensemble setting?
Including student-coached chamber ensembles into a large ensemble setting
provided student participants and the teacher-researcher with learning benefits that added
to the large ensemble experience. First, participating in a student-coached chamber
ensemble allowed students to have more active engagement in the rehearsal process
(Reimer, 1997) by having to analyze and evaluate their own playing (Berg, 1997;
Hanzlik, 2010) and collaborate as a whole ensemble to make musical decisions (Scruggs,
2009; Wiggins, 2015), especially since there was no immediate direction from a teacher.
When addressing challenges encountered in the music, students were able to apply
previously learned strategies (Berg, 1997; Webb, 2012), which reinforced their own
musical understandings. This experience also gave students an opportunity to have more
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choice in repertoire (Scruggs, 2009) and learn repertoire outside standard orchestral
literature (Latten, 2001). Student coaches were able to take on new leadership roles
(Scruggs, 2009) and players learned to play more independently, developed a greater
sense of individual responsibility, and increased in levels of self-confidence.
As the teacher-researcher, this experience allowed me to see gaps in my own
instruction. I became more aware of my pacing and instructional delivery while teaching
in addition to how quickly I am to diagnose music challenges encountered in rehearsals
(Latten, 2001). By implementing this program into my current instruction, I was also able
to incorporate a more student-centered activity that included key principles of
constructivism; students were more involved in the rehearsal process by making musical
decisions (Scott, 2011) and constructed new knowledge through collaboration with others
(Schreiber and Valle, 2013).
While this experience benefited students in several ways, there were some
challenges encountered when implementing this program into regular large ensemble
instruction. One major challenge was that in the development of this program, a
significant amount of preparation time was required to form the ensembles, select
appropriate repertoire for each group, and prepare student coaches for their coaching role
prior to the start of rehearsals. Researchers contend that time is the reason why most
educators choose not to incorporate chamber music (Grant, 2007; Scruggs, 2009;
Whitener, 2016) or other peer learning opportunities (Darrow et al., 2005; Goodrich,
2007; Sheldon, 2001) into regular instruction, and I experienced firsthand the amount of
time this program requires.
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As someone who tends to be more controlling, especially since my teaching
position requires me to be more of a conductor, I also found it challenging at times to
know when to intervene during the chamber rehearsals. As I viewed the rehearsal video
recordings and listened to the rehearsal summaries, it was difficult not to step in every
time that I observed challenges not fully resolved and to allow the students time to figure
out solutions. However, there were moments during the study when I did feel I needed to
step in so that rehearsals were more productive.
Recommendations
Recommendations for Future Practice
By applying theories of knowledge construction of Dewey, Bruner, and Vygotsky
along with principles of constructivism into real-life practice through the development
and implementation of student-coached chamber ensembles in a traditional large
ensemble setting, I was able to observe first-hand the benefits and challenges presented
when implementing these ensembles into regular instruction. Based on the collected data
and findings, recommendations for future practice can be made:
1. Players in the present study consisted of students in the same grade, and students
were assigned to ensembles based on similar playing abilities. In subsequent
years, ensemble players could consist of students in mixed grade levels with
similar or varied playing abilities, which might provide a richer learning
experience and foster relationships between students in different grades.
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2. Student players were formed into quartets in the present study, but chamber
ensembles could consist of multiple instrument formations such as trios, quintets,
sextets, etc.
3. A longitudinal goal of the student-coached chamber program is to eventually have
players become student coaches. Depending on the number of student players
interested in coaching, the coaching role might be rotated around a chamber
ensemble each week so students could take on roles as both coaches and players.
4. For the present study, a 14-week period was selected as an appropriate timeframe
for the student-coached chamber ensemble program. Based on the
recommendations of the student participants, the timeframe might be extended to
a half or full academic year.
5. Another possibility for practice is to have student chamber ensembles partner with
student composers. Student composers could create or arrange pieces based on the
ability and instrumentation of the players in the chamber ensembles and also work
with them during rehearsals to prepare the pieces for performance.
Recommendations for Future Research
Data for this study were collected in my personal teaching setting and consisted of
a relatively small sample size, which makes the results of this research not generalizable.
Some recommendations for future research can be made:
1. Due to the relatively small sample size, to help strengthen the reliability and
validity of this research, this study could be replicated in another orchestra setting
or in a different large performance ensemble such as band or chorus. Additionally,
participants included my own high school students. Future research might
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examine student-coached chamber ensembles in an outside setting where the
primary researcher is not the instructor of the participants.
2. As previously mentioned, a longitudinal goal of the student-coached chamber
ensemble program is to continually develop and implement it each school year
into regular instruction and eventually have student players become student
coaches. Following student players through the process and transition from player
to student coach may provide greater insight on the skills that can be further
developed when students have experience in both roles.
3. A qualitative analysis was selected as the research approach for the present study,
and emphasis was placed more on the skills that students can develop from
participating in a student-coached chamber ensemble over the quality of
performance and playing. In future research, a quantitative or mixed methods
approach might show how participating in a student-coached chamber ensemble
may affect levels of performance.
4. After the initial implementation of student-coached chamber ensembles, students
may be assigned to the same ensemble each year or to a different one.
Researchers might examine or compare the experiences of student players who
participate in the same chamber ensemble each year to those who change
ensembles.
Final Thoughts
Throughout the process of conducting this research, I was able to get to know and
see my students in ways I had not previously, despite having them in my large ensembles
for between 3-5 years, and also learn more about myself as a music educator. By
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participating in student-coached chamber ensembles, students were also able to get to
know each other musically and personally, learn new skills, and experience meaningful
music making in a more collaborative setting. Recently, a colleague and I were
discussing the importance of creating a community within our music ensembles. This
experience has proven that students and teachers can all learn from each other, and
student-coached chamber ensembles can not only foster a community of musicians, but
also a community of lifelong learners.
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Appendix A
Researcher-designed Coaching Guideline Sheet
Chamber Coach Guidelines 2018-2019
BEFORE THE FIRST REHEARSAL:
1. ANALYZE THE SCORE & LISTEN TO THE PIECE
a. Analyze the score and listen to the piece. Look at the title, composer, key
signature, time signature, tempo indicators, possible key changes,
transitions, etc. Find recordings of the piece online (JWPepper.com or
YouTube) and listen to them. If available, listen to multiple recordings and
follow along in the score.
b. Also think about what message or image the composer is trying to convey,
and what feelings or emotions come to mind as you’re listening to the
music.
c. If your measures are not numbered, write the measure numbers in (this
will make rehearsal time more efficient). Also check the individual parts
and number the measures if they aren’t already in there. If necessary, you
may also want to include/add rehearsal letters.
2. MARK THE SCORE
a. If you can identify potentially problematic areas, mark them in your score.
These may include difficult rhythmic passages, passages with tricky
tuning, holds/fermatas, etc.
3. PLAY ALL OF THE PARTS
a. Play through each part. It will also help you find tricky areas you may
have missed by just looking at the score.
b. As you play through, also check bowings/fingerings. You may find other
options that work better.
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AT THE FIRST REHEARSAL
1. Analyze the music together – you don’t need to go into a lot of detail, but have the
group examine the title, composer, key signature, time signature, etc. together
before the first play-through.
2. Have the group sight-read the entire piece. (You might need to help establish a
sight-reading tempo and count the players off to start the piece). As the group
plays through, mark any areas that are noticeably challenging. This will help
outline areas for you that you can focus on in the following rehearsals.
3. Get a sense of how the players feel about the music – ask them what they think of
the piece, what images come to mind, what mood the composer is trying to
create…
4. Pick a place to start from (you may want to start at the beginning or possibly pick
a part in the middle). Remember, it’s always a good idea to start at a slower tempo
and eventually increase the tempo as the music becomes more familiar.
5. COMPLETE THE REHEARSAL REFLECTION SUMMARY AND SUBMIT
IT TO MRS. SATO ☺ Please repeat after each rehearsal.

AT THE SUBSEQUENT REHEARSALS:
1. Use what you learned from the previous rehearsal to help guide your next
rehearsal. If you noticed the group struggling with a particular area, start from that
area first.
2. I would recommend focusing on rhythm first, then notes and intonation, then
adding more musical elements (i.e. phrasing, dynamics, balance, ending phrases,
etc.).
3. Because these groups will not have a conductor, also have the players count off,
start the piece, and end the piece with a cutoff. If someone has a lot of rests, have
another player practice cueing that player in. Encourage a lot of eye contact and
body movement!
AREAS YOU MAY CHOOSE TO FOCUS ON
•

Rhythm
o Are players holding notes long enough?
o Are entrances and exits together?
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•

Intonation
o Is the ensemble playing in tune?
o Be aware of accidentals!

•

Tone
o What type of sound should the piece have?

•

Dynamics
o These add variety to the piece and interest!

•

Phrasing
o Think of phrases as musical sentences. You want each sentence to have
some type of shape and not be so static.

•

Ends of phrases (or starting phrases)
o Taper endings or include crescendos depending on where the phrase is
going.

•

Articulation
o Are entrances/attacks secure? Are there staccato markings, tenutos,
accents, hooked bowings, slurs indicated in the parts? If applicable, is
everyone playing with the same articulation?

•

Bowings
o Check bowings in the parts (especially if multiple instruments have similar
movement in the music). You may choose to do a different bowing if
something isn’t working, but check bow changes against other parts to
make sure they align.

•

Balance
o Who has the melody? Who has a counter melody? Who is keeping the
pulse? Who should play out and who should play less?

•

Starting the piece/Ending the piece
o Decide who will set the tempo. Will that person give a full measure countoff, or 1-2 beats count off?
o Who will cut the group off after the last note? How will that person
indicate the cutoff?

•

Methods/Strategies
o See “Practice Strategy Sheet”
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*ROLE/RESPONSIBILITY OF THE COACH:
Your role is to help facilitate the rehearsal and guide the players through the practice and
performance of their music. Remind all players that they have an important role in their
ensemble, as many will be the only person playing their part. All contributions should be
equally valued. If a player has a suggestion or idea, try it out! Encourage the ensemble to
make this piece “their own.” Feel free to take creative liberties! If “section A” feels like it
should be played forte instead of piano, make the decision as a group. Encourage the
ensemble members to play out, play confidently, and have fun!!!
If you have any questions or concerns, please speak to Mrs. Sato privately. This may be a
new experience for you, so please don’t hesitate to ask any questions!
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Appendix B
Rehearsal Reflection Summary Prompt Protocol
Rehearsal Reflection Summary Protocol 2018-2019
Please submit your rehearsal reflection summary to Mrs. Sato within 24 hours of the
rehearsal. Answer the following prompts.
1. What is the date of the rehearsal?
2. What did you work on in this rehearsal? (Please provide specific measures or
sections of your music).
3. What musical elements did you focus on during this rehearsal? (i.e. rhythm,
intonation, tone, phrasing, dynamics, etc.)
4. Did you use any specific strategies or methods to work on the musical elements
identified above?
5. Were these strategies or methods successful or unsuccessful? Why?
6. What were successful moments during this rehearsal? Please explain.
7. What were unsuccessful moments during this rehearsal? Please explain.
8. What did you feel YOU improved most on in this rehearsal?
9. What did you feel the ENSEMBLE improved on most in this rehearsal?
10. What areas will you focus on for the next rehearsal (either individually or as an
ensemble)?
11. Is there anything you would like to bring to my attention?
12. (If applicable) What improved the most from the previous rehearsal?
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Appendix C
Rehearsal Reflection Summary and Video Recording Coding Protocol
Rehearsal Reflection Summary and Video Recording Coding Protocol:
CR #1-7: CREATIVITY
1. Develop, implement, and communicate new ideas to others effectively
2. Open and responsive to new ideas
3. Incorporate group ideas into playing (alternative interpretations of music)
4. Failure as an opportunity to learn
5. Use of a variety of rehearsal/practice strategies (clapping and counting, clapping
and singing, use of metronome, etc.)
6. Use of imagery or metaphor
7. Elaborate, refine, analyze, and evaluate own ideas
CT #1-13: CRITICAL THINKING
Analyze:
1. Form of piece
2. Musical style, mood, character
3. Melody and harmony
4. Who should lead and who should follow
5. Musical score (bowings, fingerings, dynamics, tempo markings, etc.)
6. Specific music elements (rhythm, tempo, pitch, etc.)
Evaluate:
7. Critique the performance
8. Provide justification/clarification for a musical idea
9. Ask questions to justify/clarify a musical idea
10. Reflect on performance
Create:
11. Use of rehearsal/practice strategies to solve specific musical issues
12. Planning for rehearsals
13. Performance following applied strategies, discussion, etc.
COM #1-10 – COMMUNICATION
Verbal:
1. Direct instruction/feedback
2. Articulates thoughts and ideas effectively
3. Listens to other ensemble members as they speak
4. Positive reinforcement, encouragement, and/or motivation
5. Communicate rehearsal goals/objectives
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Non-verbal:
6. Singing/Humming
7. Conducting
8. Cuing (breathing audibly, bow arm movements, body movements, head
movements, etc.)
9. Eye contact
10. Demonstration/Modeling
COL #1-6: COLLABORATION
1. Demonstrates ability to work respectfully with members of the ensemble
2. Contributes to ensemble with ideas and/or suggestions
3. Listens and responds to others in rehearsal and/or performance
4. Compromises when making decisions
5. Assumes shared responsibility for collaborative work
6. Values the individual contributions made by each ensemble member
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Appendix D
Student Coach Interview Protocol Sample
Sample Student Coach Interview Protocol
Introduction

“Thank you for meeting with me today and
choosing to participate in this study.”
“I am really interested in hearing about
your experience as a student chamber
music coach. Mainly, I want to know what
you learned from the experience and if you
felt you developed any skills from taking
on a role as a chamber coach. I also want
you to feel free to share any suggestions
you may have to develop this program
further if we were to include this into our
orchestra every school year.”
“If, at any time, you want to stop the
interview, please let me know. Also, if
there are any questions you feel
uncomfortable answering, please let me
know. We will stop this interview if you do
not want to continue, and you will not need
to answer any questions you feel
uncomfortable answering.”

Introductory Questions

“Before we continue, do you have any
questions for me?”
1. First, please state your name.
2. Overall, how would you describe
the experience?
3. What were some positive aspects
about this experience? What were
some negative aspects about this
experience?
4. What areas do you feel you
improved on the most from being a
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chamber coach?
5. Was there a specific moment (or
moments) that was most
memorable to you?
6. Do you feel you have improved as
musician?
7. What musical skills do you feel you
improved on the most?
8. Were there non-musical skills you
feel you developed from this
experience?
9. Were there any new skills you feel
you developed from this
experience?
10. How would you describe the
relationships between yourself and
the other members in the ensemble?
Include potential follow-up questions: Can
you elaborate on that more? What do you
think about this?

Video-Stimulated Recall – Sample
Questions

“We are going to view some video clips
from the rehearsals and performances.
After viewing the videos, I would like to
talk about your experiences.”
1. Can you please describe what is
going on in this video?
2. What are you focusing on or
thinking about in this video?
3. Where did you learn this strategy or
method? How did you know to
apply it to this situation?
4. Did you consider additional
strategies or methods for this?
5. Were there certain things you were
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thinking about between rehearsals?
6. How did you know what to plan for
future rehearsals?
7. In the video recordings, I noticed
(insert video reference here)
changed from rehearsal to
rehearsal. What do you think about
this?
8. Was this something you were
thinking about or aware of?
9. How would you apply the
knowledge you gained from this
experience to areas outside of
music and/or the music classroom?
10. Do you think the skills you
developed from this experience
translate to non-musical areas?

Closing

Include potential follow-up questions: Can
you elaborate on that more? What do you
think about this?
“Is there anything you would like to add to
our discussion?”
“If we were to include student-coached
chamber ensembles into our class every
year, how would you change the program
to make the experience better?”
“If you were given the opportunity to
participate in this experience again, would
you?”
“Thank you so much for your time and for
sharing your experiences with me!”
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Appendix E
Student Player Interview Protocol Sample
Student Player Interview Protocol Sample
Introduction

“Thank you for meeting with me today and
choosing to participate in this study.”
“I am really interested in hearing about
your experience as a student chamber
music player. Mainly, I want to know what
you learned from the experience and if you
felt you developed any skills from playing
in a student-coached chamber ensemble. I
also want you to feel free to share any
suggestions you may have to develop this
program further if we were to include this
into our orchestra every school year.”
“If, at any time, you want to stop the
interview, please let me know. Also, if
there are any questions you feel
uncomfortable answering, please let me
know. We will stop this interview if you do
not want to continue, and you will not need
to answer any questions you feel
uncomfortable answering.”

Introductory Questions

“Before we continue, do you have any
questions for me?”
11. First, please state your name.
Please tell me a little about your
musical experiences in and out of
school.
12. Overall, how would you describe
the experience?
13. What were some positive aspects
about this experience? What were
some negative aspects about this
experience?
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14. What areas do you feel you
improved on the most from being a
chamber ensemble player?
15. Was there a specific moment (or
moments) that was most
memorable to you?
16. Do you feel you have improved as
musician?
17. What musical skills do you feel you
improved on the most?
18. Were there non-musical skills you
feel you developed from this
experience?
19. Were there any new skills you feel
you developed from this
experience?
20. How would you describe the
relationships between yourself and
the other members in the ensemble?
Include potential follow-up questions: Can
you elaborate on that more? What do you
think about this?

Video-Stimulated Recall – Sample
Questions

“We are going to view some video clips
from the rehearsals and performances.
After viewing the videos, I would like to
talk about your experiences.”
11. Can you please describe what is
going on in this video?
12. What are you focusing on or
thinking about in this video?
13. Where did you learn this strategy or
method? How did you know to
apply it to this situation?
14. Did you consider additional
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strategies or methods for this?
15. Were there certain things you were
thinking about between rehearsals?
16. How did you know what to plan for
future rehearsals?
17. In the video recordings, I noticed
(insert video reference here)
changed from rehearsal to
rehearsal. What do you think about
this?
18. Was this something you were
thinking about or aware of?
19. How would you apply the
knowledge you gained from this
experience to areas outside of
music and/or the music classroom?
20. Do you think the skills you
developed from this experience
translate to non-musical areas?
21. How would you describe the role of
the chamber coach in your
ensemble?
22. Did you think your group would
have been more or less successful
without the coach?

Closing

Include potential follow-up questions: Can
you elaborate on that more? What do you
think about this?
“Is there anything you would like to add to
our discussion?”
“If we were to include student-coached
chamber ensembles into our class every
year, how would you change the program
to make the experience better?”
“If you were given the opportunity to
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participate in this experience again, would
you?”
“Thank you so much for your time and for
sharing your experiences with me!”
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X
X
X
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